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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The capital structure of a firm describes the relative amounts of different types of securities,

which are used to finance the firm's activities. Debt and equity are the two most common types

of financing. In case of debt, the firm commits itself to pay interest periodically and to repay the

loan according to a prespecified schedule. If the firm fails to pay interest or to repay the loan, the

creditors can legally compel the payments or, in the ultimate case, ask for a bankruptcy of the

firm. In the latter case, the proceedings will first be used to repay debt. Equity is different from

debt, because the firm has more discretion with respect to the payments of the rewards and

returning the funds. The firm can choose to pay out money to the shareholders as dividends or to

buy back shares from shareholders from the funds that remain after the fixed obligations to

debtholders have been met. The firm can also choose to retain the funds.

In his presidential address to the American Finance Association, Myers asked the question

`How do firms choose their capital structures?'. He also immediately added his answer: `We

don't know?' (Myers, 1984, p. 575). In this thesis we study determinants of the debt-equity

choice in Dutch firms that are listed on the Amsterdam Exchanges. In these exchange-listed

firms, professiona] managers are hired and they are no or only partial owners of the firm.

Ownership and control are largely separated. Because we study firms that are controlled by

professional managers, the answer to Myers' question would be simply: managerial decisions

determine the capital structure. This unsatisficing answer evokes the question that describes the

focus of this thesis. The question is: which determinants influence the management's choice

between debt and equity in Dutch exchange-listed firms? According to agency theory, several of

these determinants arise from differences in information and incentives between debtholders and

shareholders and between shareholders and managers. Other theories predict determinants of the

debt-equity choice based on tax advantages or from bankruptcy costs associated with debt. In

this study we aim to test the empirical relevance of these theories for Dutch listed firms.

Agency problems play an important role ís this thesis. Infonnation differences and

divergences of interests lead to agency problems, and to costs associated with these problems.

Agency problems are closely related to capital structure decisions, because the finn's capital
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structure decisions may lead to agency problems, but they can also be used to mitigate agency

problems. Because we study listed firms, agency problems arise between managers and

shareholders. Although shareholders own the firm, the management controls the firm. Managers

may have incentives to maximize their own wealth, at the expense of the shareholders. For

example, managers may prefer to control a large firm, and as a result they may invest in projects

which decrease firm value but increase firm size. This problem is referred to as the

overinvestment problem. The obligatory nature of debt can serve [o constrain these managers.

This task can also be fulfilled by other disciplinary mechanisms, often referred to as the firm's

corporate governance structure. The overinvestment problem is one of many agency theories

that may explain capital structure decisions. Other agency-based capital structure theories are

based on alternative moral hazard agency problems, i.e. between shareholders and bondholders

or between inside and outside stakeholders, or adverse selection agency problems. Besides these

agency-based explanations, several other theories explain debt-equity choices.

The studies in this thesis aim to provide empirical tests of capital structure theories for a

sample of Dutch listed non-financial firms. Many of these theories have not been tested yet in

the Dutch institutional setting. However, it is interesting to investigate the empirical relevance of

the theories for Dutch firms, because the corporate governance characteristics of the Dutch firms

are expected to accentuate some theories. For example, firms in the Netherlands have effective

takeover defenses, which may partly protect managers from disciplining. Besides, the ownership

structure, the influence of banks, and the board system differ from the US setting, for which

many empirical studies have been carried out. We apply Shleifer and Vishny's (1997) definition

of corporate governance, i.e. the ways in which suppliers of financing assure themselves of

getting a return on their investment.

In order to test the capital structure theories we apply various empirical approaches. Most

of these approaches are currently used in empirical corporate finance research. We try to

improve these approaches. Moreover, we apply in Chapter 5 an approach that is new in

corporate finance research. This latter approach is specifically directed at the measurement of

the influence ofagency problems on corporate finance decisions.

In this thesis, the focus is on debt and equity. For this reason, we refer to the debt-equity

decisions as capital structure decisions. Several forms of debt prevail, and in this thesis we will

study the role of long-term debt, unless explicitly indicated otherwise. Other forms of debt are

short-term debt and hybrid debt. Besides, several types of long-term debt prevail. We do not

investigate the composition of long-term debt. For Dutch firms, it is important to notice that we
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do not explicitly investigate the role of bank debt.' In this study, two types of deb[-equity

decisions prevail. First, firms choose a specific ratio of debt relative to equity, i.e. the debt ratio

or the equity ratio. Second, firms make incremental capital structure decisions when they raise

additional capital, i.e. issue debt or equity. We will refer to both decisions as the debt-equity

choice. In this thesis we study the debt-equity choice separately from altemative ways to adjust

the capital structure, such as dividends and share buy-backs.' Finally, capital structure is

discussed independently from the firm's risk management policies.

1.2 Outline of the thesis

This thesis consists of a literature review and three empirical studies on capital structure choice.

The focus of this thesis is on testing theoretical determinants of the relative amount of debt of a

firm and the preference for debt in comparison with equity. The remainder of this thesis consists

of a review of the capital structure literature, three empirical studies, and the conclusions.

In Chapter 2 we will discuss the theoretical and empirical capital structure literature.

Starting from the seminal paper by Modigliani and Miller (1958), we describe theoretical and

empirical contributions. The description provides the background for the following chapters,

with respect to the theories that are tested and the results of existing empirical studies. The

chapter concludes with a critical assessment of empirical capital structure research and discusses

alternative directions in empirical research.

The empirical study in Chapter 3 investigates the relationship between leverage, Tobin's

Q, and corporate governance characteristics. We use a set of publicly available data of Dutch

listed non-financial firms over the period 1992-1996. We aim to test hypotheses with respect to

the determinants of leverage, on the basis of the tax~bankruptcy tradeoff and two moral hazard

agency problems, i.e. underinvestment and overinvestment. We apply a structural equations

model that allows for the measurement of the joint determination of leverage and Tobin's Q.

Besides, we try to disentangle three roles of corporate govemance, i.e. substitute of leverage,

inducing the use of leverage, and inducing increased firm value. The set-up of the empirical

' An interesting study in which the role of bank debt ín the Netherlands is investigated is Van Dijk (1997,
Chapter 4).

Z For a sample of Canadian firms, De Jong, Van Dijk, and Veld (1999) investigate the relations between
debt, dividends, and share buy-backs, using an empirical approach which is similar to the approach advocated
and applied in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
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model enables a test of multiple hypotheses for each theory.

In Chapter 4, issues of debt and equity are studied in order to test theories on incremental

capital structure decisions. We use publicly available data of Dutch listed non-financials over

the period 1977-1996, including debt and equity issues of these firms. First, we investigate the

motives for the firms' managers to issue either debt or equity. These motives are based on the

static tax~bankruptcy tradeoff model, overinvestment, signalling, and the pecking order theory.

Second, we test the same theories for the stock market's reaction on the announcement of the

debt and equity issues. This set-up allows for the comparison of multiple tests of each theory

and to compare the managers' intentions with the shareholders' reactions.

The study in Chapter 5 aims to test determinants of leverage, on the basis of the

tax~bankruptcy tradeoff, product-market characteristics, and four moral hazard agency problems,

i.e. underinvestment, direct wealth transfers, asset substitution, and overinvestment. We use data

from questionnaires which we received from CFOs of Dutch listed non-financial firms in 1997.

We apply a confirmatory factor analysis and structural equations modeling, in order to test the

determinants ofboth leverage and the above-mentioned agency problems. The empirical model

is comparable to the model in Chapter 3, but the questionnaire data with the factor analysis

enable an alternative test of a broader set of theories.

A summary and the conclusions are provided in Chapter h. ln this chapter we summarize

the results from the preceeding chapters, and discuss the relationships. Besides, we describe the

contributions to the existing literature and mention extensions for further research.



Chapter 2

A Review of the Literature on Capital Structure Choice

2.1 Introduction

Capital structure choice in firms has fascinated and inspired countless researchers. The question

of how firms choose their capital structure has many answers and remaining questions. Since the

pathbreaking theory formation of Modigliani and Miller in 1958, the number of theories has

expanded rapidly. The implication of the well-known Modigliani and Miller theorems is that in

a perfect world capital structure does not influence firni value. By gradually replacing the set of

perfect world assumptions by a more realistic set, several potential answers are added to the

original theoretical framework. Capital structure literature can be divided into theoretical and

empirical studies. First, on the basis of the theoretical models, hypotheses are derived. Normally,

these hypotheses are based on a number of assumptions and describe the influence on, or the

consequences of, the debt-equity choice with respect to a set of characteristics, describing the

firm or its environment. Second, empirical studies test the hypotheses based on a data set that

includes variables measuring those characteristics and a capital structure variable. This capital

structure variable is either an incremental capital structure decision or the debt ratio, which

represents the aggregate of past incremental decisions. In this chapter the theoretical literature is

discussed in Section 2.2 and the empirical literature is described in Section 2.3. The goal and

content of this discussion is twofold.' First, the literature is discussed in order to position the

studies in subsequent chapters. Second, specific aspects in the literature are digressed on. These

aspects require attention in order to define hypotheses in the following empirical chapters and

compare the findings with other empirical studies. Of course, the above-mentioned separation

between theory and empirics is artificial. Similarly, the suggested unilateral influence from

theory to empirics is a severe simplification. In Section 2.4 the interrelationship between

theoretical and empirical studies is investigated. Besides descríbing current affairs, alternative

empirical approaches are discussed.

' Other survey studies that discuss the capital structure literature include Masulis (1988). Miller (1988),
Ravid (1988), Harris and Raviv (1991), Cools (1993, Chapter 3-4), Duffhues (1997, Chapter 1-8). Boot and
Verheyen (1997), and De Bondt (1998).
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2.2 Capital structure theory

2.2.1 Introduction

In this section an overview of capital structure theories is given. The structure of the section

follows the main line in the literature. In Subsection 2.2.2 the irrelevance theorems of

Modigliani and Miller (1958) are described. The irrelevance theorems prove that, under specific

assumptions, the capital structure decision is irrelevant to the value of a firm. Subsequent studies

have investigated factors that influence the capital structure decisions by relaxing the

assumptions. These factors are taxation and bankruptcy (Subsection 2.2.3), moral hazard agency

problems (Subsection 2.2.4), adverse selection agency problems (Subsection 2.2.5), and

product-market interactions (Subsection 2.2.6). Subsection 2.2.7 provides an overview of the

theoretical literature.

2.2.2 Modigliani and Miller (1958): irrelevance theorems

Until 1958 capital structure choice was explained from practical principles.z An optimal capital

structure was assumed to exist. As a rule-of-thumb, the cost of capital was supposed to be a U-

shaped function of the debt ratio. The development of the modern theory of capital structure of

firms started in 1958 with the publication of the article by Nobel Laureates Modigliani and

Miller (MM). In this paper a perfect capital market is assumed, and under this assumption, the

capital structure is proposed to be irrelevant for the value of the firm. A firm is valued

irrespective of the debt ratio. Next to perfect capital markets, the irrelevancy is driven by two

key elements, i.e. arbitrage and `homemade leverage'. Assume a levered fitm is undervalued in

comparison with an unlevered firm. In this case an arbitrager will buy both the debt and equity

of the levered fitm and the consolidated position will mimic the unlevered firm. As a result of

the perfect capital market, interest rates for borrowing and lending are equal, and the interest

paid by the firm and the interest received by the arbitrager cancel out. The arbitrager virtually

has a position in an unlevered fitm, but obtains this position at a discount. This discount would

Z Many of these principles are present in the traditional Dutch literature, which is described ín Duffhues
(1997, Chapter 4). Duffhues argues that the principles derived from this literature receive much attention in
practice. However, from the point of view of the contemporary finance literature the theories are debatable, and
mutually incoherent. Duffhues also proves that inconsistencies arise between these practical principles and
neoclassical theories.
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be the arbitrage profit. Similarly, in case of overvaluation, the arbitrager buys equity in the

unlevered firm. By borrowing the funds for the purchase of the equity, the arbitrager adds

`homemade leverage'. In case of both arbitrage strategies the difference in value due to the

capital structure disappears.' MM's (1958) propositions I and II are most generally known.

Proposition I states that the market value of a firm is independent of its capital structure. The

value of equity is S, D is the value of debt, V is the value of the firm, X is the expected earnings

on assets before interest, and k„ is the capitalization rate for unlevered returns. Proposition I is

then:

S tD -Y-XIk~ (2.1)

Proposition I implies that the stream of earnings, discounted at the cost of capital of an

unlevered firm, determines the value of the firm. The firm value is composed of equity and debt,

but independent of the relative amounts of equity and debt. Proposition II states that the

expected yield of a retum on stock is a linear function of the firm's debt ratio. The capitalization

rate for levered-equity streams is k, and i is the interest rate on debt. Proposition li:

k -k~ t(k~ -i)DIS (2.2)

The consequence of the MM theorems for the capital structure of firms is implausible, and not in

line with the intuition of financial managers. It is essential to notice that the MM theorems only

hold under stringent assumptions. According to Cools (1993, p.55), MM explicitly assume that:

(i) the firm maximizes market value; (ii) the prices of certain income streams are constant and

given from outside the model; (iii) financial markets are perfect with a state of atomistic

competition; (iv) all cash flow streams are perpetuities (i.e., no growth); (v) all firms are in the

same risk class, (vi) firms issue two types ofclaims, i.e. risk-free debt and equity; (vii) firms can

lend at the risk-free rate; (viii) individuals can borrow and lend at the risk-free rate; (i.r) no

taxation; and (x) managers maximize shareholders' wealth. In addition, Cools (1993, p.55)

mentions three implicit assumptions. It is assumed that: (xi) insiders and outsiders have the same

information (i.e., no signalling opportunities); (xii) shareholders nor managers expropriate

wealth from other stakeholders (i.e., no agency costs); and (xiii) contracts are complete and can

be enforced. Proposition III is a decision rule for new investments. Firms that maximize the

wealth of their shareholders, will exploit an investment or growth opportunity if the rate of

return on the investments (k~`) is at least equal to the capitalization rate in the pure equity case

(k„). The investment choice is unaffected by the type of security used to finance new

' This arbitrage reasoning is based on MM (1969). The proof is the respons to a critique by Heins and
Sprenkle (1969).
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investments.

MM conclude their article with the following statement concerning the assumptions in

their study: `Having served their purpose they can now be relaxed in the direction of greater

realism and relevance, a task in which we hope others interested in this area will wish to share.'

(MM, 1958, p.296). According to MM's suggestion, the irrelevance theorems and the

underlying assumptions jointly induced two main lines of research that both aim at relaxing the

assumptions. The first line of research aims to relax the assumptions while irrelevancy is

maintained. This type of study has received relatively little attention.''S The second line of

research explores the relevancy of capital structure. Simultaneously, assumptions are relaxed

and the influence of capital structure on firm value is described. The relevancy of real world

phenomena that were assumed to be absent for capital structure decisions can be mapped out.

This approach has turned out to become the main line of research.`' The following research

efforts were directed at improving the capital structure theory by removing assumptions from the

MM set of assumptions and describing the consequences, i.e. the relevance of capital structure.

Thirty years after the publication of the irrelevance theorems, Miller (1988) notes: `Looking

back now, perhaps we should have put more emphasis on the other, upbeat side of the "nothing

matters" coin: showing what doesn't matter can also show, by implication, what does.' (Miller,

1988, p.100). In the following subsections we will discuss studies that mark the route along the

lines put out by the seminal work of Modigliani and Miller.

2.2.3 Taxes and bankruptcy

The first attempt to find a factor that influences capital structure choice was already made in

MM (1958), where corporate taxes are taken into account. In a correction on this particular

' Stiglitz (1969) and Rubinstein (I973) prove that irrelevancy holds with risky debt. Miller (1977) derives
equilibrium conditions for irrelevancy under corporate and personal taxation (see Subsection 2.2.3).
Controversies have arisen with respect to the assumption of no growth. Durand (1959) argues that under growth,
i.e. k'~k~, the MM propositions do not hold. Without formal proof, MM (1959) dispute the arguments.
However, Kumar (1975) and Arditti and Pinkerton (1978) derive the conditions under which capital structure
does not influence firm value in the case of growth. Growth is irrelevant only under these conditions.

5 In a general equilibrium analysis, Stiglitz (1974) includes dividend policy and proves irrelevancy of
financial policy in general. The assumptions are neutral taxes, expectations of real returns independent from
financial policy, individual borrowing as a perfect substitute for firm borrowing, and no bankruptcy.

6 This process is discussed in Cools (1993). The author describes a metatheoretical framework for the
capital structure research following MM (1958), and extensively describes the role of individual theoretical
contributions within this framework (Cools, 1993, p.5-140).
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section of the article, MM (1963) establish the IOOo~o debt theorem.' As a result of the tax

deductibility of interest costs, firms should prefer to use as much debt as possible. The value of

the levered firm, V„ is the value of the unlevered firni, V,,, plus the tax advantage of debt:

Vr-V~ tt~D (2.3)

In comparison with an unlevered firm, levered firms have a tax advantage which depends on the

corporate tax rate, i~, and debt, D. The implication is that firms have the maximum debt level,

i.e. close to 1000~0. Miller (1977) refines the analysis of the influence of taxation by adding the

personal tax rates on income from equity and debt, ip~ and iP,~, respectively:

V~-V~t[1 -
(1 -Z~)(1 -Tpe)]D

(1 -Tpd)
(2.4)

As a result, if ip~~ip~, the positive effect of corporate taxes is reduced, and if (1-ip,~)-(1-i~)(1-Tp~,)

taxation is neutral. The analysis of Miller (1977) thus shows that at the micro-level corporate

and personal taxation may be neutral, or may favor debt or equity. In most economies the

personal tax rates are progressive. Therefore, the tax rates the investors face depend on the tax

brackets of the investors. In an analysis at the macro-level, Miller (1977) presents an equilibrium

model that yields irrelevancy. Firms choose investors, i.e. their clientele, depending on their

capital structure. This result at the macro-level also holds at the micro-level, and ultimately the

result is that the capital structure is irrelevant.

Subsequent studies contain extensions of Miller (1977). Wheras Miller's results require

that the corporate tax rate is constant over firms, DeAngelo and Masulis (1980) discuss the

influence of firm-specific non-debt tax shields. The value of the reduction of corporate taxation

by interest payments is influenced by a crowding-out effect of alternative tax shields. Examples

are depreciation deductions, imperfect carryback or carryforward of unused tax shields, and

investment tax credits. These non-debt tax shields decrease the benefits of debt. As a result,

Miller's (1977) irrelevance theorem at the micro-level is replaced by a fitm-specific optimal

capital structure, due to the interaction of corporate and personal taxation of debt and equity.

As a reaction to the initial implausible 1000~o debt theorem in MM (1963) several authors

investigated the role of bankruptcy costs as a countervailing power that could reduce the tax

benefits of debt. The study of Baxter (1967) starts with astonishment about the results of MM

(1963) and introduces the `risk of ruin', i.e. real costs that are associated with an increased

' Although this theorem is referred to as the 1000~o debt theorem, legally, the amount of debt is limited by
the requirement of the presence of a shareholder who is the owner.
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probability of bankruptcy. These costs are the costs of having debt in the financial structure and

they partly offset the tax gains of debt. The study of Kim (1978) contains a more formal

treatment ofbankruptcy costs and describes its three major components. The first component of

bankruptcy costs are direct costs consisting of administrative expenses paid to third parties. The

second component are indirect costs due to a shortage of proceeds in case of liquidation or costs

of reorganization. The indirect costs in a liquidation are caused by imperfections in secondary

markets, because the firm's assets have to be sold for less than their economic value. Indirect

costs in reorganization are largely caused by doubts about the fulfillment of future obligations

and they ínclude the loss of future sales, difficulty in obtaining trade credit, and wage demands

by the employees. Other costs in reorganization concern the time and effort of the management

in the reorganization procedures. The third component is the loss of tax credits. Several studies

provide empirical proof about bankruptcy costs of US firms. For a sample of railroad

companies, Warner (1977) estimates the direct bankruptcy costs to be around 4.Oo~o of the total

market value of the firm one year prior to bankruptcy. Ang, Chua, and McConnell (1982)

estimate direct bankruptcy costs at 7.So~o of the liquidation value. Indirect costs are investigated

by Altman (1984), who estimates that they are 10.50~0 of firm value.g Couwenberg (1997) carries

out four case studies on Dutch firms that resolve financial distress problems through bankruptcy,

liquidation, and financial restructuring. The direct costs range from 30~o to 140~0 of total assets,

with an average of 70~0.

In the previous discussion taxes and bankruptcy costs were discussed separately. However,

since costly bankruptcy was introduced as a response and in addition to taxation, these concepts

jointly form the static tradeoff framework (Myers, 1984, p.576). Robichek and Myers (1966)

provide an early forma] treatment of that tradeoff In a state-preference framework corporate

taxes and costly bankruptcy are included. The authors conclude as follows: `Therefore, we

would expect the market value of the firm to be an incre~asine function of leverage for fitms with

little or no debt, bu[ that the value of the firm ultimately declines if leverage is carried far. If this

is the case, as we believe, then the firm acting in the best interes[s of its shareholders will

undertake leverage so as to maximize the market value of the firm. This amount of optimum

leverage is at the point where the present value of the tax rebate associated with a marginal

increases in leverage is equal to the present value of the marginal cost of the disadvantages of

leverage which have been discussed.' (Robichek and Myers, 1966, p.19-20). Kraus and

e See Senbet and Seward (1995), for an overview of empirical studies on the costs of bankruptcy for US
firms.
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Litzenberger (1973), Scott (1976), and Kim (1978) provide alternative models that also yield a

firm-specific optimal capital structure, based on the tradeoff between tax benefits and

bankruptcy costs of debt.' Myers (1984) reviews this framework and refers to it as the static

tradeoff framework. Within this framework an internal or interior optimal capital structure

exists. Each firm has an optimal debt ratio and aims at maintaining the actual debt ratio as close

as possible to the optimum. The optimal debt ratio is then referred to as the target debt ratio. The

target debt ratio differs between firms, because the impact of taxation and bankruptcy costs on

firm value differs between firms. Myers (1984) discusses two problems. First, costs of

adjustment will lead to lags in adjustment to the optimal capital structure.'o Second, cross-

sectional empirical tests are influenced by a divergence from target. These differences between

the optimal debt ratio and the actual debt ratio may arise due to recapitalization costs, or other

reasons. The actual debt ratio as an approximation of the optimal debt ratio may involve biased

measurement.

As before 1958, an optimal capital structure is assumed to exist. However this optimal

capital structure is based upon theoretically well-founded considerations, whereas before 1958

more practical considerations prevailed. In the contemporary literature the static tradeoff model

is generally accepted. Several refinements have been made." Haugen and Senbet (1978)

challenge the significance of bankruptcy costs. The authors argue that banktuptcy costs only

affect capital structure in case of systematic irrationality under investors. A counter-argument is

provided by Kale and Noe (1992). In a framework with corporate taxation and costly financial

distress, it is shown that, on the basis of relatively low costs of financial distress and the

presence of tax shields, an optimal debt ratio can be derived that is consistent with the observed

debt ratios of US non-financial firms. Because the costs of distress have a relatively large

impact, the influence of tax benefits is limited. Alternatively, Berens and Cuny (1995) argue

that the debt ratio is not an appropriate measure, because it underestimates the use of tax benefits

9 Kraus and Litzenberger (1973) provide a state-preference model with wealth taxes and bankntptcy costs.
Scott (1976) assumes risk indifference, bankruptcy costs due to imperfections in secondary markets, and
corporate taxes. Kim (1978) uses the capital asset pricing model, costly and stochastic bankruptcy, and corporate
tases.

'o Fischer, Heinkel, and Zechner (1989) introduce recapitalization costs and discuss the implications for a
dynamic optimal capítal structure. In case of recapitalization costs, it is costly for firms to adjust their capital
structure, and firms will have ranges of debt ratios. The authors model the size of the range of debt ratios in a
framework with costly recapítalization, corporate taxes, and bankruptcy costs. The size of the optimal debt ratio
range of a firm is found to be dependent upon firm size, the tax rate, and business risk.

" Moral hazard agency problems are also part of the static tradeoff model. These theories are discussed in
Subsection 2.2.4.
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of debt. The problem arises in case of a tax benefit of debt and no costs of distress. In this case,

firms will have an optimal debt ratio which is below 1000~0. If a firm would shield itself from

corporate taxes, the future earnings would equal all future interest payments. However, normally

interest payments are fixed and based on current earnings. For this reason, firms with growth in

earnings have to add debt to the capital structure. The current debt ratio does not incorporate

future debt, but the future earnings are incorporated in the (market) value of the firm. Thus, the

optimal future amount of debt is not reflected in the debt ratio, which underestimates debt.

2.2.4 Moral hazard agency problems

In their paper Jensen and Meckling (1976) present an analysis in which principal-agent

relationships are integrated in capital structure theory. After the seminal work ofMM (1958) and

the resulting tax~bankruptcy tradeoff, this second pathbreaking paper in capital structure theory

changed the direction of the literature. The principal-agent relations are characterized by a

divergence of interests and imperfect information, and as a result agency problems and agency

costs. The agency problems in Jensen and Meckling (1976) are moral hazard agency problems.

These problems occur in situations in which two parties possess equal information at the time of

the initialization of the contract, i.e. information is complete.~Z Afterwards the agent has superior

information, in comparison with the information available to the principal. This information

differential, together with divergent interests, may induce behavior by the agent that is beneficial

to himself, but harms the principal. An example is a manager who holds no shares in the firm he

manages (agent), who invests in projects that increase his status but have negative value and

decrease the wealth of the firm's shareholders (principals). Next to moral hazard, adverse

selection agency problems may influence capital structure decisions. Adverse selection is

characterized by situations in which two parties have unequal information at the moment of

initialization of the contract. In this subsection we will describe studies based on moral hazard

behavior and in Subsection 2.2.5 we will discuss adverse selection within the capital structure

literature.

An overview of several types of moral hazard agency problems can be made by

distinguishing the stakeholders of the fitm, i.e. shareholders, bondholders, managers, and other

stakeholders. The group of other stakeholders includes employees, customers, and suppliers.

'~ The characterization of agency problems in this subsection is based on Cools (1993). Cools (1993, p.83-
87) provides a comprehensive description and taxonomy of agency problems.
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Jensen and Meckling (1976) study agency problems between shareholders and bondholders and

between shareholders and managers. Subsequent studies expand the analysis of the agency

problems between these groups and add agency relations of other stakeholders versus managers

and financiers. These moral hazard agency theories are closely related to product-market

interactions, and will be discussed in Subsection 2.2.6. Moral hazard agency problems are

relevant for the firm's capital structure, because they induce agency costs of debt and equity."

According to Jensen and Meckling (1976, p.308), these costs may stem from three sources.

First, monitoring costs are caused by efforts of ihe principal in order to obtain additional

information that reduces the asymmetry in information. Second, bonding costs are caused by

actions of agents that reduce information asymmetries. These costs are borne by the principal to

the extent to which they mitigate the agency problem. Third, residual losses may occur. Residual

losses are the costs, not caused by monitoring or bonding, that the principal would not have

incurred if agency problems were absent.

The agency problem between shareholders and bondholders that is described by Jensen

and Meckling (1976) is the asset substitution problem. At the initialization of a debt contract,

bondholders demand an interest rate that is based on the riskiness of the firm's activities.

Shareholders can expropriate wealth from the bondholders by substituting the current assets for

more risky assets. The upward potential benefits the shareholders, while the downward risk is

partly carried by the bondholders. Smith and Warner (1979) describe direct wealth transfer

conflicts. By means of an excessive increase in dividends, shareholders can increase their wealth

at the expense of the bondholders. Similarly, the issuance of debt with higher priority can

expropriate wealth from current bondholders. With the asset substitution problem and the direct

wealth transfer problem, the fixed compensation of naive bondholders would be based on the

current state of affairs. This compensation allows shareholders to expropriate wealth from the

bondholders. However, the bondholders are not naive and will demand a premium for the risk of

wealth expropriation. And, as the shareholders are residual claimants, the costs are born by the

shareholders. Myers (1977) describes the underinvestment problem that is caused by

shareholder-bondholder agency problems. Shareholders may have no incentives to contribute

new capital in order to start new projects, even if these projects increase firm value. This

problem arises in a situation of distress, where the overhang of debt causes shareholders to pass

" Jensen and Meckling (1976) argue that the effects of taxation and bankruptcy costs are neglectible and

that agency costs lead to an optimal capital structure.
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growth opportunities."

Agency conflicts between shareholders and bondholders are increased by the presence of

debt, and as a result agency costs of debt arise. Shareholders will trade off these costs against

bonding costs, i.e. shareholders can alter the debt contracts in order to reduce the agency
problems. Smith and Wamer (1979) argue that covenants can be included. Stulz and Johnson

(1985) argue that debt can be secured by collateralization of tangible assets. According to Jensen

and Meckling (1976) and Green (1984), convertible debt or warrants can be issued. Finally, the
maturity of debt may reduce shareholder-bondholder agency problems."

Agency problems between bondholders and shareholders assume that shareholders are the
managers themselves, or that the managers act in the interests of shareholders. This is not likely

if managers are no or partial owners. Jensen and Meckling (1976) describe perquisite
consumption by the firm's management. Perquisite consumption consists of the non-pecuniary

benefits to the managers. Examples are reduced efforts, company jets, charitable contributions,
purchase of products from friends, and personal relations with employees. In the case of a

manager who is 1000~0 owner of the firm's equity, both the costs and benefits of the non-
pecuniary retums fully influence the managers utility. However, if the manager is a partial

owner, the costs are partially borne by other shareholders, while the non-pecuniary returns fully
benefit the manager. The other shareholders will anticipate on these agency costs, and the
expected costs are borne by the manager. This agency problem influences the optimal capital
structure along two lines. First, if a manager-owner issues external capital, equity will induce
perquisite consumption, whereas debt will not lead to these agency costs (Jensen and Meckling,
1976). Second, an increase in the relative amount of debt increases the fixed obligations of the
firm and reduces the funds over which the management has discretion. Debt serves as a

disciplinary device. If managers spend excessively on perquisites and, as a consequence, fail to
meet the fixed debt obligations, the debtor will have the firm declared bankrupt. In this case the

benefits to the managers are lost. The increased probability of bankruptcy due to the bonding
role of debt aligns the interests of shareholders and managers. This latter argument is described

by Grossman and Hart (1982). The authors refer to the shareholder-management problem as an

The underinvestment problem is discussed in detail in Subsection 3.2.3.

15 A number of papers provide factors that mitigate the underinvestment problem. Smith and Wakeman
(1985) argue that leasing reduces underinvestment. John and Nachman (1985) develop a model in which a
reputation effect for the firm's insiders, who take investment decisions on behalf of the shareholders, reduces
Myers' (1977) underinvesment problem. Bergman and Callen (1991) model debt renegotiation as a device that
mitigates the underinvestment problem.
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incentive problem, which is mentioned to include perquisite consumption. Jensen (1986)

describes a specific incentive problem, i.e. the overinvestment problem. It is assumed that
managers have incentives to increase to size of the firm beyond the optimal size, in order to

increase their personal status, power, income, and so forth. The overinvestment problem is

relevant if the fitm has free cash flow, which is defined as `the cash Flow in excess of that

required to fund all projects that have positive net present values when discounted at the relevant

cost of capital' (Jensen, 1986, p.323). Jensen argues that the overinvestment problem is most

important in fitms with large cash flows and low growth opportuni[ies.'~ Grossman and Hart

(1982) and Jensen (1986) argue that managers, who make the decisions concerning the financial

structure of the firm, will voluntarily commit to use debt, such that ex ante agency problems are

reduced. Zwiebel (1996) describes a problematic aspect of voluntarily bonding." In these
models a disciplinary device has to be present ex unte, in order to persuade the managers to issue

debt. On the other hand, ex post the discipliner expects to be absent. Of course, if the discipliner

would be present ex post, the control would be excerted and the disciplining role of debt would

be redundant. In the model of Zwiebel (1996), constant pressure from a potential discipliner,
partially limited by managerial entrenchment, ensures that the management commits voluntarily

to debt. Similar to Grossman and Hart (1982), Zwiebel argues that debt-constrained managers do
not engage in overinvestment, because allocating their limited cash flows in value-decreasing

projects increases the probability of future bankruptcy. Besides, the influence of debt as a
disciplining device, moral hazard agency problems between managers and shareholders may

also be reduced by the governance structure of the fitms. Managerial incentives and internal and
external control mechanisms may align interests or force managers to act in the interests of the

shareholders.' 8~' 9

The moral hazard agency models result in costs and beneGts of debt versus equity. The

16 Jensen's (1986) free cash flow theory is a special case of the model of Grossman and Hart (1982).
However, Jensen does not refer to Grossman and Hart (1982). Three important differences prevail. First, lensen
considers [he overinvestment problem, while Grossman and Hart use a broader view, by investigating incentive
problems. Second, in contrast with Jensen's paper, the study of Grossman and Hart contains formal modeling of
the agency problem. Third, Grossman and Hart (1982) describe debt as bonding device, while Jensen (1986)
mentions both bonding and monitoring. According to Cools (1993, p.127), both debt and equity can be used as
montoring as well as a bonding device, but the bonding role of debt might be stronger.

Similar arguments are described in Novaes and Zingales (1995) and Garvey and Hanka (1996).

'e Stulz (1990) and Berkovitch and Kim (1990) develop models in which the underinvestment problem is
addressed simultaneously with overinvestment.

9 The overinvestment problem ís discussed in detail in Subsection 3.2.4.
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models contribute to the static tradeoff theory, based on the costs and benefits of taxes and

bankruptcy by introducing additional determinants of an optimal capital structure. The presence

of characteristics that are likely to increase (decrease) bondholder-shareholder agency problems,

are expected to increase (decrease) the costs of debt. These characteristics are expected to be

negatively related to debt. Similarly, shareholder-management problems result in a benefit of

debt. Characteristics that induce (reduce) perquisite consumption, such as overinvestment, are

expected to be positively (negatively) related to leverage.20

2.2.5 Adverse selection agency problems

Adverse selection problems are characterized by asymmetric information before contracts are

initiated. In these problems, the firm's management possesses superior information with regard

to expected returns, in comparison with the information available to current and future

financiers. This contras[s with MM (1958), who derive their irrelevancy theorems under the

assumption that the market knows the (distribution of the) stream of returns to the firm and thus

knows the value of the firm. Due to information asymmetries the market's perception may differ
from the management's perception. Adverse selection costs consist of the difference between the

actual price and the price that would be paid under complete information. Ross (1977) argues

that in this case changes in the financial structure can influence the market's perception of firm

value and that adverse selection costs can be reduced. The expected change in the market's

perception determines the capital structure decision and is reflected in a change of the market

value of the firm. The change in the firm's market value is called an announcement effect. In the

model of Ross (1977), the investment decision is given and managers benefit from a higher

market value whereas they receive a penalty in case of bankruptcy. The amount of debt signals

the managerial perception of firm value, i.e. whether the firm is a high quality or a low quality

firm. For low quality firms, the expected marginal bankruptcy costs of debt are higher,

compared to high quality firms, because of the bankruptcy penalty. For this reason high quality

firms will signal their quality by issuing debt. Low quality firms cannot credibly and costlessly

mimic high quality firms, because of the higher expected marginal bankruptcy costs. The model

20 In addition, the model of Zwiebel (1996) suggests that disciplinary devices induce debt.
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implies that fitms with increasing value, i.e. future profitability, will increase the debt ratio.Z''ZZ

In the model of Miller and Rock (1985) capital stmcture changes convey information about the

firm's future cash flows. Because the sources and uses of funds must be equal, raising external

funds signals an expected shortfall of internal funds, i.e. lower future eamings. The effect of the

signal is independent of the type of security issued. In this model, the market is fully informed

about future investments. Ambarish, John, and Williams (1987) extend the analysis of Miller

and Rock and argue that information asymmetries may stem from assets in place or from growth

opportunities, i.e. future investments. If a firms raises extemal funds and information on current

and future investments is imperfect, the market has to predict which of two scenarios applies. In

the first scenario, the firm has a shortfall in earnings and in the second the firm has unantícipated

valuable investments. Firms with relatively low growth opportunities are most likely to issue

securities due to a shortfall in earnings, while high growth opportunity firms are more likely to

finance investments. In the first case raising capital will be a negative signal, while in the second

case the signal will be positive.

Myers and Majluf (1984) develop an adverse selection theory in which managers, with

superior infirmation and acting in the interest of existing shareholders, tend to sell securities to

new investors when the securities are overpriced. Existing shareholders benefit, because

additional funds are raised at a price above the fair price. However, the market will be aware of

this tendency and will revise the market prices downwards when managers announce security

issues. The price of equity is more affected by asymmetric information than less risky securities,

such as debt. For this reason, the market's reaction is expected to be more negative for more

risky securities. Managers will prefer to use interna] funds and if external financing is necessary,

less risky securities will be preferred above issuing more risky securities.Z' In several studies the

model of Myers and Majluf (1984) is adjusted into more general settings. Krasker (1986) allows

the issue size to be a continuous variable, and finds that the market's reactions, i.e. the

Z~ The signalling model of Ross (1977) and the bonding model models in Grossman and Hart (1982) and
Jensen (1986) derive a positive relationship between debt and firm value. However, they are essentially
different, because in Ross' model the managers communicate their (exogenous) characteristics to the market,
while in the bonding models managers communicate their (endogenous) intentions.

ZZ A model that is related to Ross (1977) is Leland and Pyle (1977). The authors describe a signalling model
in which an entrepreneur signals firm value through the willingness to invest in his own project. The value of the
firm increases with the shareholdings of the entrepreneur.

2' Myers ( 1984) refers to this preference as the pecking order. The pecking order theory is occasionally
referred to as underinvestment. Notice that this type of underinvestment is essentially different from the concept
in Myers (]977).
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announcement effects, are negatively related to issue size. According to Cooney and Kalay

(1993) firms with growth opportunities are less likely to face the underinvestment problem, as

the market will not perceive the decision to issue equity as overpricing, but as the availability of

a valuable project. The market's reaction will be positive, because the infonnation conveyed in

the issue is positive. In Lucas and McDonald (1990) firms time (equity) issues. Because

undervalued firms will prefer to delay an issue, it is expected that these firms issue capital after a

stock price run-up. The issue reveals overpricing and the run-up will be positively related to the

decrease in stock price. Viswanath (1993) suggests the opposite relationship. A run-up in stock

prices is interpreted as the market's recognition of an increase in the growth opportunities of the

firm. In this case, the market's reaction to the announcement of an (equity) issue would be
positive, because the new financing allows the firm to start the profitable project. In a footnote,

Myers and Majluf (1984, p.195) mention that rights issues may resolve the conflict, if existing
shareholders can be compelled to exercise their rights. In this case, no wealth will be extracted

from new shareholders. Eckbo and Masulis (1992) elaborate on this argument and argue that the

wealth effect depends on the expectation concerning the fraction of new shares that will be

owned by existing shareholders. If this fraction is larger, it will be less likely that the issue is

motivated by overpriced equity.

Adverse selection agency theories explain incremental capital structure choices, the

market's reaction to these choices, and the factors that influence the market's reaction. The
adverse selection theories exclusively focus on the dynamics in capital structure, i.e. incremental

or marginal decisions. This contrasts with the static tradeoff theory, based on taxes, bankruptcy
costs, and moral hazard agency problems, that explains the optimal capital structure. However,

optimal capital structure theories may explain incremental choices in case the actual capital
structure differs from the optimal, or target, capital structure. The incremental choice will aim to

reduce the discrepancy between the actual capital structure and the target. The market's reaction
will be positive, and depends on the extent to which the discrepancy is reduced.

2.2.6 Product-market interactions

Harris and Raviv (1991) distinguish two categories of models in which the firm's product
market interacts with capital structure decisions. In the first category, models address the

relationship between capital structure choice and competitive strategies. Models in the second
category study the relationship between capital structure and the firm's interactions with outside

stakeholders, such as customers and suppliers. Maksimovic (1995) provides a detailed overview
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of theoretical contributions.Z'

An initial contribution in the category of competitive strategies is made by Brander and

Lewis (1986). The authors model a limited liability effect, i.e. shareholders in levered firms

benefit in situations in which fixed payments to bondholders are lower than operating income,

and ignore other situations. In these other situations shareholders receive nothing and

bondholders receive part of their promised payments. It is assumed that managers maximize

shareholder's wealth. In this setting, oligopolists with relatively high leverage will increase risk

through more aggressive competitive strategies. Leverage creates incentives to increase output.

In Cournot oligopoly models firms have incentives to commit to producing large outputs,

because competitors will produce less. In equilibrium all firms will choose a positive debt level.

Titman (1984) describes bankruptcy costs for the outside stakeholders of a firm. For

example, customers or employees may incur costs if the firm liquidates. Customers lose the

rights to guarantees on products and the possibility to obtain spare parts, while employees lose

their job. The outside stakeholders will demand a risk premium, and these costs are transferred

to the residual claimants, i.e. the shareholders. If firms with higher liquidation costs to customers

and employees have less debt, the probability of liquidation, and its expected costs, decrease. In

other words, Titman (1984) argues that the capital structure can serve to control this premium,

because shareholders commit to liquidate only in case the benefits exceed the costs to all

stakeholders. Although the disadvantage of debt is a bankruptcy cost and is caused by moral

hazard agency problems, the key element is the risk premium which is driven by product-market

characteristics. A similar interaction is described in Maksimovic and Titman (1991), who argue

that firms that require a reputation for producing high quality products are expected to have less

debt. In their model the presence of debt, and therefore an increased probability of bankruptcy,

will increase the possibility that the firm will sell low quality products instead of high quality.

2.2.7 Conclusion

In this section we have presented a selection of theories. The selection aims to describe the main

developments in the literature. The focus is on theories that explain cross-sectional capital

structures and theories that explain incremental capital structure decisions. This description is

not complete. An important stream of literature concerns the role of capital structure in corporate

2a Hart (1983) describes the product market as a disciplinary device. According to this interpretation, the
product market serves as a substitute for leverage in the shareholder-management agency problems.
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control contests. Examples are Hams and Raviv (1988) and Stulz (1988). However, control

contests are a rare phenomenon in the Netherlands and these theories are expected to be of

minor importance in explaining capital structures in Dutch firms. Also the transaction costs

literature has not been discussed. This literature provides an alternative to the agency theories.Zs

Next to these closely related literatures, we should also mention the importance of contracting

and security design theories and the intermediation and banking theoríes.ZG

2.3 Empirical capital structure literature

2.3.1 Introduction

In this section important contributions in the empirical capital structure literature are discussed.

In the following chapters of this thesis, several empirical tests will be performed. These tests

concern non-financial exchange-listed firms in the Netherlands. In order to allow for a

comparison between existing studies and the studies in the following chapters the focus is on

both listed and non-financial firms. The studies generally concern US firms. Besides the results

for these firms, the main results of studies for the Netherlands are mentioned. We focus on the

choice between debt and equity by exchange-listed firms. This implies that we leave out the

literature on initial public offerings and on hybrid debt contracts, such as convertible debt. The

organization of the section is based on approaches used in empirical studies. Subsection 2.3.2

describes industry studies. In Subsection 2.3.3 cross-sectional studies are discussed. Individual

decisions are studies in incremental capital structure studies (Subsection 2.3.4) or using the

event study method (Subsection 2.3.5). In Subsection 2.3.6 target adjustment studies are

discussed. Subsection 2.3.7 describes product-market interaction studies. In Subsection 2.3.8 we

discuss interview and questionnaire studies. Finally in Subsection 2.3.9, we describe case

studies. In Subsection 2.3.10 we conclude with an overview of the empirical studies.

See Cools (1993, p.87-91) for a discussion on transaction cost economics.

26 See Allen and Winton (1995) for an overview of contracting theories and Thakor (1995) for a discussions
of intermediation and banking theories.
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2.3.2 Industry studies

In industry studies, it is tested whether debt ratios are more similar within industries, than debt

ratios differ between industries. Average debt ratios and the variances in different industries are

compared, in order to test whether the firm's debt ratio is influenced by the industry in which the

firm operates. These empirical studies do not test specific theories, as discussed in the previous

section. However, a general test is provided for MM's (1958) irrelevance of the debt ratio and

MM's (1963) 1000~o debt theorem. If debt ratios are found to be significantly different between

industries, the debt ratio is not likely to be irrelevant or determined by the 1000~o debt theorem.

In general, an F-ratio, based on averages and variances of the industry debt ratios, is calculated

to test the null hypothesis that no differences exist between industries.

Schwartz and Aronson (1967) provide an early study for a sample of US firms. The

authors study four industries with eight firms each and find that differences exist between

industries, and that these differences are persistent over the period of 40 years (1923-1962).

Scott (1972) studies 12 industries and 77 firms in the US over 1959-1968. With this expansion

of the data set, the test builds on Schwartz and Aronson (1967). The results confirm the previous

findings. Remmers, Stonehill, Wright, and Beekhuizen (1974) study nine industries and 258

firms from the Fortune 500 list in 1966 and 328 firms in 1971 in the US. The results contrast

with previous findings, because debt ratios are not found to be significantly different. Two

industries, which were excluded initially due to a shortage of observations, are included in an

additional test. In this test the difference in debt ratios becomes significant. Besides a test for US

firms, the authors study four manufacturing industries in five countries in 1966 and 1970, i.e. the

Netherlands (53 firms), Norway (138 and ]85 firms), France (123 and 129 firms), Japan (124

firms), and the US (164 and 206 finns, and 205 for 1971). For the Netherlands, Norway, and the

US, no significant differences are found, while in France and Japan significant industry

differences are found. In addition, the authors examine whether average debt ratios differ

between three size groups of firms. Size is expected to represent business risk. The authors

consider this as an important determinant of the debt ratio. However, with the exception of

France in 1966, it is found that size is not a determinant of the debt ratio. The authors add with

this finding that size is not likely to be a good approximation for business risk. Scott and Martin

(1975) study 12 industries and 159 firms in 1967 to 277 firms in 1972 in the US. The results

show for the book value equity ratios, that industry differences are each year significant at the

lo~o level. Additionally, significant differences in equity ratios over three size classes are found

in five of the six years. These findings differ from Remmers, Stonehill, Wright, and Beekhuizen
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(1974). This is explained by the focus on large firms, i.e. Fortune 500 firms, while Scott and

Martin consider listed firms. In a study for the Netherlands, Muusers, Van Wylick, and De

Graaff (1991) test industry differences for a sample of 395 non-financial firms over 1984-1988

in five industries, i.e. manufacturing, construction, retail and wholesale, transport, and services.

The capital structure is measured as equity over total assets. Using discriminant analysis it is

tested to which extent individual firms are correctly classified in their industry, if this

assignment is based on minimization of the difference between the equity ratio of an individual

firm and the industry averages. The results indicate that 640~0 of the firms are correctly classified.

An F-test is performed for three industries. Construction, retail and wholesale, and transport are

united, and this industry is compared with manufacturing and services. The results indicate a

significant difference in the equity ratios between industries.

Cools (1993, p.149-154) describes the relationship between capital structure theories and

the industry studies. He concludes that tests of the theorems of irrelevance and ] OOo~o debt are

carried out, but that in several studies authors do not mention these hypotheses and fail to reject

the hypothesis if their findings indicate significant industry differences. Cools (1993) argues that
in the sequence of studies the authors claim to improve the test of the previous study, but that

results are not becoming more precise nor more convincing. A main drawback of the industry

study approach is that, in case capital structure is relevant, no determinants of the capital

structure can be derived. Although business risk (Scott (1972) and size (Remmers, Stonehill,

Wright, and Beekhuizen (1974) and Scott and Martin (1975)) are mentioned as potential

industry characteristics that drive industry differences in debt ratios, the industry studies do not

provide convincing results. In the next subsection the cross-sectional approach is discussed,

which provides more detailed tests of the determinants of the debt ratio.

2.3.3 Cross-section studies

In Section 2.2, theories have been discussed that allow for the formulation of hypotheses with

respect to characteristics of the firm or its environment that induce costs and benefits of both

debt and equity. These theories lead, through a tradeoff of costs and benefits, to a firm-specific

optimal debt ratio. Debt induces tax benefits, bankruptcy costs, and costs and benefits from

moral hazard agency problems. For example, a firm with high business risk is expected to have

higher bankruptcy costs of debt, and therefore less debt. A testable hypothesis is that business

risk influences the debt ratio negatively. So, business risk is a determinant of the optimal debt

ratio. A regression technique can be used, in which the capital structure is the dependent and
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explained variable, which is determined by a number of independent and explanatory variables.

The resulting estimates allow a test of the hypotheses wíth respect to the expected influence of

characteristics, that are derived from theoretical arguments. Cools (1993, p.146-148) describes

the proces of empirical testing in cross-section studies. The following six steps have to be taken:

(i) definition of expected theoretical relationship between firm-specific characteristics, the

determinants, and capital structure; (ii) choice of a functional form; (iii) definition of economic

conditions under which hypotheses are expected to hold; (iv) measurement of theoretical

variables (capital structure and determinants) using approximation variables; (v) choice of the

stochastic structure; and (vi) choice of a data set. The results of these six steps are estimates of

the relationship between the explanatory variables and capital structure. An essential problem in

the interpretation of these results is that the approximation variables, or proxies, are in most

cases imperfect representations of the theoretical characteristics.Z' The actual debt ratio, either in

book values or market values, is not a perfect proxy for the optimal or target debt ratio, which is

unobservable by definition. Also the proxies for the determinants of leverage are imperfect. As a

consequence, the interpretation of the results consists of two steps. First, the extent to which

proxies represent theoretical concepts has to be assessed. Second, the statistical results can be

interpreted. In the remainder of this subsection, we will first discuss cross-sectional studies in

which the proxies are based on accounting data and stock market data. Subsequently, we will

describe studies in which additional data are used concerning corporate governance

characteristics, such as ownership structure, compensation sh-ucture, and control sttucture.Zg

Toy, Stonehill, Remmers, Wright, and Beekhuizen (1974) provide an early cross-sectional

empirical study. Determinants of the debt ratio are studied in France, Japan, the Netherlands,

Norway, and the United States over 1966-1972 for 816 firms in four industries, i.e. electronics,

paper, chemicals, and food. The variable to be explained is the book value of total debt, over the

book value of total assets. Firm growth is measured as the regression coefficient of a regression

of time (in most cases seven yearly observations) on the logaritm of total assets. The average

" Cools (1993) notices several additional problems. Proxies may be related to several theoretical
determinants and determinants may have several theoretical underpinnings, which makes it difficult to
disentangle theories. Proxies are mutually related, which leads to problems of multicollinearity. The empirical
model may be mísspecified. The assumptions of the stochastic structure may be violated.

28 In this section studies are discussed in which the debt ratio is the variable to be explained. Several
theories lead to hypotheses in which debt is an explanatory variable and firm value is the variable to be
explained. In general, a market-to-book ratio, such as Tobin's Q is used to measure firm value. Examples are
Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny (1988) and McConnell and Servaes (1995). In Chapter 3, a number of these studies
will be discussed. In a recent study, Fama and French (1998) document a negative relationship between debt and
fitm value.
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earnings rate is the average eamings over total assets in the sample period. Earnings risk is

approximated by standard deviation of the earnings, divided by the average earnings. For each

of the determinants, the authors explicitly describe a hypothesis. The debt ratio is expected to be

positively related to growth, negatively related to earnings, and also negatively related to

variability in earnings. For growth, no specific theoretical rationale is mentioned. The

hypothesis for eatnings is explained from an increase in equity from retained earnings. The

variability in eamings is explained to be a proxy for bankruptcy risk. The results for Japan,

Norway, and the United States yield a significantly positive influence of growth and variability,

and a significantly negative impact of earnings on the debt ratio. For the Netherlands, only

earnings are significant, while for French firms no significant results are found. Subsequent

studies for the US by Ferri and Jones (1979), Bowen, Daley, and Huber (1982), Bradley, Jarrell,

and Kim (1984), and Long and Malitz (1985) study several proxies that are based on accounting

and stock price data and that serve to test capital structure theories. In these studies the

relationships between the proxies and theory receive increased attention. In the survey studies by

Harris and Raviv (1991) and Cools (1993, Chapter 4) these studies are discussed and

summarized. An innovative and influential paper is `The detetminants of capital structure

choice', by Titman and Wessels (1988). The innovative aspect of Titman and Wessels is the

treatment of the proxy problem. For each of the eight unobservable or latent explanatory

variables that represent the detenninants of leverage, the authors define one to three observable

proxies. Confirmatory factor analysis is applied to measure the relations between the proxies and

the latent variables. In a regression analysis the latent variables explain the debt-equity ratio in

book or market values. Titman and Wessels (1988) use LISREt,, a statistical package that allows

the factor analysis and the regressions to be estimated simultaneously. The results, for 469 US

firms over 1974-1982, confirm Titman's (1984) hypothesized negative relationship between

uniqueness and leverage.29 Using book values, growth is found to be significantly positive

related to leverage. For the market value measure debt-equity ratio, profitability has a

significantly positive coefficient. This finding is explained as a confirmation for the pecking

order behavior, based on Myers and Majluf (1984). Non-debt tax shields, the asset structure,

size, and volatility are found to be insignificant. Whereas Titman and Wessels (1988) study a

29 It is important to describe the proxies in Titman and Wessels (1988). The first proxy for uniqueness is a
combination of RBcD and selling expenses, both over sales, and the industry quit rate of employees. Tlre first and
second variable in this proxy show close resemblances with the proxy for growth opportunities. The latter
variable is inversely related to uniqueness and defined as the percentage of workforce that voluntaríly left their
jobs in the industry in which the firm operates. The second proxy ís a durruny for industries with SIC codes
between 3400 and 4000, which are the firms producing machines and other equipment.
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broad range of theories, most subsequent studies focus on specific theories or determinants. For

example, Smith and Watts (1992) and Gaver and Gaver (1993) emphasize the role of growth

opportunities. Both studies find a negative relationship between proxies for growth opportunities

and leverage, which is explained by moral hazard underinvestment and overinvestment. Rajan

and Zingales (1995) investigate the determinants of leverage for the G-7 countries. The authors

describe several factors that may induce international differences, i.e. tax law, bankruptcy law,

bank versus market orientation, and the ownership and control structures. In the empirical

analysis, the debt ratio is defined in both book values and market values over 1991. The

determinants are the four year (1987-1990) averages of fixed assets over total assets, the market-

to-book ratio, the logarithm of sales, and earnings (before interest, taxes, and depreciation) over

total assets. The countries involved are the US (2079 firms), Japan (316 firms), Germany (175

firms), France (117 firms), Italy (96 firms), the United Kingdom (522 firms), and Canada (264

firms). At the IOo~o significance level, fixed assets are significantly positive in six countries for

book value debt ratio and in five countries for the market value debt ratio. Fixed assets are

explained to reduce agency costs of debt, because these assets can be used as collateral. The

market-to-book ratio is significantly negative for five countries in book values and for all seven

countries in market values. This finding is explained from higher cost ofdistress associated with

higher market-to-book ratios. The authors do not motivate this explanation. An alternative

explanation is that managers time equity issues in periods with high market values, relative to

the book value. The logarithm of sales is significantly positive in four (book values) and three

(market values) countries. The proxy is significantly negative in Germany for both debt ratio

measures. Size is expected to represent the inverse probability, which explains the positive

coefficients. Alternatively, size may represent reduced information asymmetries, and thus lower

costs in the issuance of equity. Data on equity issues do not confirm this suggestion. The authors

end their discussion: `We have to conclude that we do not really understand why síze is

correlated with leverage.' (Rajan and Zingales, 1995, p.1457). Earnings are significantly

negative related to debt in three (book values) and four (book values) countries. This finding is

explained from an increase in equity from retaining part of the earnings. In the conclusions to

their study, Rajan and Zingales (1995) argue that `..evidence suggests that the theoretical

underpinnings of the observed correlations are still largely unresolved.' (p.1458). It should be

noted that since the early study by Toy, Stonehill, Remmers, Wright, and Beekhuizen (1974),

Rajan and Zingeles (1995) are the first to publish an international comparison on determinants

on capital structure in one of the leading finance journals. The papers have in common that the a

priori description of the theoretical foundation is limited. Rajan and Zingales (1995) provide
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under the heading `What is behind these factors?' (p.1454) a lengthy discussion on the

interpretation of the results. The studies are very ambitious, because of the multitude of theoríes

and institutional and accounting differences between countries. Both studies fruitfully document

correlations between capital structure and potential determinants. Rajan and Zingales (1995)

argue that two future lines for future research emerge from their study. First, the relations

between theory and empirical specifications should be strengthened. Second, a deeper

understanding of the effects of the institutional setting is necessary. In the remainder of this

subsection we will follow these lines.

So far in this subsection, the cross-sectional studies are based on accounting and stock

market data and mainly concerned US firms. For the Netherlands, Cools (1993, Chapter 5),

Kemna, Kloek, and Pieterse (1994), Van Dijk (1997, Chapter 4), and Chen, Lensink, and

Sterken (1998) have performed cross-sectional studies. In these studies proxies for determinants

of leverage are related to leverage in a cross-sectional or panel-data analysis. In general, the

studies on Dutch firms confirm the importance of bankruptcy costs, as a result of the negative

influence on leverage of business risk and the positive influence of collateral value and size. Tax

effects are also present, although the results of Cools (1993) differ from Kemna, Kloek, and

Pieterse (1994) and Van Dijk (1997). For the underinvestment or overinvestment hypotheses no

confirmation is found. The positive relationships between leverage and the market-to-book ratio

or the proxies that measure growth are inconsistent with the expected negative relationship.

However, the studies do not elaborate on agency problems.

The studies that have been mentioned so far, use accounting data and stock market data.

This data allows to test tax and bankruptcy theories, but moral hazard agency problems are

expected to be related to corporate governance characteristics. Data on these characteristics is

not found in the data sources mentioned. In addition, data has to be collected on the ownership

structure, and incentive and control mechanisms. Kim and Si)rensen (1986) study the

relationship between managerial shareholdings and leverage, in order to test theories of perk

consumption, including overinvestment. Subsequent studies by Friend and Hasbrouck (1988),

Jensen, Solberg, and Zorn (1992), Mehran (1992), Grier and Zychowicz (1994), Bathala, Moon,

and Rao (1994), Chauvin and Hischey (1996), and Berger, Ofek, and Yermack (1997) extend the

analysis by introducing several proxies for corporate governance mechanisms.'o

The studies in which regressions on a cross-section of firms are used to measure

determinants of the debt ratio aim to test specific theories. In general the tax benefits versus

'a These studies are reviewed in Subsection 3.2.6.
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bankruptcy cost of debt tradeoff theory is tested. More recent studies examine moral hazard

agency theories. An essential assumption in these studies is that the proxies for the theoretical

determinants enable a test of the theory.

2.3.4 Incremental capital structure decisions

Empirical tests of incremental capital structure decisions study the determinants of the choice

between an issue of debt or an issue of equity, or alternative sources of financing. In contrast

with the previous subsection, a change of the capital structure is the dependent variable, i.e. the

variable to be explained. If the choice between debt and equity is modelled, this variable is

defined as a binary variable, which implies that debt has the value zero and equity one, or vice

versa. Proxies for the determinants of the debt-equity choice are explanatory, independent

variables. The structure of the test is similar to a cross-sectional study. The difference is that

instead of a normal regression technique, probit or logit regressions are used in which

assumptions with respect to the underlying distribution of the binary variable are made.

Marsh (1982) studies debt and equity issues of UK firms between 1959 and 1974. A logit

analysis on 748 issues shows that firms tend to choose debt or equity in order to move to a long-

term average debt ratio, which represents the optimal or target debt ratio. Also market conditions

and the past history of stock perfotmance are found to be important. MacKie-Mason (1990)

investigates the relationship between tax shields and the debt-equity choice.'' It is argued that

the influence of marginal tax rates has to be measured with incremental capital structure

decisions. The marginal tax rate influences the costs of additional debt and equity. This

approach differs from the previous subsection, in which the average tax rate was related to the

debt ratio, i.e. the accumulation of debt-equity choices and autonomous changes.'` A major

difference is that incremental studies, in contrast with cross-section studies, assume that no

optimal debt ratio prevails. MacKie-Mason (1990) argues that `..some theories suggest that

" Early studies by Taub (1975), Baxter and Cragg (1970), and Martin and Scott (1974) provide factors that
can be used to classify firms into groups, based on the type of security issued. Cools (1993) argues that these
studies do not aim to test capital structure theories, but to describe empirica] regularities. See Cools (1993,
p.189-199) for a detailed discussion of these studies, and Marsh (1982) and MacKie-Mason (1990).

32 Graham, Lemmon, and Schallheim (1998) advocate that an endogeneity problem between taxes and
leverage induces a spurious negative relation between the average tax rate and leverage. Due to this spurious
re]ation existing cross-sectional studies do not find a signíficandy positive relationship between the tax rate and
leverage. Using a before-financing tax measure the authors avoid the endogeneity problem and document the
expected negative relationship.
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profit maximization does not yield a long-term optimal leverage ratio' (p.1472). However, the

author does not provide specific references. The major benefit is claimed to be the power of the

tests. Because incremental choices are studied, actual decisions in specific situations are tested.

A data set of 1747 debt or equity issues over 1977-1987 by US firms is used. The probit

regression shows that firms with tax loss carry forwards are less likely to issue debt. For these

firms the marginal tax benefits of debt are less valuable. Investment tax credits do not reduce the

likelihood of a debt issue, because these firms are more profitable and pay more taxes. However,

using an interactíon variable that measure investment tax credits with a measure for tax-

exhaustion, a reduced likelihood of debt is found. The results strongly confirm the importance of

taxes. The results for other variables indicate that the likelihood of an equity issue is increased

by business risk, RócD expenditures, a change in stock price, cash deficits, and activities in

regulated industries. Fixed assets, advertising expenditures, ownership dilution, dividend

paying, size increase the likelihood of a debt issue. Also, firms tend to move to their long term

average debt ratio.33 A paper that builds on MacKie-Mason (1990), is Graham (1996). The most

important difference is that Graham (1996) considers changes in the debt level, and does not

exclusively consider debt and equity issues. Based on the US federal tax code, marginal tax rates

are simulated, that account for net operating losses, investment tax credits, and the alternative

minimum tax. It is found that high-tax rate firms are more likely to increase debt, than low-tax

fitms.

Jung, Kim, and Stulz (1996) study 276 debt and 192 equity issues of US firms over 1977

to 1984. This data is used to disentangle the pecking order model, the agency model, and the

timing model. Jung, Kim, and Stulz (1996) define the pecking order model according to Myers

(1984), but treat the timing model separately. In the timing model, managers will choose equity

when this is overvalued. The agency model concerns manager-shareholder moral hazard

problems in which growth opportunities induce a preference with the shareholders for equity

over debt, but managerial behavioral may lead to the reverse preference. The theories are tested

using a logistic regression of the incremental security choice and an analysis of the

consequences of the issue, i.e. the market reaction and firm actions after issue. In this subsection

we will discuss the ]ogistic regression, while the remainder will be described in the next

subsection. The market-to-book ratio is used to test the agency model, and the timing model is

" MacKie-Mason (1990) includes three measures for business risk (the inverse of Altman's (1968) Zprob, a
measure for the probability on bankruptcy based on discriminant analysis; variance of the change in net profits;
and variance of the percentage change in net profits), tangible assets is plant and equipment over total assets,
intangible assets is RBzD over sales or advertising expenditures over sales, difference from target is ten-year
average minus actual debt ratio, and issue dilution is relative issue size.
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tested using the post issue 5-year excess retum. In addition, several proxies for detetminants of

leverage are included. For the year prior to announcement, the authors include tax payments

over total assets, long-term debt over total assets, cash flow over total assets, and stock return

volatility. The variables measure the influence of taxation and distress. The authors ignore the

concept of an optimal capital structure, and assume that the averages of the detenninants of the

optimal capital structure influence the nrargina! choice. As a measure for asymmetric

information, the past 11-month abnormal return is included and slack is measured by cash and

liquid assets over total assets. Control variables are introduced, i.e. gross proceeds over market

value of common stock and the 6-month leading indicators. At the l00~0 level, a significantly

positive coefficient in the logistic regressions is found for the market-to-book ratio, which

indicates the firms with higher market-to-book ratios are more likely to issue equity. This

finding is explained from agency costs of debt, which are expected to increase with growth

opportunities." Besides, in case of lower growth oppottunities, manager-shareholder agency

problems will cause a cost of equity. Both theories lead to the increased likelihood of equity

when growth opportunities increase. However, some firms are expected to `issue against type',

i.e. although they are expected to issue debt, the management avoids the disciplining role of debt

and issues equity. Fitms that are classified as debt issuers, but issue equity are explained to be

consistent with the managerial discretion model. In total, 240~0 of the equity issues are `against

type'. Further results show that, at the l00~o significance level, taxes, and firm and issue size

induce debt, while volatility, laeding indicators, and past 11-month abnomial returns induce

equity.

Opler and Titman (1997) provide a novel idea that allows a test of the influence of the

concept of an optimal capital structure on incremental choices. Their method consists of two

stages. In the first stage, debt ratios are regressed on proxies of determinants of the optimal debt
ratio. The estimated coefficients of this regression represent the loadings of the determinants on

the optimal debt ratio. This optimal debt ratio is represented by the prediction, based on fitm-

specific data and the regression coefficients. The deviation from target, i.e. the residual in the

regression, is included in the second stage. In this stage, a logit regression is used to explain the

debt-equity choice. If firms have an optimal debt ratio, the debt-equity choice would decrease

the divergence between the actual and optimal debt ratio. The first stage regression is performed

for a sample of 41,284 US fitms over 1974-1993. The explained variable is total debt over total

" Although Jung, Kim, and Stulz (1996) do not refer to !vtyers (1977), it seems obvious that the agency
costs are due to the moral hazard underinvestment problem.
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debt plus the market value of equity. Dummies are used for industries and years, and the other

variables are differences from industry means. Opler and Titman (1997) argue that the variables
that explain the optimal debt ratio are underpinned by theory and are different from explanatory

variables in the logit regression. Significantly negative at lo~o level are RáD expenses over
sales, selling expenses over sales, log of sales, while tangible assets over total assets is

significantly positive at this level. The adjusted RZ is 0.36. The second stage analysis concerns
2,896 equity issues and 9,211 debt issues by US finns over 1978-1993. Issues are included if
they are larger than So~o of total assets. Next to the deviation from target several proxies are
included in the logit regression. Past profits is explicitly assumed not to be a determinant of the

optimal debt ratio, but leads to an underleveraged firm. Net operating loss carry forwards lead to
overleveraging due to accumulation of past losses. According to Lucas and McDonald (1990)
the stock price run-up is measured by stock returns from beginning of the pre-issue year until
end of year in which capital was raised. The market-to-book ratio is used to measure long term
past share performance and to test Zwiebel's (1996) theory as this ratio influences the likelihood
of takeover. Also a dummy for market-to-book ratio above one is used to measure dilution of the
book value per share. A dummy for dilution of earnings per share is introduced. This variable is
explained to measure irrational behavior. The fraction of short term debt (due within three years)
and an interaction variable of the fraction of short term debt with a dummy for negative earings
measure the notion that distressed firms with debt may transfer wealth in case of equity issue.
Finally, a dummy for offer size larger than 200~0 of total assets and an interaction term of this
dummy with debt over assets are included. In the logit regression, the determinant with largest
explanatory power and the expected sign is the deviation from target. With a significance level
of lo~o, it is found that debt is induced by past profitability, dilution by equity, and the interaction
ofdebt and the size dummy. Equíty is induced by net operating loss carry forwards, a stock price
run-up, the market-to-book ratio, the dummy for market-[o-book ratios above one, and the large
issue size dummy. The other determinants are insignificant at the l00~0 level. In total, 80.30~0 of
the issues are predicted correctly, and this goes for 32.80~0 of the equity issues and 95.20~0 of the
debt issues. Robustness checks are carried out through including debt and equity repurchases,
and corrections for utilities, dividend behavior, firm size, and alternative data sources. The most
interesting result from this analyis is that large fitms are more sensitive to a stock price run-up in
their debt-equity choice, than smaller firms. As the theoretical underpinning of Lucas and
McDonald (1990) is based on Myers and Majluf (1984) this finding contrasts with the
hypothesis, because larger firms are expected to have lower infonnation asymmetries. The
authors have three potential explanations. First, they conjecture that the larger firms are more
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responsive to opportunities in the capital market, because they have better access to this market.

Second, larger firms have managerial incentive problems, as described by Zwiebel (1996) and
try to strenghten their equity base. Third, based on conversations with CFOs, CEOs, and

investment bankers, during a stock price run-up, the market prices are too volatile in relation to

fundamentals.}s

The incremental capital structure decisions allow a test of the optimal capital structure in

general, and of dynamic theories, in particular theories based on adverse selection agency

problems. A natural sequel to a study of the causes of the capital structure choice is a study of its

concequences. We will discuss these studies, which are referred to as event studies, in the next

subsection.

2.3.5 Event studies

In the previous subsections, determinants of the debt ratio or determinants of the choice for the

issuance of a specific type of security were studied. The studies that will be discussed in this

subsection measure the reaction of financial markets on the announcement of capital structure

decisions. Using the event study method, announcement effects can be measured. These

announcement effects describe the change in the market's perception of the value of the firm.
The event study method first aims to estimate the change in the stock price of the firm, in case

the announcement had not taken place. This normal return is compared with the return during a
period surrounding the announcement, i.e. the actual return. The difference between these

returns is the abnotmal return, which is caused by the announcement. In the remainder of this
subsection we will discuss models that measure announcement effects, and the problems that are

associated with these methods. Afterwards we will discuss a selection of studies that describe

announcement effects for capital structure decisions. Review studies by Smith (1986), Eckbo

and Masulis (1995), and Armitage (1998) provide an extensive overview of event studies for
capital structure decisions.3ó

35 Alternative tests of ineremental capita] structure decisions are Berger, Ofek, and Yermack (1997) and
Garvey and Hanka (1998). However, these studies do not measure issues of debt or equity, but the changes in
the debt ratio.

J6 The studies that are discussed deal with stock price reactions in a short period surrounding the
announcement data. Alternatively, Spiess and Affleck-Graves (1995 and 1996) and Loughran and Ritter (1997)
study long term performance of firms that issue equity or debt. The studies consistently document a decrease in
performance, both stock returns and operating performance. Spiess and Affleck-Graves (1995 and 1996) show
that the excess negative retum over the five-year period following an equity issue is 42o1o, 39o~o for convertible
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Thompson (1995) and MacKinlay (1997) review event study methods and provide a

discussion of the applications and problems of this method. An event study starts with the

collection of announcements, i.e. the release of information that is expected to influence the

market's perception of firm value. In studying security issues, normally the announcement time

is the day on which the issue is first mentioned in a financial newspaper. Next, the event

window, which is the period in which the abnormal returns will be measured, is defined. The

event window consists at least of the announcement day, and normally a period of two or three

days surrounding this day. The following step is the measurement of the distribution of the

normal return. MacKinlay (1997) describes several statistical models." The constant mean

return model uses the mean and standard deviation of the retum in an estimation period as the
expectation for the event period. The estimation period is defined as a period before or after the

event period, which can be used to provide data for the calculation of normal returns.

Alternatively, the market model relates the return of a security to the retum of the market

portfolio. In the estimation period a regression of the market retum on the security retum yields

an estimate of the intercept and the relation between market return and security retum. Based on

these estimates and the market retum in the event period, the normal return is calculated.

Alternatives for the market model involve other factors, instead of, or next to, the market retum.

An example is the use of industry indices as a complement to the market index. Also size

portfolios can be constructed, in which firms with similar size are grouped and the normal

returns are the average return of the portfolio. This approach is based on the implicit assumption

that the return is directly related to the size of the firm. Finally, market adjusted normal retums

can be calculated, which assume that the return of the indidual return equals the market retum.'a

The difference between the normal returns and the actual return yields the abnormal return. The

accumulation of abnotYnal returns in the event period, and the statistical properties of this

cumulative abnormal retum allow a test of [he null-hypothesis that the abnormal return is zero.

Thompson (1995) and MacKinlay (1997) describe several test-statistics that test the null-

debt, and 8a~o for straight debt Loughran and Ritter (1997) investigate the profit margin and retum on assets for
equity-issuing fitms and find that for the median issuer over four years, these measures for operating
performance are reduced to half the values at the time of the issue.

" MacKinlay (1997) also discusses models based on economic iheory. The Capital Asset Pricing Model
and the Arbitrage Pricing Theory provide such models. MacKinlay (1997) argues that deviations from the
Capital Asset Pricing Model that are described and the limited additional explanatory power of the Arbitrage
Pricing Theory (in comparion with the market model) explain the limited use of these models.

18 The market adjusted retums model is a special case of the market model, where the intercept is zero and
the other regression coefficient equals one.
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hypothesis under various assumptions with respect to the statistical distribution of the abnormal

returns. MacKinlay (1997) advocates to complement the event study with an examination of the

relationship between the magnitude of the abnormal retum and the characteristics of the event. A

cross-section regression of the abnormal return on the characteristics of the issue and the issuing

firm can provide insight into the source of the abnormal return. Thompson (1995) and

MacKinlay (1997) also mention problems associated with event studies. Most of these problems

concern arbitrary choices that have to be made.19

Smith (1986) summarizes event studies until 1986 for US security offerings. For industrial

firtns, equity issues lead to a significantly (as defined by the authors of the reviewed studies)

negative abnormal return with an average of -3.140~0, while the abnormal return for straight debt

is insignificant, with an average of -0.260~0. Convertible bonds and convertible preferred stock

have significantly negative abnonnal returns of respectively -2.070~o and -1.440~0. For preferred

stock the abnormal return is insignificant and on average -0.190~0. For utilities, the abnormal

return are less negative, i.e. -0.750~0 (significant) for eyuity and -0.130~0 (insignificant) for

straight debt. Eckbo and Masulis (1995) update Smith' (1986) study up to 1994 for US firms

and differentiate in the flotation method. For industrial firm, issues of common stock on average

lead to a significantly (at the So~o level) negative abnormal return. For firm commitment

offerings this is -3.l0~0, for standby rights -1.50~0, and -1.40~o for rights offerings.~o Straight debt

offerings show insignificant results, -0.30~o for firm commitment offerings and 0.40~o for rights

offerings. Other securities show abnormal retums between those for debt and equity. Utilities

have higher abnormal returns then industrials.

Asquith and Mullins (1986) study 266 equity offerings by US industrial firms over 1963-

1981. The average abnormal return is -2.70~0, and is significantly negative at the lo~o level. In

order to measure abnormal retums, actual returns are compared with average returns of firms in

the control portfolio. Based on beta rankings, ten control portfolios are defined. An interesting

part of the paper describes the results of a regression analysis, which shows that the size of the

J9 Examples of choices are the choice of sampling interval for the retum (monthly, weekly, daily data, or
even transaction data) and of the estimation and event window. Problems that may arise are (partial) anticipation
of the event, event day uncertainry, multiple events, nonsynchronous trading, and nontrading or thin trading.

ao Eckbo and Masulis (1995) mention as flotation methods firm commitment offerings (privately
negotiated, competitively bid, or by shelf registration), best effort offers, rights offers, rights offers with standby
underwriting, direct íssues, and private placements. In a firm commitment offering, the underwriting investment
banker guarantees the proceeds for the issue. In the case of flotation through best effort, the risk of the proceeds
is borne by the firm, and the investment bank acts as a marketing agent. In a rights offering, the current
shareholders receive short-term options. In case of a standby agreement, an investment bank agrees to guarantee
the proceeds ofunsubscribed shares.
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offering is positively related to the abnormal retum. Besides, the relative outperformance of the

market in the last two years is positively related to the abnormal return. Bayless and Chaplinsky

(1991) also investigate the determinants of the abnormal returns, and study 223 equity offerings

and 252 debt offerings for 1974-1983 by US firms. The focal point of the paper is the influence

of the market's expectations with respect to the type of security to be issued on the abnormal

return. In the first part of the paper, a logit analysis is performed in order to define a classication

model for the debt and equity issues. This model is used to estimate the likelihood of a debt

issue, for both the debt and equity issues. The abnormal returns are obtained using the market
model, and are on average -0.0290~0 (significantly negative at lo~o level) for equity and O.OOIo~o

(insignificant at l00~0 level) for debt issues. Regression results for the determinants of the
abnormal return for both debt and equity issues show that the probability on a debt issue is

negatively related to the abnormal return, at a significance level of lo~o. For equity issues, this
result indicates that firms that were likely to issue debt according to the logit model, but issue

equity, have lower abnormal retums. For debt issues, the finding indicates that firms that were

expected to issue equity, but issue debt, have more positive abnormal returns. Additional results
for equity issues show (at the l00~o significance level) that past stock price performance

influences the announcement effect negatively, post-issue stock price performance is positively
related, and the S8cP500 index prior to the issue is negatively related to the abnormal return. The

coefficient for logarithm of issue size is insignificanL For debt, expected bankruptcy costs (the

difference between the Moody's average Baa corporate bond yield and the 3-month bond-

equivalent US Treasury Bill yield) have a negative coefficient, and insignificant results are
obtained for pollar issue size and the 3-month change in Treasury Bill rates. The results are
interpreted as the conditioning of the informational content of issues by the market's prior
beliefs. Dierkens (1991), Pilotte (1992), Denis (1994), and Jung, Kim, and Stulz (1996)

investigate the role of several determinants of abnormal retum of equity issues and debt issues
for US firms. Dierkens (1991) studies equity issues and finds that asymmetric information

influences the abnormal returns negatively, while the market-to-book ratio of equity, as an

approximation of growth opportunities, has a positive impact. No relationship is found between

relative issue size and abnormal returns. Besides, asymmetric information fluctuates over time

and firms try to time issues in periods with low information asymmetries. Pilotte (1992) finds

that the abnormal retums of issues of equity, straight debt, and convertible debt are positively

influenced by growth opportunities, while no relation is found with slack, i.e. cash and liquid

assets. Denis (1994) also investigates the role of growth opportunities and find a positive

influence on the abnormal returns for the announcement of equity issues, which is driven by a
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small group of high growth firms. Finally, Jung, Kim, and Stulz (1996) find that firms that are

expected to issue equity, but issue debt, the abnormal return is more positive at the So~o

significance level. If the logit regressíon, as described in Subsection 2.3.4, indicates that the fitm

are expected to issue debt, but instead issue equity, have more negative abnormal retums. This

result is insignificant at the l00~0 leveL In the cross-sectional regression for equity issues, the

market-to-book ratio is significantly (at So~o level) positive related to the abnormal return. Past

cumulative returns influence the abnormal return positively and the cash holdings are negatively

related, but these results are significant in a selection of regressions and only at the l00~0 level.

Other variables, that yield insignificant results are tax payments, long term debt, cash flow,

stock return volatility, leading indicators, total assets, post-issue returns, and the proceeds of the

issue.

Whereas the previous studies concern US firms, several studies consider issues in

European countries. Marsh (1979) studies 1145 UK standby and rights offerings over 1962-

1975. Using the market model, an abnomlal return of 2.l0~o in the issue month is found. Levis

(1995) also uses UK data and focusses on the first equity offering after the initial public

offering. For a sample of 158 UK rights offerings a three-day announcement effect is found of

-1.330~0 (significant at the So~o level). Loderer and Zimmet~rtan (1987) study equity issues in

Switzerland. For 122 rights issues from between 1973 and 1983, an average monthly

announcement effect of 2.Oo~o is found, which is not significantly different from zero. Behren,

Eckbo, and Michalsen (1997) investigate announcement effects of equity issues by Norwegian

firms over 1980-1993. For the 188 rights issues, an average abnormal return is calculated of

0.470~0, which is not significantly different from zero. Tsangarakis (1996) measures the

announcement effect of 40 rights offerings in Greece over 1981-1990. The abnormal retum on

the day of the announcement is 2.70~0, which is significantly different from zero at the So~o level.

Bigelli (1998) investigates 82 announcements of rights offerings in the period 1980-1994 in

Italy. He finds a three-day abnorma] return of 0.790~0, which is insignificantly different from

zero.'~ The issues in European countries have in common that almost all issues concern rights

issues. Confirming the model of Eckbo and Masulis (1992) and their findings for US fitms, the

abnormal return are more positive than in issues using other flotation methods.

" Bigelli (]998) investigates the quasi-split effect, as described by Nelson (196~). If firms set the exercise
price of new shares in rights issues below the current market price, the stock price will dilute. This is the quasi-
split effect. In Italy, firms do not proportionally reduce their dividends per share. This implies that a rights issue
signals an increase of the dividend yield, through the quasi-split effect. Bigelli (1998) finds that the increase in
dividends after a rights issue accounts for 300~0 of the cross-sectional variation in the abnormal returns, and that
this effect is the only significant explanatory variable in a regression on the abnormal returns.
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For the Netherlands, Klein and Verboven ( 1988) study the announcement effecs of bond

issues. For Dutch listed firms in the period 1979-1984, bond issues mentioned in the

Kwartaalberichten De Nederlandsche Bank, are investigated. The announcement dates are from

the Dutch financial daily, het Fir:ancieele Dagblad, and issues are included if no confounding

events took place. Issues were omitted due to earnings announcement (13 issues), ex-dividend

(4), disconto changes ( 3), or other reasons (12). The remaining data set comprises 51

observations, of which 37 issues were made by financial institutions. In order to measure the

abnormal return, the market model is applied. The average abnormal return over the two-day

event periode is 0.1680~0, which is not significantly different from zero. The large number of

financial institutions in the data set hinder the interpretation of the results, because these

institutions are fundamentally different from industrial firms. Arts and Kabir (1993) study equity

issues by Dutch listed firms over 1984-1991, and exclude investment funds."Z Their data set

contains 61 issues, of which 58 are rights issues. One issue has been removed, because no

unambiguous announcement date was available. It should be noted that confounding information

was released in 47 of the 61 cases. Using the market model, an abnormal retum on the

announcement day is found of -8.Oo~o and the day after the announcement the abnormal return is

-2.70~0. Both retums are significantly different from zero at the So~o level. In addition, a

regression analysis is performed for the proceeds of the issue relative to the market value of

equity, the issue price relative to stock price three days before issue, and a dummy if the motive

is mentioned to be investments or expansion."' The results indicate that the relative issue size is

significantly negative related to the abnotlrtal return, but this only holds if no other variables are

included. The relative issue price is significantly positive and the dummy for the motive yields

an insignificant result. Unfortunately, no theoretical explanation for proxies is provided.aa

"z A large part of the data set is also analyzed in Kabir and Roosenboom (1999), in which the focus is
exclusively on rights issues.

a' In 230~0 of the issues investment or expansion is the sole motive, while for 19.70~o this motive is
mentioned with strengthening the equity base. This latter motive is the sole motive in 180~0 of the issues. Other
motives are financing a takeover (1 1.So'~), financing growth (6.60~0), or financial reorganization (6.60~0), while in
]4.6 of the issues no motives are mentioned.

a' De Roon and Veld (1998) study announcement effects of 47 convertible bond loans and 19 warrant-bond
loans by Dutch firms over 1976-1996. For the convertible bond loans, the three-day abnormal return is 0.230~0,
while for warrant-bond loans this return is 1.350~0. The latter result is significant at the So~o level. The authors
also find that issues are amiounced after a period of positive abnormal stock retums. The role of contamination
is found to be essential, because the announcements of 33 convertible bond issues and 10 warrant-bond issues
are combined with additional firm information. Additional tests show that the positive effect for the warrant-
bonds is not found in the subsample of uncontaminated announcements, which implies that firms package these
announcements in other good firm-specific news.
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2.3.6 Target adjustment studies

Optimal capital structure theories require periodical adjustments of the debt ratio when

autonomous shifts lead to a divergence between the actual debt ratio and the optimal debt ratio.

A number of studies investigates whether, and to which extent debt ratios move towards a

specific target. As an alternative to target adjustment behavior, the pecking order theory, based

on Myers and Majlufs (1984) adverse selection model hypothesizes the absence of target

adjustment. Target adjustment model may provide insight into the relative importance of these

mutually exclusive explanations of firms' debt policies. Besides, the importance of (speed of)

adjustment is essential for cross-section studies in which is actual debt ratio is used as a proxy

for the optimal debt ratio. Slow adjustment implies that the actual debt ratio is a weak proxy for

the optimal debt ratio.45

Ang (1976) investigates the predictive accuracy for a large number of debt behavior

models in order to test whether firms adjust their debt ratios to a target. A three-step analysis is

performed of defining models, testing individual models, and comparing the predictive power of
the models. A time series analysis is performed for 133 firms with simple financial structures,

i.e. only straight debt and common equity. The analysis is based on book value debt ratios and

the sample period is 1955-1974, i.e. 5 years for initialization and 14 years for the tests. The

comparison ofmodels is based on the Theil-U-statistic in forecasting the debt ratio in a hold-out

period. A number of `naive' models is tested: (i) the amount of debt is constant; (ii) the debt

ratio is constant; (iii) the debt ratio is a simple function of its value in the previous period; (iv)

the target debt ratio is the industry average (an alternative allows differential adjustment); and

(v) the target debt ratio is the historical firm average. Also partial adjustment models are tested:
(vi) constant target ratio, i.e. the change in the amount of debt is determined by the speed of

adjustment towards a target. The target is a simple function of firm size; (vii) variable target

amount of debt; (viii) variable target leverage ratio; and (ix) partial adjustments with forward

expectations. See Ang (1976, p.564) for an overview of the models. The results indicate that the

simple partial adjustment model has the best predictive power, and that the naive models with

historical averages and simple function of lagged debt ratio also perform well. The average

speed of adjustment is found to be 670~o in the first year. Jalilvand and Harris (1984) test a target

adjustment model for (common and preferred) equity, long-term debt, short-term debt, liquid

assets, and cash dividends for 108 US firms over the period 1963-1978. The targets are measures

a5 See also the discussion of Fisher, Heinkel, and Zechner (1989) in Subsection 2.2.3.
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in book values and are defined as the average over the sample period. Using a simultaneous

equation model, and a sources and uses constraint, the yearly adjustment towards the averages is

measured. For long-term debt, 56.120~o adjustment of the way to its target level for long term

debt is found. Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999) test models based on target adjustment and

pecking order behavior, in order to explain changes in the book value debt ratio. The target

adjustment model is defined as models (v) and (viii) in Ang (1976).'~ The authors define a funds

flow deficit as dividend payments plus capital expenditure plus the increase in working capital

plus debt that has be repaid over the period minus operating cash flow (after interest and taxes).

According to a simplified version of the pecking order theory, the deficit will lead to the same

amount of new debt. It is assumed that no new equity will be raised. The results for a sample of

157 US firms over 1971-1989 indicate that the pecking order model is a better description of

debt policies than the target adjustment models.

Van Dijk (1997, Subsection 3.2.1 and Chapter 4) tests the influence on the current year's

debt ratio from the debt ratio in the previous year and additional determinants for a panel data

set of 102 Dutch firms over the period 1987-1994. The coefficient for the lagged debt ratio, a,

measures the speed of adjustment towards a target. The values for a are between zero and one.

Adjustment is fast if a is close to zero, while values close to one indicate slow adjustment. For

Dutch firms a is estimated to be 0.33, which is significant at the lo~o level. According to Van

Dijk, this finding indicates the presence ofdynamics in debt ratios. The coefficients for the other

determinants measure the interaction between the speed of adjustment and determinants of the

optimal capital structure.

2.3.7 Product-market interaction studies

The product-market interaction studies that are described in Subsection 2.2.6 result in two types

of hypotheses. First, based on moral hazard models, such as Titman (1985) and Maksimovic and

Titman (1991), hypotheses concem the relationship between the firms' product-characteristics

and the debt ratios. The only study that tests this type of hypotheses is Titman and Wessels

(1988), who provide a cross-section test for the influence of uniqueness. This study is discussed

in Subsection 2.3.3, and the results confitm the expected negative relationship between

uniqueness and debt. The second type of hypotheses deals with the relationship between capital

~ Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999) do not refer to Ang (1976). However, besides the inclusion of the
pecking order model, a large resemblance exists in the approach.
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structure and competitive strategies. ln this subsection, studies which test these hypotheses are

discussed.

Phillips (1995) analyzes four industries, in which the leading firms have increased the debt

ratio by more than 250~o and in which the combined market share of the four largest fitms

exceeds SOo~o. Industries are analyzed in order to investigate competitive strategies within a

group of firms that are expected to interact strategically. In the gypsum industry, the barriers to

enrty are low, because of the simple production technology and relatively small plant sizes. The

output is found to be positively related to the debt ratio, and product prices are negatively related

to debt. This confirms the model of Brander and Lewis (1986), i.e. debt induces riskier strategies

and increased output. However, in the other three industries the reverse results are found. [n the

fiberglass insulation, tractor trailing, and polyethylene industries output is negatively related to

debt and prices are positively related to debt. In these industries entry is more difficult, in

comparison with the gypsum industry, and firms tend to commit to behave less aggressively

throught debt.

Chevalier (1995a and 1995b) studies the interaction between capital structure and

competition in the supermarket industry. Chevalier studies supermarket chains in local markets,

because many supermarkets undertook leveraged buyout transactions in the 1980s and

competition takes place at a local level. These characteristics allow for a comparison of

competition in different markets in which debt increases substantially. Chevalier (1995a)

investigates the announcement effects of levered buyouts on the rival firms and the entry, exit,

and expansion behavior following buyouts. The results indicate that buyouts increase the

expected value of rival firms, and that the presence of firms which had a levered buyout

encourages entry and expansion by rivals. Both findings confirm Bolton and Scharfstein's

(1990) theory, that debt makes competition less tough. In addition, Chevalier (1995b) examines

the product price behavior after levered buyouts. Evidence suggests that prices are likely to

decrease if the rivals of the buyout firm have low leverage and one of the rivals has a very high

market share. In other situations, price increases are more likely.

Kovenock and Phillips (1995 and 1997) investigate recapitalizations in which firms

increase the debt ratio. Kovenock and Phillips (1995) perform a logit regression in which the

decision to recapitalize is explained by data on the level of the industry, the firm, and individual

plants. The findings indicate that firms in highly concentrated industries and firms with low

productivity plants are more likely to increase leverage. According to the authors, this confirms

a combination of the limited liability effect as modeled by Brander and Lewis (1986) and

Jensen's (1986) free cash flow theory. Kovenock and Phillips (1997) study ]0 industries in
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which one of the top-four firms recapitalizes. After the recapitalization, the firms that increased

the debt ratio follow more passive investment strategies, while the rivals become more

agressive. These findings confirm Jensen's (1986) free cash flow theory, and are inconsistent

with Brander and Lewis' (1986) expectation that leverage induces more agressive competition.

Although relatively few studies attempt to measure product market interactions, the

coverage of the theoretical predictions of the studies seems to be broad. However, this holds for

the strategic interaction theories. With respect to the impact of product-market characterisitics

on leverage, the results are relatively poor.

2.3.8 Questionnaires and interviews

In the empirical studies that have been discussed in the previous subsections, theories are tested

in which managers make capital structure decisions. However, the sources of information were

not directly related to these decision-makers. In this respect, questionnaires and interviews

provide a direct assessment of the managers opinions.

Stonehill, Beekhuizen, Wright, Remmers, Toy, Pares, Shapiro, Egan, and Bates (1975) use

questionnaire data to investigate the deterrninants of leverage in manufacturing firms in France,

Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, and the US. In 1972 and 1973, the survey among financial

executives resulted in 87 useable questionnaires which were filled in during an interview. In

order to measure the determinants of leverage, 15 statements were listed. The executives were

asked to rank these statements according to their relative importance and it was allowed to add

determinants. In addition, 16 statements had to be evaluated on a 5-points scale, ranging from

`most important' to `no importance'. Important determinants are the coverage of fixed charges,

i.e. financial risk, and the availability of capital.~' Scott and Johnson (1982) mailed a

questionnaire to each chief financial officer (CFO) of a firm in the Fortune 1000 list of US

firms. With 212 returned questionnaires, the reponse rate is 21.2a~o. The questions concern the

measurement of leverage, the use of targets, and the existence and determinants of the optimal

debt ratio. Firms are found to use target debt ratios in their financial decisions and this target is

influenced by the firm's management and staff of analysts. The targets are normally measured in

"' It is important to notice that the authors traced potential determinants in finance textbooks. As the survey
was conducted in 1972 and 1973, agency problems are not investigated.
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book values. The other results deal with the specifications of the target ratios.'R Pinegar and

Wilbricht (1989) sent questionnaires to the CFOs of Fortune 500 firms in 1986. The useable

response is 176 questionnaire, or 35.20~0. The questions aim to test a broad set of theories, i.e.

static tradeoff models (target debt ratios and its determinants), the pecking order model, and

signalling models. The results indicate that the managers are more likely to follow the pecking

order than that they have a target debt ratio. Managers' responses suggest that they do not signal

value through capital structure adjustments.'9 Kamath (1997) partly replicates Pinegar and

Wilbricht (1989). In 1990 a questionnaire is mailed to NYSE-listed firms, with an exception of

Fortune 500 firms and financial firms. With 690 useable questionnaires the response rate is

20.60~0. The results resemble those ofPinegar and Wilbricht (1989).

The use of questionnaire data in Ang and Jung (1993) is motivated by the nature of

adverse selection agency problems. The authors argue that these agency problems exist because

managers of firms have unique information that outsiders do not have. It is mentioned that `This

lack of knowledge by the outsiders, as reflected in the inadequacy of capital market data, is

precisely the nature of what constitutes information asymmetry.' (Ang and Jung, 1993, p.32).

The study investigates the pecking order theory, as introduced by Myers and Majluf (1984). The

hypothesis, which is tested, is that the degree of information asymmetry influences the preferred

marginal financing choice. Asymmetric information is measured by the responses to four

questions, that aim to measure different aspects of this concept. In addition, the respondents are

asked to rank preference for various sources of financing. Based on 860~o useable questionnaires

of Korean firms and the asymmetric information questions, firms are divided into two groups,

i.e. the high and low asymmetric information groups. Additional questions concern the preferred

marginal financing choice and the perception with respect to taxes and distress. In the analysis,

the relationship between asymmetric information and marginal financing is tested. This

4e Scott and Johnson (1982) argue that `Based on the effort that went into this study we appreciate more
than ever how very difficult it is to both design a worthwile financial survey and elicít adequate, useful
responses. It is more challenging than most financial academics realize, and is every bit as complex as the design
of any of the statistical methodologies that currently pervade our literature.' (p.52).

'9 In order to interpret the results of Pinegar and Wilbricht (1989), a precise study of the questions is
necessary. For example, the first question is: 'In raising new funds, your firm (a) Seeks to maintain a target
capital structure by using approximately constant proportions of severa] types of long-term capital structure
simultaneously. (Answer questions 3 through 9.) (b) Follows a hierarchy in which the most advantageous
sources of funds are exhausted before other sources are used. (Answer questions 2 through 9.)' (Pinegar and
Wilbrícht, 1989, p.90). The authors interpret option (a) as the static tradeoff model, while (b) represents the
pecking order theory. Unfortunately, the choice of the most advantageous sources of funds is in accordance with
the static tradeoff Moreover, the question induces a bias, whereas managers are not likely to deny that they
choose the most advantageous source of funds.
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approach differs essentially from the previous tests in this subsection, whereas the respondents

do not have to interpret the theory themselves. The managers provide scores on simple questions
with respect to firm information disclosure and rank financing instruments. The researchers

investigate the relationships between the questions in order to test theories. The results do not
support Myers and Majlufs (1984) theory. Borrowing from banks is the preferred type of
financing and, when debt is high, firms will issue equity. Capital structure decisions are also
dependent on taxes and the likelihood of distress.

In the Netherlands, De Haan, Koedijk, and De Vrijer (1994) investigate liquidity behavior,
including the pecking order theory and the relavence and determinants of target capital
structures. Initially, 21,000 firms were addressed, and after elimination of non-response,
incomplete questionnaires, and outliers, 1,828 questionnaires were used. The response rate was
8.70~0. The respondents are asked to rank preferred sources of financing for making investments.
On average, firms are found to prefer internal finance, followed by debt, and finally share issues.
In addition, the factors that affect the preferences are investigated. Credit rationing and tax
motives are considered to be the most important factors. With respect to target capital structures,
310~0 of all respondents indicate that they have a target, while 750~0 of the listed firms have a
target debt ratio. The firms with target debt ratios mention profitability, firm size, the ratio of
fixed to current assets, cash flow uncertainty, and tax advantages as the determinants of the
target debt ratio. Cools (1993, Chapter 6) interviewed 50 CFOs or CEOs of Dutch listed firnis
and used a questionnaire to structure the interviews. Of the total sample, 900~0 of the firms have a
target debt or equity ratio. All respondents indicate that capital structure should be measured in
book values. Cools also investigates determinants of the optimal capital structure. Of all
respondents, 980~o mentions that business risk influences the target and that this relation is
negative. 800~o thinks that this relationship is direct. Only one manager (20~0) thinks business risk
does not affect the target debt ratio. According to 780~0 of the managers, the asset structure has a
positive influence, while 220~o sees no influence. A positive influence of profitability is
registered with 260~0 of the respondents, while the remaining 740~o see no role for this
determinant. Firm size does not matter aceording to 880~0 of the managers. Although 880~0 of the
respondents indicate that the industry is relevant, 740~o considers business risk or asset structure
to be the underlying determinants. Tax advantage is important for 360~0 of the firms, of some
importance for 300~0, and not relevant for 340~0. An interesting result is that three firms see a
pecking order as the main criterion for capital structure desicions. Of these three, one firm (20~0)
has the ordering internal equity, external equity, and debt, while two firms (40~0) favor internal
capital above external sources. 80~0 of the respondents follows no pecking order. The remaining
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860~o follows a pecking order in realizing the target capital structure. Cools (1993) also
investigated the goals of the firms: 780~o maximize profits in order to ensure continuity, 80~0
strive for continuity, 80~o maximize profit growth, and 60~o aim at maximizing shareholders'
wealth. The marginal role of shareholders in emphasized by the response to the question for the
most important stakeholder of the firm. No hierarchy is the choice of 520~0 of the firms, while

only 80~o choose shareholders. In order to test the potential for signalling theories the author asks
whether the firm's stock is correctly priced. In total, 780~0 of the managers considers the stock as

mispriced, while one-third of these managers think that their stock is systematically
undervalued. Finally, Cools asks the CFOs whether psychology and emotions affect financing

decisions. Yes is the answer of 880~0 of the CFOs, while 120~o say no.SQ
The questionnaire studies that have been discussed in this subsection have two purposes.

First, they describe practices in capital structure choices. Second, the studies test theories. A
drawback of questionnaires is the respondents' bias. The managers' respons may not precisely

reflect their actions. However, for describing practice, according to the first purpose, the bias is
expected to be low, because managers are likely to be aware of rvhnt they do. On the other hand,
much more difficult are questions concerning why they make certain decisions, and thus testing
theories with questionnaires is more likely to involve respondents' bias. This critique is best
illustrated with an example. Pinegar and Wilbricht (1989) have the following question `Indicate
the relative importance of the following factors in governing your firm's financing choices. (On
a scale of 1 to 5, where 1-Unimportant and S-Important.); u.- The corporate tax rate;' .. 'd. -
Costs of bankruptcy;' (p.91). These questions induce a bias, because managers may misinterpret
the concept of financing choices, tax rate or bankruptcy costs, and the interrelationship. Besides,
a bias towards desired responses may affect the results. Managers consider the aspects in the list
to be relevant in theories, and, even without recognizing or understanding the theory, they may
confirm them. This critique does not affect the results of Ang and Jung (1993), who fruitfully
deal with this by posing simple questions and relate the answers to these questions in order to
test theories.

so An other interview study in the Netherlands ís Veld (1994), who interviewed managers of firms that
issued warrant-bond loans in the period 1976-1991 in order to investigate motives for the issuance of warrant-
bond loans. The results indicate that managers perceive warrant-bond loans as a cheap form of capital and a
deferred sale of stock at an attractive price. These traditional motives are irrational from a theoretical point of
view. Theoretical motives, based on agency costs, play a minor role.
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2.3.9 Case studies

Case studies consider a limited number of observations, of which a broad set of characteristics is

investigated. Often, case studies digress on one observation, for example a single firm which is

described during a period of time. In the leading finance journals, not many case studies have

been published.51 In this subsection we will discuss the book by Donaldson (1961), which is

based on 25 case studies and the case of O.M. Scott 8z Sons Company, as described by Baker

and Wruck (1989).Sz

Donaldson's (1961) book investigates corporate debt capacity, and its determinants. The

study consists of two parts. In part one, Donaldson intensively analyzes 25 manufacturing

companies over 20 years from 5 industries. The data sources are published data, such as annual

reports and financial statements, personal interviews with the top financial officers, and personal

interviews with lending officers of sources of capital. This part of the study provides a factual

history of the debt behavior of the firm, and attitudes of the management of the firm and its

financiers. A summary includes observations that are closely related to pecking order behavior:

`..these standards show the use of retained earnings as distinctly more beneficial to per share

perfotmance than equity issues and even debt.' (Donaldson, 1961, p.66-67). Part two of the

study investigates practices described in part one, and defines an improved approach, which is

illustrated with data from five firms. Baker and Wruck (1989) study the case of O.M. Scott 8r,

Sons Company. In December 1986, this company was sold by ITT Corporation in a divisional

levered buyout. After the buyout the operating performance of the firm improved dramatically.

Agency theory suggests that this improvement is caused by the disciplining role of high leverage

and the incentives of managerial equity ownership. The authors obtained data from public

sources, but also interviewed managers and studied internal documents. The description of the

managerial behavior in the firm confirms the agency theories.

Donaldson (1961) and Baker and Wruck (1989) provide two different uses of case studies.

While the fotmer uses the case the describe practice, and later to test theory, the latter study aims

to test theory. As these theories deal with complex situations, a case study provides the means to

s~ In the JournalofApplied CorporareFinance case studies receive relatively much attention. Examples are
Anstaett, McCrary, and Monaham (1988) and Patrick (1995). However, these studies' aim is not to test or
develop theories, but to provide an illustratiun ofproposed approaches.

52 Another case study is Baker (1992), who describes Beatrice over the periode 1911-1986. Although the
impact of the levered buyout is discussed, the emphasis is on the creation and destruction of value, through
acquisition and various corporate governance mechanisms.
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pay attention to a multitude of aspects. However, the use of case studies in the capital structure

literature is limited.

2.3.10 Conclusion

The empirical studies of capital structure show a diversity in topics, approaches, methods, data,

and results. However, they have in common that the aim is to test theories. The approaches that

were discussed, i.e. industry comparison, cross-section studies, incremental studies, event

studies, target adjustment studies, product-market interaction studies, interviews, questionnaires,

and cases, allow a researcher to measure real-life behavior and compare the observations with

theoretical hypotheses. In the next section, we will investigate the relationship between theory

and empirical studies.

2.4 The relationship between theory and empirics

2.4.1 Introduction

So far, in this chapter the theoretical and empirical capital structure literatures have been

discussed separately. For groups of empirical studies that use similar approaches it has been

described which theories are tested. At first instance, one would conclude that theoretical studies

provide testable hypotheses, that are either confirmed or rejected in empirical studies. In case

empirical studies do not find confirmation for the hypotheses, new theoretical studies should

provide new hypotheses, etc. However, this description turns out to be unrealistic. In this

subsection, we will discuss, from the empirical point of view, the currently most popular

interpretation of the relation between theory and empirics and an alternative relationship. In

Subsection 2.4.2 we will describe the current relationship between theory and empirics in the

capital structure literature. In Subsection 2.4.3 we will suggest alternatives for future empirica]

research.

2.4.2 Current relationship

In general, empirical papers on corporate finance topics have a standard set-up, that consists of
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three elements. First, theoretical studies are summarized. Second, an empirical test is performed

in which data are analyzed, notmally on the basis of an econometric technique. Third, the

theories are confronted with the empirical results. Although the empirical test is structured in a

way that allows a confrontation with theory, the imperfections of the empirical test induce a

reticence in the judgement. This reservedness is especially present in case the results are not in

line with theoretical predictions. In the remainder of this subsection, we will first discuss the
above-mentioned weaknesses of the empirical approaches. We conclude with a description of

theory testing in capital structure.

Cross-section studies and incremental studies use an empirical specification, including

proxy variables and a functional fotm, in order to measure relationships between theoretical
concepts. Any judgement about theory, based on a specific empirical specification, requires the

assumption [hat the empirical model represents the theory. This assumption induces a problem,
because the proxy variables and the functional form will deviate from the theoretical concepts.
In the capital structure literature, concepts such as asymmetric information, growth

opportunities, and bankruptcy costs, are difficult to measure.53 This is best illustrated by Rajan
and Zingales (1995), who mention this problem as they conclude `..it is necessary to strengthen
the relationships between theoretical models and empirical specifications of these models. This,

we believe, will be possible only with more detailed data which will enable us to identify more
accurate proxies.' (p.1458). Krenz and Sax (1986) mention that the validity of proxies is
generally not examined and that the social sciences lack methods that allow validation.sa Also
the event studies are subject to criticism. According to Frankfurter and McGoun (1993), the
event study method is based on a number of assumptions. First, shareholder value is assumed to
be the relevant measure for the evaluation of managerial decisions. Second, markets are assumed
to be efficient. Third, the event is assumed to be unanticipated. Fourth, no other information is

assumed to be revealed. According to Frankfurter and McGoun (1993), the assumptions are so
idealistic and simplified, that any applicability to the real world is a coincidence. Other authors,
such as Thompson (1995) and MacKinlay (1997), discuss applications in which the necessity of
these assumptions is relaxed. Cross-section, incremental, and event studies have in common that
they use objective and publicly available data. However, the data and the econometric
specification approximate the theoretical prediction and the measurement is imperfect.

57 In addition, one proxy variable may be related to multiple theoretical concepts.

" Tareet adjustment studies and product-market interaction studies are considered as special cases of cross-
section studies.
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While the cross-section and event study apporach are generally applied in empirical capital

structure research, studies based on interviews, questionnaires, or cases are also found. Whereas,

in the previous subsection, the application of these approaches showed the strengths, the

approaches also have drawbacks. Interviews and questionnaires suffer from at least two

disadvantages. First, the respondents' replies may be biased. Respondents may not understand

the questions or may not be able to provide an answer. Also, respondents may aim to present

themselves too favorable. Second, as argued by Borman, LeCompte, and Goetz (1986),

interview and questionnaire studies do not allow verification of the results through replication.

The most important disadvantage of case studies is the limited number of observations, which

leads to results that cannot easily be generalized to other firms or samples and time periods.

The above-mentioned problems with empirical approaches make the use of these

techniques sensitive to criticism. Cools (1993, p.38-47 and p.142-146) describes the role of this

criticism in theory testing in capital structure. The relation is described as unilateral dependence,

caused by immunization strategies.ss Because of these immunization strategies, theoretical

research is immune to empirical results. On the other hand, empirical studies are heavily

influenced by theory. Cools observes unilateral dependence, i.e. the empirical studies test

theories, but do not aim to influence future theories. The result of this attitude is twofold. First,

empirical researchers do their best to confirm theories. Results that confirm a theory receive

more attention than other results. If results contradict theory, they are criticized on the basis of

the above-mentioned problems in the empirical approaches.SG'S7 Second, empirical investigations

that are not based on theory are referred to as data-mining and are not likely to appear in leading

ss Cools (1993) describes five elements of the immunization strategies. First, leading theories are found to
contradict common knowledge. For example, Modigliani and Miller's (1958) irrelevancy propositions are
logically correct under specific assumptions, but do not aim to explain real world phenomena. Second, if
theorists relate their findings to empirical results, plausibility is the criterion. Third, if empirical evidence is
mentioned in theory papers, theorems are supported. Fourth, the empirical predictions in theoretical studies are
imprecise. The fifth element of the immunization strategy is the existence of 'possibility' theorems.

sb According to Caldwell (1991), this criticism is referred to as the Duhem-Quine thesis. This thesis implies
that in empirical tests several auxiliary hypotheses are tested joindy with the hypothesis under investigation. For
example, the auxiliary hypotheses concem the representation of the theory by the empirical model. A negative
result may be caused by one of the auxiliary hypotheses rather Ihan by the investigated hypothesis.

57 An interesting example is the often-cited study of Titman and Wessels (1988). In the conclusions of the
paper, the authors first report that two hypotheses are confirmed by the results. Next, these theories and the test
results are described. Then, it is mentioned that four other determinants are not confirmed. According to Titman
and Wessels (1988) the question arises whether these results are caused by the set-up of the empirical test. The
differences may be caused by inconect measurement of the determinants. This example illustrates the attitude of
empirical researchers, However, why are the determinants of the confirmed theories measured correctly, while
the others are measured with error?
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academic joumals.

2.4.3 Alternatives for the future?5S

The previous subsection described the current relationship between theoretical and empirical

research on capital structure. In this subsection, we will evaluate the current status and put

forward alternatives. In order to evaluate current and alternative practice, we first have to

describe the putposes of empirical investigations. Using these purposes as a yard-stick, we can

evaluate current practice and discuss alternatives.5`'

The purpose of capital structure research is to provide answers to Myers' question `How

do firms choose their capital structures?' (Myers, 1984, p.575). In the philosophy of science,

methodologies are discussed that enable researchers to investigate such a question. According to

Caldwell (1991) and Hands (1985) economists often refer to the work of Popper, and especially

to the methodology of falsificationism. Popper (1980) uses the concept of falsification as a

demarcation criterion to distinguish science from non-science.`'o The requirement for a theory to

belong to science is that the theory is falsifiable. This implies that at least one potential

statement has to exist that conflicts with the theory. A rigid interpretation of falsification is that

theories are falsified by a single statement that conflicts with the theory.~~ On the basis of

Popper's falsificationism, Caldwell (1991) adopts the following reasoning for tests of scientific

theories. First, a theory may be (currently) untestable, but is potentially falsifiable. Second, a

theory may be potentially falsifiable and has been tested. If the test is positive, i.e. in line with

the theory, this theory is corroborated. A high degree of corroboration does not imply that a

58 This subsection is partly based on De Jong, Veld, and Grazell (1998).

59 We aim to investigate the current status as well as alternatives in empirical research. With respect to
corporate finance research in general, including theoretical and empirical capital structure research, Frankfurter
and McGoun (]996) and Boot and Cools (1997) provide critical discussions and potential improvements.

~ The references to the writings of Popper are the most recent editions. Because this may be confusing with
respect to the development of the methodologies over time, we will mention the originat years of publication.
Popper's (1980) book `The logic of scientific discovery' was first published in 1934, in German. Popper (1972),
'Conjectures and refutations; the growth of scientific knowledge' was originally published in 1963. `The
rationality principle', by Popper (1985), is a translation from French of a radio address in 1967. Finally we refer
to Popper (] 983), 'Realism and the aim of science. The postscript to the logic of scientific discovery, I'.

61 Popper argues that the demarcation criterion of falsification is preferable to the criterion of verification
(Caldwell, 1991). According to this latter criterion, a statement is considered meaningful if it is capable of
complete verification by observational evidence. However, statements of a universal form cannot be verified.
For example, the statement `All swans are white' is not verifiable, because, even if all swans observed are white,
it is unknown if a black swan exists somewhere.
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theory is true, because the theory remains potentially falsifiable. If the test is negative, the theory

is falsified or refuted. Falsification does not imply that a theory is false, due to the presence of

auxiliary hypotheses. An essential auxiliary hypothesis is that the empirical model measures a

theoretical model. However, falsification should lead to a critical re-examination of the theory

and its test, with the aim to eliminate false theories from science. Popper (1972) adds that in

case of falsification no ad hoc hypotheses should be introduced that merely aim to escape from

refutation. According to Caldwell (1991), falsificationism in economics suffers from two

problems. First, theories can be refuted, but cannot be supported. The complex phenomena in

economics and a strict interpretation of falsification can easily lead to a refutation of a true

theory. Besides, no preference can be made in the corroborated theories. For these reasons, strict

falsifica[ionism is not likely to yield theories that are not falsified and, if two or more theories

are corroborated, falsificationism cannot rank corroborated theories. The second, and related,

problematic aspect is that falsificationism is applicable to natural sciences, which is charaterized

by the presence of universal laws. In this respect, economics, and social sciences in general are

different from natural sciences. Fortunately, by making adjustments to falsificationism, Popper's

ideas can be applied in economics. According to Hands (1985) two Poppers exist, a

falsificationistic Popper~ for natural sciences and Poppers for social sciences. Poppel; is referred

to as situational logic. In situational logic, universal laws which are used in natural sciences are

replaced by the rationality principle (Popper, 1985). According to this principle persons act in

accordance with a situation.`Z Although Popper (1985) initiated situational logic, Koertge (1975

and 1979) describes the resulting application of the methodology. Koertge (1975) proposes an

infotmal model, consisting of four steps: (i) the description of the situation (e.g., person A is in

situation B); (ii) the analysis of the situation (e.g., in situations B it is appropriate to do C); (iii)

the rationality principle (persons act appropriately to their situation); and (iv) the explanandum

(e.g., therefore, A did C). While in falsificationism ad hoc adjustments of theories lead to non-

science, situational logic requires ad hoc adjustments, because the rationality principle is

assumed to hold. With respect to the interpretation of this rationality principle, Caldwell (1991)

argues that Popper (1985) is `..perversely obscure on this crucial point.' (Caldwell, 1991, p.18).

The definition, i.e [he rationality principle states that persons act appropriately to their situation,

has three potential interpretations. First, the actions may be appropriate to the person's

subjective reasoning. However, this interpretation leads to unfalsifiability. Second, the principle

62 As a universal law, the rationaliry principle is false, because examples of persons not acting in accordance
with a situation are easily found. However, Popper (1985) argues that, as a methodological policy, it is sound to
use the rationality principle as an assumption, in order to test theories.
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may be the equivalent to the universal law in natural sciences. However, the principle is likely to

be false, because persons often deviate from `appropriate' actions. Third, the rationality

principle can be seen as a methodological principle. Popper argues that `..the rationality

principle, even in my minimum fonnulation, is actually false, though a good approximation of

the truth' (Popper, 1985, p.362.). According to Caldwell (1991), in Popper's writing no choice is

made. Caldwell (1991) states that any choice is subject to falsificationistic criticism, but that

Popper provides a solution in which no choice has to be made, i.e. the adoption of critical

rationalism. Critical rationalism is introduced by Popper (1983) and allows both falsificationism
and situational logic. Popper states that the emphasis is on a critical attitude and openness to

criticism: `The only things which partners in an argument must share are the wish to know, and
the readiness to leam from the other fellow, by severely criticizing the other fellow, by severely

criticizing his views -in the strongest possible version that can be given to his views- and
hearing what he has to say in reply. I believe that the so-called method of science consists in this

kind of criticism. Scientific theories are distinguished from myths merely in being criticizable,
and being open to modifications in the light of critícism.' (Popper, 1983, p.7). Theories that are

not criticizable can be dismissed by scientists, because they are valueless (Popper, 1983, p.189-
193). Criticizable theories should be approached with a critical attitude. For economists, the
methodology solves the dilemma between falsificationism and situational logic. Falsificationism
in economics would lead to refutation of most of the theories, or ad hoc adjustment. Both
methodologies lead to non-science. Situtational logic, and the acceptance of the rationality

principle, would lead to ad hoc theories. While both above-mentioned methodologies have
desirable and undesirable properties, in critical rationalism the goal is simply to subject theories
to the optimal amount of criticism. In some cases the rigid criteria of falsification should be
applied, while in other cases situational logic provides better critiques. According to Caldwell
(1991), the choice and the criticism, is dependent upon the problem to be solved and the nature
of the material under investigation. First, empirical criteria should be considered. Second,

immunization strategies should be avoided. Third, in case of situational analysis the strongest
arguments are obtained if a model can be refuted, rather than the rationality principle. The

description of Popper's writings thus leads to a prevalence for critical rationalism and the
desired attitude is that theories must be criticized as much as possible, in order to ensure that

they are not false.

According to Ryan, Scapens, and Theobald (1992) and Frankfurter and McGoun (1996),

the most influential methodology in financial economics is instrumentalism as described by

Friedman (1953). In instrumentalism, the purpose of a theory is to enable predictions, which can
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be verified. If theories do not lead to verified predictions, they should be abandoned as soon as

new theories become available. Theories do not have to be realistic, as their sole purpose is

predictive adequacy, and at second instance, simplicity. Consequently, Friedman argues that

assumptions underlying the theories are, by definition, unrealistic, but theories should not be

judged by their assumptions. Of course, Friedman's instrumentalism has a potential danger,

which can be illustrated by quoting Myers ( 1984) in his presidential address to the American

Finance Association: `Given time and imagination, economists can usually invent some model

that assigns apparent economic rationality to any random event.' (Myers, 1984, p.576). The

combination of Friedman's attitude and the `invention' of theoretical models fails to reject

theories that may have predictive power, but are false and fully ad hoc.

So far, the discussion in this subsection boils down to a preference for critical rationalism.

Empirical research should aim to criticize theories as much as possible, in order to ensure that

they are not false. We aim to develop a yard-stick for current and alternative practice in

empirical capital structure studies. Taking the view of a critical rationalist, this yard-stick for

empirical research has the following elements:

(i) criticism on theories is intensified by a larger number of differer:t en:pirical tests;
(ii) criticism on theories is intensified by empirical tests with a smaller divergence

between the empirical test and the theories; and

(iii) criticism on theories is intensified by adopting a critical attitude.
The description of current empirical literature in the previous subsection shows that

empirical researchers tend to follow the route laid out by Friedman (1953) and thís attitude

contrasts sharply with the proposed critical rationalism. With respect to the first element, using

different empirical methods, empirical research in finance consists mainly of cross-section

studies and event studies. Other approaches receive relatively little attention, and this especially

holds for approaches that are not based on publicly available data, in combination with large

data sets. With respect to the second element, the divergence between empirics and theory,

progress is made, but more attention is required. The number of empirical applications of

approaches increases, but new approaches are hardly found. Cools (1993), Frankfurter and

McGoun ( 1996), and Boot and Cools ( 1997) mention immunization strategies as a potential

explanation for this behavior. However, given that empirical researchers have not fully exploited

the potential of empirical approaches, this is no satisfactory explanation. The third element, a

critical attitude, is discussed by Cools ( 1993), who concludes that `..verification is the name of

the game' ( Cools, 1993, p.200). Empirical researchers tend to support theories and criticize their

own studies in case the results do not support theories. In spite of the above-mentioned criticism
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on the current practice, existing studies have paved the way for more critical research.

Which are the alternatives for future research? Following the three elements of our yard-

stick, numerous altematives emerge. First, differences in empirical tests can be obtained by

differentiating the characteristics of existing tests. In comparison with replication studies,

differentiation yields new insights.ó3 At least four characteristics of empirical sets can be

differentiated: (i) the data set, i.e. by choosing varying samples of firms;G' (ii) the time period;

(iii) the institutional setting;bs and (iv) the empirical approach. The latter requires further

elucidation. Differentiation in empirical approach can be achieved at two levels. First, within a

certain approach, variations can be introduced. In the current literature, this is a commonplace.

For example, in most cross-section studies, different sets of proxy variables are included.

Second, different approaches can be applied. We discussed nine different approaches in the

previous subsection. However, the current situation is not satisfactory because most studies are

cross-sectional or event studies, while the other approaches receive much less attention. Because

of the nature of agency theories and its importance in the theoretical capital structure literature,

it is surprising that the generally applied approaches are based on publicly available data. By

definition, agency problems involve private information, which is not (directly) reflected in

public data. Especially interviews, questionnaires, and case studies are approaches that can

throw a fresh light on agency theories. Unfortunately, these approaches are rarely used in

empirical capital structure research, although the results of existing studies, described in

Subsections 2.3.8 and 2.3.9, are interesting. Moreover, several alternative approaches exist, that

are not applied in the empirical capital structure literature. Bettner, Robinson, and McGoun

(1994) and De Jong, Veld, and Grazell (1998) describe alternative approaches, such as historical

63 Dewald, Thursby, and Anderson ( 1986) even plea for replications of existing empirical studies. The
authors replicate nine studies in the Journa! oJ Money, Credit, and Banking, and find that errors are a
commonplace, rather than a rare occurrance.

~ For example, in the industry study of Remmers, Stonehill, Wright, and Beekhuizen (1974) Fortune 500
firms were studies, whereas Scott and Martin (1975) study all Compustat firms. The results differ significantly.

bs For example, Rajan and Zingales (1995) investigate the determinants of leverage for seven countries,
describe the institutional setting, and interpret the results on the basis of institutional differences.
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techniques and action research.~~'~' Next to the above-mentioned differentiations in empirical

testing, the second aim is to reduce the divergence between the empirical test and theory. This

element is closely related to the fourth type of differentiation, i.e. in empirical approaches. The

divergence can be reduced by improvements in the empirical applications. For example, in

Chapter 5 of this thesis we aim to test agency theories with an application of cross-sectional

analysis on a data set obtained from questionnaires. It should be noted that a tension arises

between differentiation in approaches and improving the empirical tests. Finally, our yard-stick

prescribes a critical attitude with regard to theory. Based on the above-mentioned potential

available to empirists, this attitude is not just an alternative, but rather an essential role in the

development ofcapital sttucture literature.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the theoretical and empirical capital structure literature is reviewed. Theoretical

studies provide potential explanations for debt ratios of firms and their debt-equity choices. The

theories build on the seminal paper by Modigliani and Miller (1958), in which irrelevance of
capita] structure decisions is derived under specific assumptions. Following research efforts

have been directed at relaxing these assumptions and describing the consequences. Although

several theories explain the firm's optimal debt ratio, two lines of research prevail. First, the

tradeoff between tax influences and bankruptcy costs of debt is predicted to determine a firm's

optimal debt ratio. Second, moral hazard agency problems are hypothesized to influence the

66 According to Bettner, Robinson, and McGoun (1994), historical techniques are based on qualitative
historical data and broadly and extensively describe a past phenomenon. For example, minutes of board
meetings can be consulted together with interviews, in order to reconstruct a single financial decision. Action
research is conducted by attending board meetings. The researcher interacts with the decision-makers and this
allows a precise description of the motives involved in the decisions.

67 De Jong, Veld, and Grazell (1998) argue that empirical analyses can serve two purposes. The first
purpose, which is discussed in this section and the focus of the thesis, involves the tests of theories. A second
purpose is the initiation of new theory formation. Empirical techniques that are applicable for the latter purpose
are (non-structured) interviews and case studies. In this respect, Bettner, Robinson, and McGoun (1994) describe
the grounded field methodology as the development of theories on the basis of empirical techniques. In order to
develop theory, the empirical techniques have to allow a deep and broad investigation of a limited number of
observations. The resulting theories should be tested critically on the basis of a larger sample. Jensen, et al.
(1989) advocate the use of clinical studies in financial economics Clinical studies describe individual or a small
number of cases in order to direct theoretical and empirical research. Although a large number of clinical studies
appeared in the Journal of Financial Economics, we are not aware of theory formation on the basis of these
studies.
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optimal debt ratio of a firm. The actual debt ratio is expected to approach the optimal ratio

closely. Deviations of the actual debt ratio from the optimal ratio may explain changes in the

firm's capital structure, i.e. incremental decisions. In addition to this explanation, adverse

selection theories provide alternative predictions. Finally, theoretical models describe the

influence of product-market interactions on capital structure decisions.

The above-mentioned theoretical models are merely theories until they are confronted with

empirical testing. Several empirical approaches are applied in order to test the theories. In this

chapter we described applications of industry studies, cross-section studies, incremental decision

studies, event studies, target adjustment studies, product-market interaction s[udies,

questionaires, interviews, and case studies. The investigations have not lead to a clear-cut notion

about the empirical relevance of theories. Although most of the empirical tests use US data sets,

for Dutch finns some evidence is available. Unfortunately, in comparison with studies for US

firms, agency theories receive little attention in studies for firms in the Netherlands.

The separate discussion of theory and empirics evokes questions with respect to the

relation between the definition of theories and empirical tests. In the final section of this chapter

we have tried to deal with this question. We remark that the current relation is characterized by

unilateral dependence, i.e. empirical studies try to confirm theories, while formation of theories

is hardly influenced by empirical results. We argue that this attitude affects the effectiveness of

empirical research negatively, and suggest that critical rationalism provides an alternative

attitude. Critical empirical researchers apply a large number of different empirical approaches

and aim to reduce the divergence between theoretical predictions and empirical tests. But, above

all, a critical attitude with respect to the theories tested is required for fruitful empirical research.

In the remainder of this thesis we aim to test capital structure theories for Dutch listed fimis, on

the basis of the advocated attitude.



Chapter 3

An Empirical Test of the Relationship between Leverage,

Tobin's Q, and Corporate Governance

In this study we measure the relationships between leverage, Tobin's Q, and corporate
governance characteristicsfor Dutch listed firms. Our empirical anulvsis tests determinarrts of
leverage from tax, bankruptcy, agency theories. The agency theories that are tested are
underinvestment and overinvestment. Representing growth opportunities, Tobin's Q is expectecl
to be an agency-based determinant of leverage. Simultaneouslv, Tobin's Q represents ftnn
value, which is determined bv leverage and governance structure. We test a structural equations
model in which we deal with the sinrultaneous nature of the relationship between leverage and
Tobin's Q. The resttlts indicate that leverage is mainly deternrined by barrkruptcy costs, and that
managers try to avoid the disciplining role of debt. However, the effectiveness of a disciplining
role is not confirmed, because leverage does not increase firn: value. lnrportant governance
mechanisms arefound to be managerial shareholdings, the frrm 's supervisorv board, and the
presence of blockholders.

3.1 Introduction

In the recent empirical capital structure literature, a number of studies have investigated agency

theories on the basis of the relationship between leverage and the market value of firms. These

studies measure the relation between the debt ratio and firm value, approximated by a market-to-

book ratio, such as Tobin's Q. For example, Smith and Watts (1992) and Rajan and Zingales

(1995) investigate the influence of the market-to-book ratio of tota] assets on leverage. On the

other hand, McConnell and Servaes (1995) and Mehran (1995) are examples of studies in which

the impact of leverage on Tobin's Q is measured. This means that in the existing literature either

leverage or a market-to-book ratio are the explained variables. In this chapter, we argue that the

theoretical predictions from agency theory legitimate both approaches. Moreover, as an addition

to this existing literature, we present an integrated investigation of both approaches. This allows

us to deal with the simultaneous nature of the relation between leverage and the firm's market

value.

The studies of the empirical relation between leverage and market-to-book ratios aim to

study two agency problems, i.e. overinvestment and underinvestment. The overinvestment

problem, as described by Grossman and Hart (1982) and Jensen (1986), is due to a conflict
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between managers and shareholders. Because of bonusses, status, power, etc., managers have

incentives to cause their firms to grow, even by accepting projects with a negative net present

value. If the management has more cash flow available than required for the investment in

valuable growth opportunities, overinvestment behavior may occuc Contrary to equity, the

payments on debt are not at the discretion of the management. For this reason, leverage serves to

constrain managerial empire-building. Next to leverage, internal and external disciplinary

devices may cause managers to refrain from overinvestment. These corporate govemance

mechanisms therefore reduce the necessity of leverage. According to recent theories, such as

Zwiebel (1996), managers try to avoid leverage. Govemance mechanisms are required to force

managers to increase leverage. In both theories of overinvestment, the presence of leverage

increases firm value. Myers' (1977) underinvestment problem is a conflict between shareholders

and bondholders. For firms with growth opportunities, the overhang of debt may cause these

valuable opportunities to be passed. The underinvestment problem may be mitigated by the

properties of the debt contract. In this theory, leverage decreases firm value.

Before continuing, a careful interpretation should be given of Tobin's Q, which is the

market-to-book ratio that we use in this study. Tobin's Q is the market value of the firm over the

replacement value of the assets. The denominator reflects the value of the assets in the hands of

the specific firm with the specific management team. Based on Chung and Pruitt (1996), we

argue that the market value includes managerially- and non-managerially-determined intangible

assets. Managerially-determined intangibles comprise the value that managers add to the firm,

because they are the firm's management. Non-managerially-determined intangibles include the

results of RBiD and advertising expenditures, such as patents and brands. The numerator, the

replacement value of these assets, represents the costs for other firms to obtain the assets,

without both the firm and its management team. On the basis of the definition, Tobin's Q

represents two key concepts. The first concept is growth opportunities, defined as the market's

expectation of the value of future projects, over which the management has discretion. The

presence or absence of growth opportunities determines whether a firm may underinvest or

overinvest, respectively. This distinction induces subsamples. Within both the underinvestment

and overinvestment subsample, the growth opportunities influence the importance of the

problems. The second concept is a performance measure, i.e. Tobin's Q measures the value of

the specific firm, relative to the costs of the assets. As an approximation of value, Tobin's Q is

negatively influenced by the manifestation of agency problems. Consequently, Tobin's Q is

involved along three lines in our empirical test of the role of leverage in overinvestment and

underinvestment. Tobin's Q represents (i) growth opportunities, which allows to distinguish
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potential overinvestment firms from underinvestment firms; (ii) growth opportunities, as an

explanatory variable for leverage; and (iii) firm vahte, as explàined by leverage. In the

subsamples according to (i), a ratio below one indicates the absence of growth opportunties,

which is a requirement for overinvestment. If the ratio is above one, growth opportunities are

present, and in this subsample underinvestment may occur. Similar subsamples are applied by

McConnell and Servaes (1995). The implication of (ii) and (iii) is a structural equations model

with two endogenous variables, i.e. leverage and Tobin's Q. In contrast with existing studies,
such as Smith and Watts (1992), Rajan and Zingales (1995), McConnell and Servaes (1995),

and Mehran (1995), in which either leverage or a market-to-book ratio is endogenous, the
treatment of both variables as endogenous variables has two advantages. First, a richer set of

empirical implications for the agency theories can be tested. Second, the simultaneous nature of
the relationship is represented in the model.

Besides our investigation of the bilateral relationship between leverage and Tobin's Q, we

test a broad set of determinants of leverage and firm value. For leverage we include, next to

Tobin's Q, proxies for tax and bankruptcy explanations, proxies for properties of the debt

contract as predicted by Myers' (1977) underinvestment theory, and corporate governance

characteristics. The sign of the relationship between the firm's governance with leverage has two
opposite predictions. First, according to Jensen (1986), managers choose leverage voluntarily.

Because of the self-imposed disciplining through debt, a negative tradeoff with other governance
devices is predicted. Second, according to Zwiebel (1996), managers will try to avoid the

disciplining role of debt, and governance is required to force managers to increase leverage. A
positive relation is expected. As determinants of firm value we include, next to leverage,

corporate governance characteristics, because value may be influenced directly through these
devices. In the firm value equation we also include past growth, intangibles, and size, in order to

control for influences other than firm value or performance.

We test our empirical model for Dutch listed non-financial firms over the period 1992-

1996. In comparison with US firms, which are the subject of most existing empirical studies, the
Dutch firms have corporate governance characteristics that warrant an empirical investigation. In
the Netherlands, the market for corporate control is virtually absent, due to the presence of
highly effective takeover defenses. Besides, many firms have one or more large blockholdings.

On the other hand, the two-tier board system and the presence of multiple relations between

firms and banks may serve as disciplinary devices. As a result of these characteristics, the

disciplinary mechanisms in the Netherlands differ from other countries, such as the US.

The results of this study confirm the importance of bankruptcy costs as a determinant of
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leverage, because leverage is negatively influenced by business risk, while tangible assets and

firm size have a positive impact. The result for tax effects contrasts with theory, i.e. we find that

non-debt tax shields affect leverage positively. We do not find convincing results for the

presence of Myers' (1977) underinvestment problem because we do not find the expected

negative impact on leverage of Tobin's Q. In the high growth opportunities subsample, for

which we expect underinvestment to be most relevant, we even find a significant positive

relation. Moreover, additional proxies that represent the properties of the debt contract, do not

seem to confirm underinvestment theory. Overinvestment behavior, as described by Zwiebel

(1996) is found in the avoidance of leverage when disciplining is required. Besides, governance

mechanisms influence leverage. The stake of the largest blockholder and supervisory board size

induce leverage, while institutional shareholdings lead to less debt. In the low growth

opportunities subsample, overinvestment is expected to be most relevant. For these firms,

takeover defenses influence leverage negatively. So far, the results assume the disciplining role

of leverage to be valuable. However, our results show that leverage has no positive influence on

Tobin's Q, our measure for firm value. Moreover, for the full sample a significantly negative

relation is found. With respect to the influence of governance characteristics on firm value, we

find a large number of interesting results, that are not based on capital structure considerations,

and require further investigation. We find that managerial shareholdings in the low growth

sample influence value negatively for lower stakes and positively for higher stakes. In the high

growth sample we find the reverse relation. Outside blockholdings have a negative impact for

lower stakes, whereas higher stakes influence firm value positively. This relation is most

relevant in high growth firms. The supervisory board size has a positive relation and the relative

board size has a negative relation with value, which is driven by high growth firms. In the high

growth sample, takeover defenses influence value negatively.

In Section 3.2 the hypotheses of this chapter are defined and the existing empirical

literature is reviewed. In Section 3.3 the data set is described. The empirical analysis is

described in Section 3.4. The conclusions are in Section 3.5.
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3.2 Hypotheses and previous empirical results

3.2.1 Introduction

In Modigliani and Miller (1958), under stringent assumptíons, the amount of leverage is found

to be irrelevant to the value of the firm. In subsequent studies, these assumptions are relaxed and

a framework is developed in which leverage influences firni value. In this chapter, we

investigate agency theories in which growth opportunities play an important role, i.e.

underinvestment and overinvestment.' We also test the implications of the corporate taxation

and bankruptcy theories of leverage. In Subsection 3.2.2 we discuss tax and bankruptcy based

theories. In Subsections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 we discuss the underinvestment and the overinvestment

problem. In Subsection 3.2.5 we summarize the hypotheses. In Subsection 3.2.6 an overview of

previous empirical studies is provided.

3.2.2 Corporate taxes and bankruptcy costs

Corporate taxes are introduced into the static framework by Modigliani and Miller (1963). If

interest payments are tax-deductible, firms will prefer debt over equity. A refinement is brought

in by DeAngelo and Masulis (I980). The deductibility of interest is affected by the existence of

non-debt tax-shields. The resulting hypotheses are that taxes induce leverage and that the

crowding-out effect of non-debt tax shields reduce the benefits of leverage. While taxes induce

leverage, bankruptcy costs have the opposite effect. The debt payments are compulsory, whereas

dividend payments are left to the discretion of the management. The lenders can ask for

bankruptcy in case the firm fails to repay, and the likelihood of bankruptcy increases with

leverage. Firms with higher business risk are therefore expected to have less debt. The collateral

value of assets may reduce bankruptcy costs to bondholders and is expected to increase leverage.

Besides, firm size is often seen as the inverse of riskiness as larger firms are less likely to go

bankrupt, for example as a result of more diversified activities.

' Other agency theories, which influence leverage are asset substitution, direct wealth transfers, and perk
consumption. See Subsection 2.2.4 for a discussion of these theories.
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3.2.3 The underinvestment problem

In 1977 Myers published a paper in the Journal of Financial Economics entitled `Determinants

of Corporate Borrowing'. Myers' mode] assumes no taxes, no bankruptcy costs, perfect and

complete capital markets, and that managers act in the shareholders' interest. The value of any

firm consists of the assets that are already in place and assets that are not yet in place. The assets

not yet in place are referred to as growth opportunities, i.e. options on future investments with a

rate of return above the cost of capital. The major distinction between assets in place and growth

opportunities lies in the discretionary nature of growth opportunities. The realization of the
value depends on further, discretionary investments by the firm. The value of the firm ( V) can be

written as V-VAfV~, where V is the value of the assets in place and the present value of the
firm's growth opportunities is V~. In case of an all-equity firm, the value of the firm equals the

value of equity (VE). The firm has the option to invest I one period hence, in order to obtain an

asset. The value of this asset is state-dependent and can be written as V(s), where s is the state of

nature. If the finn does not invest I, the growth option expires. At r0 the firm has the option to

undertake an investment. Additional equity has to be raised to finance the investment I. The

investment will be carried out if V(s) ~L In this situation the investment decision only depends

on the state of nature. If s is above some threshold value (so) the investment will be carried out.
Figure 3.1 represents the firm's investment decision. In the case of an all-equity firm the

investment will be made if szso. In these states of nature the new asset is worth more than the

initial investment.

Figure 3.1: The tirm's investment decision in case of an all-equity firm (Myers, 1977)

V(s),II ;
' V(s

I
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In case debt is introduced into this setting, the bondholders are promised a fixed payment.

However, the debt cannot be riskless as states of nature may occur where the value of the

promised payment is less than the value of the asset. Assume an amount of debt of V~, is issued
and the promised payment is P. The debt matures after the decision on the ínvestment is made,

but after the state of nature is revealed. If V(s~-P~I, the bondholders receive P, and the

remainder, V(s)-P goes to the shareholders. If V(s)-P~I, the bondholders gain control, and

receive only part of P, i.e. V(s)-I, while the shareholders receive nothing. In Figure 3.2 the
situation with risky debt is shown.

Figure 3.2: The firm's investment decision in case of equity and risky debt (Myers, 1977)
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For states of the world where szsb, the option to invest will be exercised. However, certain states
of nature exist where investment opportunities with positive value are passed if sb~s~, because

shareholders will not exercise the growth option. The resulting loss of value is represented by
the shaded triangle in Figure 3.2. Myers (1977) refers to this as the underinvestment problem.

This problem is caused by the overhang of debt, which means that if a finn has risky debt, under
specific conditions exercising a growth option, and thus undertaking a project with a positive

NPV, reduces the wealth of the shareholders, because bondholders have a senior claim on the
cash flows of the project. This underinvestment problem can be controlled if the growth options

are financed solely with equity. In addition, Myers describes several solutions to avoid or reduce
the underinvestment problem, and subsequent studies investigated other means to mitigate
underinvestment. The solutions can take several fonns:

~ shortened maturity (Myers, 1977). If the firm's debt matures before the investment option

is exercised, the shareholders have the incentives to invest optimally. This solution is
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simple and effective. However, the costs of monitoring remain, while the firm has to
continuously renegotiate its debt. This requires long term relationships with creditors,
which may be costly;

~ covenants (Myers (]977) and Smith and Wamer (1979)). The contents of the bond
contract can be adjusted by including restrictions to control agency conflicts. For example,
a covenant may contain restrictions on the payment of dividends or on the disposition of
assets;

~ secured debt (Stulz and Johnson, 1983). The collateralization by tangible assets in a debt
contract may mitigate the agency problems, because debt becomes less risky;

~ convertible debt or debt with warrants (Jensen and Meckling (1976) and Green (1984)).
The opportunity for bondholders to become shareholders can mitigate the agency
problems.z

These solutions are all costly, and therefore the solutions will only prevail to a certain extent or
in certain cases. The benefits of reducing the underinvestment problem have to exceed the costs
of the adopted solution to the problem.

Empirical implications of Myers' (1977) model are that the overhang of debt is especially
relevant for firms with positive growth opportunities, and that these growth opportunities
negatively influence leverage. ln other words, for firms with growth options, the presence of
these options induces agency costs, as a result of debt overhang. Thus, more growth options will
decrease leverage. Simultaneously, agency costs that arise due to the presence of leverage in
firms with growth options, may decrease firm value.

3.2.4 The overinvestment problem

In a paper in 1986 in The American Econon:ic Review, entitled `Agency Costs of Free Cash
Flow, Corporate Finance, and Takeovers', Jensen argues that agency problems between
shareholders and managers lead to a benefit of debt. The interests of managers are assumed to
include expanding the size of the firm. Managers even have incentives to cause their firm to
grow beyond the optimal size and to accept projects with a negative net present value. These
incentives are caused by the desire to have, among others, power, status, salary, and bonuses.
Free cash flow is the cash flow in excess of the cash flow required to fund all projects with a

z Myers (1977) mentions three altemative mechanisms, i.e. renegotiating the debt contract, mediation, and
reputation. These solutions are not part of ihe debt contract and cannot be tested in our empirical model.
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positive net present value that are available to the firm. It is in the best interest of the

shareholders if the free cash flows are returned to the shareholders, for example as dividends.

The shareholders can choose to invest their funds in other firms to obtain a better return-risk

tradeoff from their investment. However, the payment of dividends is at the management's

discretion, and the managers are likely to have incentives to retain the earnings to be used for

further expansion. The problem for the shareholders is to motivate the management to pay out

the free cash flow, rather than investing it in projects with a negative net present value. This is

referred to as the overinvestment problem. Jensen (1986) argues that the overinvestment

problem can be reduced by issuing debt.' Contrary to equity, the pay-out on debt does not have a

discretionary nature. Issuing debt causes the inanagement to pay out cash flow. The

overinvestment problem is especially relevant for firms without growth opportunities. In the

theory of Jensen, managers voluntarily bond themselves by increasing leverage. The empirical

implications of Jensen (1986) are that firms without growth opportunities are likely to

overinvest, and that, for these firms, growth opportunities are negatively related to leverage. The

negative relation is caused by the reduced necessity of the disciplining role of leverage.

Simultaneously, agency costs that are reduced as a result of the presence of leverage in firms

without growth options, may increase firm value.'

While the presence of debt is one means that may reduce agency problems between

managers and shareholders, several alternative devices exist. An extensive literature deals with

resolving these agency problems, i.e. corporate governancc.s Two types of corporate governance

characteristics can be distinguished. First, managerial incentive structures, that align the interests

of managers and shareholders by making managers' wealth dependent on the value of equity.

A similar argumentation is described in Grossman and Hart (1982).

" A theory that combines overinvestment and underinvestment is described by Stulz (1990). Stulz assumes
atomistic shareholders who cannot observe cash flows and investment decisions, and managers have incentives
to maximize investments. After all growth opportunities are exploited, remaining funds are used to finance
projects with negative NPV. In case of high cash flows, an overinvestment problem rises. When cash flows are
low, underinvestment will be a problem. The shareholders are aware of the managerial incentives, and if the firm
has low cash flow and growth opportunities, the management is not able to raise additional funds. The
shareholders cannot be convinced that the projects also increase their wealth, instead of inerely the
management's wealth. The implication of Stulz' model is that debt decreases overinvestment, but at the expense
of increasing underinvestment. An optimal debt ratio is assumed to exist, which depends on the firm's growth
opportunities and its probability distribution of cash flows.

5 As explained in Chapter 1, corporate governance deals with numerous aspects of the govemance of
corporations. In the remainder of this study we apply a narrowed definition of corporate governance. We define
corporate governance as devices that aim to resolve manager-shareholder problems, such as perk consumption
and overinvestment. Shleifer and Vishny (1997) provide an extensive overview of this literature. Moerland
(1995) describes the prevalence of disciplinary mechanisms in different corporate systems.
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Shareholdings by managers precisely align the interests because the managers are shareholders

themselves. Alternative devices are stock option plans and managerial remuneration that is

dependent on share performance. The second type of corporate governance characteristics are

internal and external managerial control sttuctures, that force managers to act in the

shareholders' interests. The market for corporate control is an external control mechanism,

resulting from a threat of a loss of control through a hostile takeover (see Jensen and Ruback

(1983)). In case of an active market for corporate control managers cannot indulge in

overinvestment, because this will lead to a loss of controL~ The efficacy of this mechanism

depends on the presence of anti-takeover defenses, whereas these defenses can allow the

management to entrench themselves against (the threat of) a hostile takeover. Internal control

mechanisms are the board structure, ownership structure, and bank relationships.' The board

structure may also serve as a disciplinary device if an executive or management board is

controlled by a supervisory board (see Fama and Jensen (1983)). The board structure is strongly

dependent on the corporate system.g The firm's ownership structure may induce monitoring,

either through the concentration or through the identity of the shareholders. Shleifer and Vishny

(1986) argue that large shareholders have the incentives and the power to control the

management. The identity of the large shareholders may also matter, i.e. shareholders with

professional skills are expected to be better monitors. Another party that may monitor managers

are the banks. Bank relationships are varied, i.e. banks may be shareholders, bondholders, and

supplier of several financial services. Besides, board members of banks can be representatives in

the boards of firms (interlocking directorships). Because of this broad range of interests and

influences banks may be excellent monitors.~

The above-mentioned corporate governance structures have in common that they decrease

the necessity of debt as a disciplining device. An alignment of interest between shareholders and

managers, either through incentives or control, is expected to decrease the benefits of leverage.

Because of the influence of leverage on firm value, governance structures are indirectly related

to firm value. Of course, next to this indirect relation with leverage, governance devices may

6 It is important to notice that we do not consider models conceming short term capital structure effects due
to takeover attempts. See Harrís and Raviv (1988), Stulz (1988), and Israel (1992).

' The managerial labor market (Fama, 1980) is not discussed explicitly, because it is implicitly present in
the market for corporate control and the board structure.

See Moerland (1995) for a discussion.

9 Next to debt and corporate control characteristics, competitive pressures from the product market can be
a disciplinary force (see Hart (1983)).
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influence firm value directly.

So far, Jensen's (1986) argumentation is based on the assumption that the managers do not

act in the interest of shareholders. Besides, these managers voluntarily issue debt in order to

bond themselves and reduce the cost of this agency conflict. However, why should managers

issue debt? Novaes and Zíngales (1995), Garvey and Hanka (1996), and Zwiebel (1996) model

the optimal capital structure as a tradeoff between the threat of a hostile takeover and the threat

of bankruptcy. Managers are assumed to maximize their job tenure, i.e they want to stay in

control. For example, in Zwiebel's (1996) model, pressure from a potential discipliner, partly

limited by managerial entrenchment, ensures that managers commit to issue debt. Although, the

resulting disciplining role of leverage is similar to Jensen's (1986) arguments, the motivation for

managers to engage in debt is different, i.e. in Jensen's model managers impose leverage

themselves, while in Zwiebel's model managers try to avoid debt. The empirical implications

are that firms with ]ow growth opportunities and free cash flow will avoid debt. The extent to

which they can avoid debt depends upon corporate governance characteristics. This implies that,

in case managers try to avoid debt, incentive and control structures will induce leverage. In

contrast with Jensen's voluntarily bonding, stronger incentives and control do no longer replace

the disciplining role of debt. Instead, these devices force managers to issue debt.

3.2.5 Summary of the hypotheses

The theories discussed in this section are hypothesized to determine the firms' optimal debt-

ratios and firm value. In Table 3.1 the hypotheses are summarized.
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Table 3.1: Theoretical relations

(IJ Theories and determinants

Tax effects

Expected relationships
(2) Determinants ( 3J Determinants

ojleverage ojfirm value

~ marginal tax rate positive
~ non-debt tax shields negative

Bankruptcy costs
~ collateral value of assets positive
ri business risk negative

Underinvestment problem
~ leverage negative
~ growth opportunities negative
~ debt structure positive

Overinvestment problem: selJ-imposed debt
~ leverage positive
~ growth opportunities negative
~ free cash flow positive
~ managerial incentive structure negative positive
~ control structure negative positive

Overinvestment problem: debr avoidance
~ leverage positive
~ growth opportunities non-negative
~ free cash flow non-positive
~ managerial incentive structure positive positive
~ control structure positive positive

In column (1) five groups of theories are given. Each group is divided into main components of the model, which
can be determinants of leverage or determinants of firm value. Debt structure comprises four aspects, i.e. short-
term debt, covenants, secured debt, and convertible debL The column indicated by (2) describes the hypotheses
about the relationships between leverage and determinants of leverage. The column denoted by (3) gives the
hypotheses about the relationships between firm value and its determinants.

In Table 3.1 the theories we aim to test are summarized. The theories are in column (1),

including the determinants that can be derived from the theories. Some determinants can be

divided into several more specific determinants. Debt structure comprises maturity, covenants,

secured debt, and convertible debt. Managerial incentive structure include insider holdings,

stock option plans, and managerial remuneration. The control structure involves the market for

corporate control, board structure, ownership structure, and bankrelationships. In column (2) the

expected relationships with leverage are mentioned. For example, tax effects predict that the
non-debt tax shields affect leverage negatively. In Jensen's (1986) overinvestment theory, with

self-imposed debt, growth opportunties reduce leverage while free cash flow leads to more
leverage. The incentive and control structure mitigate the necessity of leverage as a disciplining

device. In Zwiebel's (1996) description of overinvestment growth opportunities and free cash

flow do not necessarily have the negative and postive impact, respectively. Governance, through

incentives or control, forces managers to increase leverage as a discipliner. In column (3), the
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determinants of firm value are mentioned. According to Myers' (1977) underinvestment theory,

leverage has a negative impact on firm value, as a result of the overhang of debt. In both

versions of the overinvestment theories, the disciplining role of leverage affects firm value

positively. Alternative governance characteristics, i.e. the incentive and control structures, are

also expected to influence firm value positively.

An important characteristic of the underinvestment and overinvestment problems, which is

not mentioned in Table 3.1, is that these agency problems prevail for specific groups of firms.

Myers' (1977) underinvestment problem seems most relevant for firms with the presence of

growth opportunities. The overinvestment problem is expected to be more applicable to the

subsample of firms with a lack of growth opportunities.

3.2.6 Previous empirical results

Numerous empirical studies have investigated determinants of leverage and firm value. Hams

and Raviv (1991), Cools (1993, Chapter 3), and Subsection 2.3.3 provide reviews of these

studies. Short (1994) and Shleifer and Vishny (1997) review the literature on governance

characteristics, and the relation with firm value. In this subsection we will provide a brief

overview of empirical studies that are related to the analysis in this chapter. We will discuss

papers that study the determinants of leverage in general, with an emphasis on studies for Dutch

samples. We will also discuss papers that specifically study the relationship between leverage,

growth opportunities and corporate governance characteristics. Finally, papers are discussed on

the relationship between corporate governance and Tobin's Q. In this study firm value is

measured by Tobin's Q. Appendix 3.A provides an overview of the empirical studies.

Two empirical studies that test a broad range of theories are Titman and Wessels (1988)

for US firms and Rajan and Zingales (1995) for firms in G-7 countries. For Dutch firms

comparable studies are Cools (1993, Chapter 5), Kemna, Kloek, and Pieterse (1994), Van Dijk

(1997, Chapter 4), and Chen, Lensink, and Sterken (1998). In these studies proxies for

determinants of leverage are related to leverage in a cross-sectional analysis. For Dutch firms the

importance of bankruptcy costs is confirmed, as a result of the negative influence of risk on

leverage and the positive influence ofcollateral value and size. Tax effects are also present, but

the results of Kemna, Kloek, and Pieterse (1994) and Van Dijk (1997) differ from Cools (1993).

Chen, Lensink, and Sterken (1998) find a positive relationship between leverage and the market-

to-book ratio, which indicates that the underinvestment andlor overinvestment hypotheses are

not confirmed.
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Three studies that focus on growth opportunities as a determinant of leverage are Smith

and Watts (1992) and Gaver and Gaver (1993) for US fitms and Jo, Pinkerton, and Sarin (1994)

for Japanese firms. Smith and Watts (1992) and Gaver and Gaver (1993) find a significantly

negative relationship between their proxies for growth opportunities and leverage. It is

concluded that this result confirms both underinvestment and overinvestment. In Jo, Pinkerton,

and Sarin (1994), however, a significantly positive relationship is found between the market-to-

book ratio and the long-term debt ratio, or the total debt ratio, if this latter ratio is measured in

book values. The empirical specification of the three previously mentioned studies does not

allow discrimination between overinvestment and underinvestment. Subsequent studies dealt

with this problem, mainly by exclusively studying overinvestment in relation to govemance

characteristics.

The overinvestment problem, and its relationship with governance, has been studied

intensively. A set of studies in which determinants of debt are derived from this theory include

Kim and Sdrensen (1986), Friend and Hasbrouck (1988), Mehran (1992), Jensen, Solberg, and

Zorn (1992), Grier and Zychowicz (1994), Bathala, Moon, and Rao (1994), and Chauvin and

Hischey (1996). These studies have a common theme, i.e. they investigate the extent to which

leverage can be traded off against other govemance mechanisms. This interpretation reflects

Jensen's (1986) idea of voluntarily disciplining. However, as argued by Zwiebel (1996), among

others, the reverse may also be the case. Governance characteristics may force managers to

engage in debt, which serves as the ultimate disciplinary force. Berger, Ofek, and Yermack

(1997) is the first empirical analysis that starts from this point of view.'o The authors conclude

that entrenched managers seek to avoid debt. This conclusion is based on a positive relation

between leverage and managerial shareholdings, optionholdings, the presence of blockholders,

and the percentage of outside directors. A larger board size and CEO tenure lead to less

leverage.

In contrast with the previously discussed studies in which leverage is the variable to be

explained, disciplinary forces may be studied jointly in a set-up where firm value is explained by

effective disciplining. Firm value measures the performance of the firm according to

shareholders. An overview of this literature is provided by Short (1994). Because in this chapter

the firm value measure we use is Tobin's Q, we will limit our discussion to studies in which

Tobin's Q is the explained variable. Studies in this field include Morck, Shleifer, and Vishny

~o A comparable prediction is tested in Garvey and Hanka ( 1998). For a sample of US firms, the authors
study changes in the level of debt in case of a change in the anti-takeover statutes. The findings indicate that
impediments to takeovers induce a shift from debt to equity financing.
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(1988), McConnell and Servaes (1990 and 1995), Hermalin and Weisbach (1991), Mehran

(1995), Yermack (1996), Chung and Pruitt (1996), and Morck, Nakamura, and Shivdasani

(1998). The paper that specifically studies underinvestment and overinvestment is McConnell

and Servaes (1995)." Based on the price-earnings ratio, Value Line sales growth forecasts, or the

five-year historical sales growth rate, the authors detine the lowest 33.3"~~ of the firms as low

growth firms and the highest 33.30~o as high growth firms. It is hypothesized that overinvestment

is relevant for ]ow growth firms, while underinvestment is relevant in case of high growth. For

the two subsamples, Tobin's Q, as an approximation of firm value is explained by leverage,

insider ownership, blockholders, and institutional shareholdings. For the low growth subsample,

overinvestment is confirmed by a significantly positive impact of leverage, i.e. the disciplining

role of debt. Besides, insider ownership, blockholders, and institutional shareholdings also are

significantly positively related to Tobin's Q. However, a negative coefficient for the squared of

the insider holdings indicates that the benefits of insiders are decreasing and may become costs.

For the high growth subsample, a significantly negative relationship is found between leverage

and Tobin's Q. This confirms underinvestment, i.e. the cost of the overhang of debt. It is

expected that the governance characteristics are less relevant in shareholder-bondholder

problems. This is in line with the finding that the ownership variables have much less

explanatory power, as compared with the low growth sample.

3.3 Data set and proxies

In this chapter we empirically investigate deterniinants of leverage for a sample of listed Dutch

firms, with a focus on the relevance of the overinvestment and underinvestment problem. The

data set contains information on the financial structure, the asset structure, and the governance

structure of non-financial fitms listed at the Amsterdam Stock Exchange from 1992 until 1996.1z

We choose non-financial firms because these fitms are different from financial firms due to

regulation and the nature of the activities. The data start from 1992, because in February 1992

" A similar study is Lang, Ofek, and Stulz (1996). In this study firm growth is explained by leverage, cash
flows and Tobin's Q. For firms with high Q, no significant relationship is found between leverage and growth.
For firms with low Q, a negative relationship is found. This latter finding supports the presence of a disciplining
role for debt.

" With the Amsterdam Exchanges, the Netherlands is the country with the eighth largest stock market
capitalization in the world ( as of March 31 st, 1997, The Economist, April 26th 1997).
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the Law on Disclosure of Shareholdings ( Wet Melding Zeggenschap) came into effect. This law

is the Dutch implementation of the EU Transparency Directive 88~627, which allows us to

collect ownership structure data.

The financial and asset structure data are obtained from a data set of Statistics Netherlands

(Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek), which contains data on listed firms, including the financial

annual report data from 1974-1996 for Dutch listed firms. The ownership structure data is

obtained from the leading Dutch financial daily newspaper, Het Financieele Dagblad, which

publíshes each year a list of exchange-listed firms and the stakeholders, according to the

notifications for Wet Melding Zeggenschap ( WMZ)." Technical takeover defenses are from the

yearly overviews of 1992 to 1996 ofall securities listed at the Amsterdam Exchange (Gids bij cle

Officiële Prijscourant van de Amsterdamse Effectenbeurs). The data of the board structures are

obtained from the 1991I1992 to 1995~1996 issues of the Yearbook of Dutch Firms (Jaarboek

Nederlandse Ondernemingen). These overviews of financial data of listed firms, contain a list of

board members. The list includes the firms in our data set and the dominant Dutch financial

institutions. We use this source to obtain board size and board members in both the firm and a

bank. We use board data and WMZ-notifications to measure managerial shareholdings. From the

board data we identify firm-bank relationships and, in addition we use WMZ-notifications to

measure for firm-bank relationship through boards the bank shareholdings."

The proxies we use in this chapter are based on the theory discussed in section 3.2 andlor

proxies used in other studies, in order to allow for a comparison of the results. In the remainder

of this subsection we will describe the definitions of the proxies.

Capital structure. In this study, leverage is measured by long-term debt divided by the

book value of total assets. Short-term debt is defined as short-term debt over the book value of

total assets. Convertible debt is defined as convertible debt over the book value of total assets.

Alternative measures for leverage are long-term debt over market value of the assets, total debt

over book value of the assets, and total debt over the market value of the assets. In Appendix 3.B

the relations between the capital strucure variables are described. The choice for a book value

measure of leverage above a market value measure has two reasons. First, as argued by Titman

and Wessels (1988), a market value measure may induce spurious correlation. This is especially

" The overviews are published in Het Finnncieele Dugbtnd of March 20, 1992, May 7, 1993, May 6, 1994,
May 23, 1995, and May 28, 1996. See De long, Kabir, Marra, and Rtiell (1997) for a description of this data set.

" We have not included data for covenants in debt contracts, managerial compensation including the use of
stock options, and product-market characteristics, because for these characteristics no reliable data was
available.
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relevant for the market-to-book ratio, and thus Tobin's Q. In case managers choose debt levels
in book values, differences in market values will not necessarily be reflected in the debt ratio.

However, ifwe measure the debt ratio in market values, then the differences in market value will

be reflected in the debt ratio. Even without a causal relationship between the market-to-book

ratio and the market value debt ratio, a negative relationship will be measured.'s A second and

related reason for the use of a book value measure of leverage is provided by Cools (1993). [n

interviews with 50 Dutch CFOs, all respondents indicated that the capital structure is measured

in book values. Of all respondents, 740~o cannot mention a reason and many consider the

question `absurd' or `difficult to understand' (Cools, 1993, p.270). The remaining 26oIo of the

respondents find market values too volatile to be used as a measure. The preference for long-

term debt above total debt is caused by the nature of short-term debt and the availability ofdata.

For example, over 1995 the amount of short-term debt was composed of short-term repayment

on long-term debt (7.Oo~o), credit institutions (10.80~0), trade-credit (30.20~0), and other sources

(52.10~0). Trade-credit is largely used and has specific relations with the firms' activities. The

large fraction of undefined (other sources) short-term debt makes this variable difficult to

interpret.

Tobin's Q. A key variable in this study is Tobin's Q, i.e. the market value of the firni

divided by the replacement value of the assets. The approximation of Tobin's Q in this study is

described by Perfect and Wiles (1994). In the Netherlands, firms either present replacement

values directly in their annual reports, or they present historical costs. If replacement values are

presented, the replacement value equals the book value of total assets. In case of historical costs

we have to adjust the value to approximate the replacement value. This is relevant for plant and

equipment. We assume that in a base year the replacement value equals the historical costs. For

each subsequent year we adjust this replacement value by adding new investments and
corrections for the growth in capital good prices and subtracting depreciation. The base year is

1974 or the first year for which firm data is available. Growth in capital good prices is based

upon the price index of investment goods, as provided by the Statistics Netherlands. The

replacement value of the assets is the book value of assets plus the difference between the

replacement value and historical value ofplant and equipment.

As Tobin's Q is the market value of the firm over the replacement value of the assets, the

denominator reflects the value of the assets in the hands of the firm with a specific management

15 Titman and Wessels (1988) illuminate their argument as follows. Assume all firms have the same debt
ratio in book values. Then the cross-section variation in market value debt ratio will be fully determined by the
difference between the book and market value of the firms.
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team. The numerator represents the costs for other firms to obtain the assets, without both the

firm and its management team. Based on Chung and Pruitt (1996), we argue that the market

value includes managerially- and non-managerially-determined intangible assets.'~

Managerially-determined intangibles comprise the value that managers add to the firm, whereas

non-managerially-determined intangibles include the results of RBtD and advertising

expenditures, such as patents and brands. As discussed in the introduction, Tobin's Q represents

two key concepts. The first concept is growth opportunities, defined as the market's expectation

of the value of future projects, over which the management has discretion. Myers (1977) defines

growth opportunities as `..future investments which are expected to yield a rate of retum in

excess of the opportunity cost of capital' (p.150). According to Tobin (1978), the marginal Q

ratio `..represents the comparison between, on the one hand, the marginal efficiency of capital,

the internal rate of return on investment at its cost in the commodity market and on the other, the

financial cost of capital, the rate at which investors discount the future returns from such

investment.' (p.423). The similarity between these definitions is striking and, therefore, Tobin's

Q is a close representation of growth opportunities." The second concept which Tobin's Q

represents is firm value. This perfotmance measure estimates the value of the specific fitm

relative to the value of the assets, without the specific firm. The management's abilities to

generate additional value from existing assets is measured. As an approximation of firm value,

Tobin's Q includes the value and profitability of the future projects and the ability the minimize

the discount for agency costs. Potentially, two problems arise with the approximation of firm

value by Tobin's Q. First, the market's perception of the value non-managerially determined

intangible assets is included in the market value, while the replacement value includes the book

value of intangibles. However, because Dutch firms are allowed to depreciate the expenses

directly from the profit-and-loss account, the book value of intangibles merely includes activated

expenses, and is likely to under-estimate intangibles. The second potential problem is an over-

16 Chung and Pruitt (1996) divide intangible assets into managerially- and non-managerially-created
intangible assets. In our opinion, the creation of assets, such as patents and brands is initiated by the
management, but their value is not determined by the management. For this reason we prefer the phrase `(non)-
managerially-determined' above `(non)-managerially-created'.

" Two remarks should be made. First, Tobin (1978) refers to marginal Q, which is the Q ratio for an
additional project. The empirical implementations of Tobin's Q concem average Q ratios, because marginal Q is
not observable. Second, measurement errors in the market value and replacement value may bias the
measurement ofTobin's Q.
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estimate due to the influence of past growth, while future growth should be included.~a

Board structure. In the Netherlands, the two-tier board of a listed firm consists of the

managerial board (Raad van Bestuur) and a supervisory board (Raud vmt Commissarissen).~~
Board size is the total number of board members of both boards. Supervisory board size is the

number of inembers of the supervisory board. Relative supervisory board size is the number of

supervisory board members over total board size.

Ownership structure. Because the Dutch Law on Disclosure of Shareholdings requires the

notification of shareholdings when thresholds of So~o, ] Oo~o, 250~0, SOo~o, or 66,70~o are passed, we

do not have information of shareholdings below So~o. For this reason, a blockholder is defined as

a shareholder who owns at least So~o of the shares. Managerial shareholdings is the sum of

blockholdings by members of the managerial board or the supervisory board. [nstitutional

shareholdings is the sum of blockholdings by banks, insurance companies, pension funds, and

venture capitalists. We define C, as the percentage of shares held by the largest blockholder,

other than board members. The proxy Caii denotes the total percentage of blockholdings, other

than board members.

Takeover defenses. The number of takeover defenses is defined as the number of

arrangements the firms has from the following list: priority shares, preferred shares, depository

receipts, and limited voting power. Firms that have preferred shares have an arrangement which

allows an issue of preferred shares without further approval of shareholders and for which only

250~0 of the nominal value has to be paid up. In case of a takeover attempt, the fim~ can place

these shares with a befriended party and have the shares paid with a loan. The dilution creates an

1e In Appendix 3.B, we further clarify the meaning of Tobin's Q by comparing Tobin's Q with related and
alternative measures. Tobin's Q and the market-to-book ratio of total assets have a correlation of 0.997, which
indicates that our correction for the accounting practice hardly influences Q. The correlations with the three-year
historical growth rates of the book value of the firm and sales, in comparison with the three-year prospective
(future) growth rates, show that Tobin's Q is closely related to prospective growth. This confirms the role of
growth opportunities. The largest correlation for Tobin's Q is with profitability (operating income over book
value of assets), and if we consider past profitability to be positively related to expected profitability, these
findings confirms the interpretation of firm value and growth opportunities. Intangible assets, over book value,
are significantly positive related to Q, which shows that firms that report more intangibles have higher Q.

19 If a Dutch firm has a subscribed capital of at least 25 million guilders, at least 100 employees in the
Netherlands, and a works council, the structural model (.rtructuurregime) is obligatory (see Slagter (1996,
Chapter 9)). For structuurregime firms, a two-tier board system with a supervisory board (Raad van
Commissarissen) is obligatory, and the supervisory board members are appointed by means of cooptation
(current members elect new members). The members of the managerial board (Raad van Besnrur) are appointed
and dismissed by the supervisory board. The supervisory board also determines the annual statement of
accounts, but this statement also requires the approval of the general shareholders meeting. Finally, the
supervisory board has to approve important decisions of the managerial board (see Gelauff and Den Broeder
(1996)). If a company fulfills the three criteria, but a majority is owned by foreign firms, the mitigated structural
model applies (verwakte structuurregime). Firms may also choose to adopt the structural model votuntarily.
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effective takeover defense. Priority shares are a small number of shares that carry superior

voting rights, e.g. with regard to takeover attempts. For finns with depository receipts the

shareholders own receipts which only carry the cashflow rights. The voting rights remain with a

trust that owns the shares and issued the receipts. Shareholders can also have limited voting

power, which is normally lo~a. This implies that shareholders can have a maximum of lo~o of all

votes, irrespective of the number of shares they possess.20

Firm-bank relationships. Interlocking directorates are defined as the number of common

board members of the firm and a bank.~' Interlocks with bank shareholdings is the percentage of

blockholdings owned by a bank that also has a interlocking directorate.

Free cashflow. A proxy for free cash flow was introduced by Lehn and Poulsen ( 1989).Zz

The variable is defined as operating income minus taxes, interest expenditures and dividends

paid, divided by total assets.

Other variables. Non-debt tax shields are approximated using the direct estimate provided

by Titman and Wessels (1988), i.e. operating income, minus interest payments, and minus tax

payments over the corporate tax rate. We measure non-debt tax shields relative to total assets.

Tangible assets is tangible fixed assets plus inventory over total assets. Intangible assets is

intangible fixed assets over total assets. The inverse of the unlevered standard deviation of stock

20 The list of takeover defenses for the Netherlands in the study is not complete. Voogd (1989) includes the
structuurregime (440~0 of the firms), priority shares (53o~~), preferced shares (S lo~o), binding appointment (490~0),
limited voting power (óo~o), and depository receipts (32o~0), for a sample of 237 listed firms in 1988. Binding
appointment is a construction for owners of priority shares that allows them to appoint a board member. In case
of a structuurregime binding appointments have less power, because they are no longer binding. See Slagter
(1996, p.209 and p.231). Van der Hoeven (199~) includes the structiau~regime (650~0 of the firms), prioriry
shares (410~0), preferred shares (610~0), joint ownership (gemee~aschappelijk bezit) arrangement (80~0), and the
Pandora arrangement (2o~0 of firms), for a sample of 135 listed firms in 1992 and 1993. In case of a
gemeenschappelijk bezit arrangement, the firm's shares are held by a holding company and the shareholders (of
the holding) can only influence the policies of the holding, and these do not include the policies of the
underlying firm. This result of this construction is similar to depository receipts. The Pandora arrangement
covers a group of defenses, that (i) alter the firm into a non-attractive target (for example, the crown-jewe]
construction, poison pills, and golden parachutes); or (ii) disable a takeover through share transactions (for
example, the white knight construction, the pac-man construction, buy-outs, and cross-holdings). Kabir,
Cantrijn, and Jeunink (1997) include priority shares (450~0 of the firms), preferred shares (590~0), binding
appointment (360~0), limited voting power (40~0), and depository receipts (40o~o), for a sample of 177 listed firms
in 1992.

21 In the Netherlands a small number of large banks dominate the sector. ABN-AMRO, ING, and Rabobank
are the largest banks. EIU (1995) reports that the total assets, as of year-end 1994, are 504.6 million guilders for
ABN-AMRO, 269.0 million for Rabobank, and 21Z5 million for [NG. These banks offer a wide range of
services, such as financing, insurance, advise, investment funds, and underwriting new issues. Next [o the three
large banks, several smaller banks were also included in our sample, i.e. MeesPierson, FortislAmev, SNS
banklReaal, Mendes Gans, Van Kempen, NIB, Staal, AVCBIAchmea, Van der Hoop, and Kas-Associatie.

ZZ Lehn and Poulsen (1989) investigate stockholder gains in going private transactions.
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returns is used to approximate business risk. We will refer to this variable as inverse business

risk. We use daily stock returns, and unlever as described by Hamada (1972). For size we

include book value of total assets, market value, and sales. Growth of total assets is defined as
the historical three-year growth rate of the book value of the firni's assets.

3.4 Empirical analysis

3.4.1 Introduction

The goal of this study is to test theoretical hypotheses concerning the relationships between

leverage and Tobin's Q. In Subsection 3.4.2 we describe the empirical model. In Subsection

3.4.3 we provide summary statistics. The focus of Subsection 3.4.4 is on the determinants of

leverage, while in Subsection 3.4.5 a simultaneous model is tested for the determinants of

leverage and Tobin's Q.

3.4.2 Empirical model

In order to test the hypotheses put forward in Table 3.1 we have to specify an empirical model
that deals with the specific elements of the underlying theory. Three main issues evolve that

require special attention: (i) the proxies have to be related to theoretical concepts, as close as
possible; (ii) the theory predicts that underinvestment and overinvestment problems prevail in

specific subsamples of firms; and (iii) Tobin's Q has a dual role, as determinant of leverage and
as measure of firm value, i.e. the impact of agency problems. In the remainder of this subsection

we will discuss the treatment of these issues in our study.

With respect to the first issue, the description in Section 3.3 of the proxies in this study

shows that the chosen variables are generally as closely as possible related to theory. We have

not included proxies for product-market characteristics, covenants in debt contract, managerial

remuneration, and managerial option plans. For these proxies, no reliable data was available.

The second issue is the use of subsamples. In this study, we can distinguish three groups

of predictions that are related to leverage. First, tax and bankruptcy costs lead to hypotheses for
the entire sample of firms. Second, hypotheses related to underinvestment are predicted to be

relevant for firms with relatively high growth opportunities. Third, overinvestment-related
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hypotheses are expected to have explanatory power for firms with relatively low growth

opportunities. We deal with the differences between these three groups of theories, by studying

the full sample, and by defining samples with high and low growth opportunities firms. Using
Tobin's Q, as a measure for growth opportunities, we choose to define for each year the upper
SOo~o of the firms as high growth and the lower SOo~o as low growth. We will refer to these firms

as high Q and low Q firms, respectively. A similar approach is applied by McConnell and
Servaes (1995), who define, on the basis of the price-earnings ratio, Value Line growth

forecasts, and sales growth, the upper and lower 33.30~0 of [heir sample as high and low growth.
A third issue that requires attention is the endogeneity of leverage and Tobin's Q, as a

result of the dual role of Tobin's Q, as growth opportunities and firm value. Myers' (1977)
underinvestment theory predicts that higher growth opportunities induce debt overhang, and

therefore lower leverage. Simultaneously, the higher the leverage of a firm, the more relevant is
the underinvestment problem, and the lower is firm value. Thus, Tobin's Q(growth

opportunities) is expected to influence leverage negatively and leverage influences Tobin's Q
(firm value) negatively. Overinvestment theory, according to Jensen (1986), predicts that lower

growth opportunities induce leverage, and that this disciplining role increases firm value.
Therefore, Tobin's Q(growth opportunities) is predicted to influence leverage negatively, while

leverage affects Tobin's Q(firm value) positively. In Zwiebel's (1996) model, Tobin's Q does
not affect leverage negatively. The theoretical models, in combination with the interpretation of
Tobin's Q, indicates that both leverage and Tobin's Q are endogenous. Tobin's Q affects
leverage, and vice versa. In Smith and Watts (1992), and related studies, leverage ís treated as
endogenous, while Tobin's Q is assumed to be exogenous. On the other hand, McConnell and

Servaes (1995), and related studies, assume that Tobin's Q is endogenous, while leverage is
exogenous. These single-equation approaches are likely to involve misspecification errors,

because the simultaneous nature of the relation between leverage and Tobin's Q is not taken into
account. In order to deal with this endogeneity problem, we estimate a structural equations

model. In the first equation leverage is explained by Tobin's Q, and proxies for tax~bankruptcy
costs, debt structure, free cash flow, and corporate govemance charateristics. In the second

equation Tobin's Q is explained by leverage, cotporate governance characteristics, and contro]
variables.23

Next to the above-mentioned issues, it is important to notice that corporate governance

23 As control variables we include size (logaritm of total assets), three-year historical growth in total assets,
and intangible assets over total assets. These variables aim to capture the role of non-managerially-determined
growth opporlunities in Tobin's Q.
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characterisitics may play three roles: (i) they may serve to reduce the necessity of leverage as a

disciplining device (Jensen's (1986) voluntarily bonding overinvestment theory); (ii) they may

force managers to have more leverage as a disciplining device (Zwiebel's (1996) debt avoidance

overinvestment theory); and (iii) they may influence performance directly. Our structural

equations approach allows for the disentanglement of the empirical relevance of these three

potential roles of corporate governance.

The empirical approach, as applied in this study, aims to provide a test of the theoretical

hypotheses, that resembles theory as close as possible and covers a large number of empirical

implications. The combination of a precise and broad test allows for a critical assessment of the

underinvestment and overinvestment theories for our sample of Dutch listed firms.

3.4.3 Summary statistics

In Table 3.2 we present summary statistics for the full sample and for the sample of high and

low growth firms.
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Table 3.2: Summary statistics
All firms

Variables AveraAe [Median]
Long-term debt ratio (leverage) O.161 [0.142]
Total debt ratio 0.513 [0.526]
Long-term debt ratio market value 0.133 [0.112]
Total debt ratio market value 0.411 [0.400]
Convertible debt 0.003 [0.000]
Short-term debt 0.352 [0.363]
Tobin's Q 1.357 [1.168]
Board size 8.046 [7.000]
Supervisory board size 5.177 [5.000]
Relative supervisory board size 0.659 [0.667]
Managerialshareholdings 6.62 [0.00]
Managerial shareholdings ( RvB) 4.45 [0.00]
Institutional shareholdings: 11.05 [6.55]

banks 7.69 [5.15]
insurance 2.51 [0.00]
pension funds 0.54 [0.00]
venture capitalists 0.31 [0.00]

Othershareholdings:
private persons 10.24 [0.00]
state 1.03 [0.00]
industrial 11.22 [0.00]
investment companies 14.09 [0.00]

Largest outside blockholder (C,) 23.77 [ 15.51 ]
All outside blockholders (C,,,) 41.22 [38.79]
Number of takeover defenses: 1.521 [2.000]

priority shares 40.20~0
preferred shares 64.bo~o
depository receipts 37.So~o
limited voting power 9.80~0

Firm-bank relationships:
interlocking directorates 1.097 [1.000]
id, with bank ownership 0.780 [0.000]

Free cash flow 0.087 [0.086]
Operating income 0.144 [0.143]
Non-debt tax shields 0.032 [0.030]
Tangible assets 0.559 [0.589]
Intangible assets 0.015 [0.000]
Inverse of business risk 0.008 [0.007]
Total assets ( NLG 1,000,000) 3161 [444]
Market value (NLG I,000,000) 4558 [549]
Sales ( NLG I,000,000) 3891 [685]
Total assets growth 0.081 ~0.052]
Number of observations 610

Low High
Tobin's Q Tobin's Q

St.dev. Average Average Difference p-value
0.126 0.173 0.149 -0.024" 0.020
0.157 0.503 0.522 0.019 0.132
0.114 0.174 0.091 -0.083" 0.000
0.177 0.501 0.320 -0.182~' 0.000
0.015 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.316
0.165 0.330 0.373 0.043~"' 0.001
0.696 0.955 1.759 0.824~"' 0.000
3.716 7.967 8.125 0.157 0.601
2.236 5.403 4.951 -0.453"' 0.012
0.128 0.689 0.628 -0.061 "' 0.000
17.33 6.38 6.86 0.48 0.729
14.15 4.15 4.75 0.60 0.599
12.50 12.30 9.81 -2.49" 0.014
]0.59 8.27 7.11 -1.16 0.175

4.55 3.03 2.00 -1.02"' 0.005
2.46 0.51 0.57 0.06 0.744
2.06 0.49 0.12 -0.36t' 0.029

19.69 8.94 11.55 2.60 0.103
6.04 I.60 0.47 -1.12" 0.022
21.58 10.09 ]2.35 2.26 0.196
18.13 13.94 14.23 -0.29 0.845
20.11 21.62 25.91 4.29~"' 0.008
28.89 40.74 41.69 0.96 0.683
0.886 1.472 1.571 0.10 0.171

38.4~ro 42.O~~o 3.60 0.364
67.2oro 62.Ooro -5.25 0.176
36.1 oro 39.Ooro 2.95 0.453
5.6'r~ 14. I ~ro 8.53"~` ` 0.000

1.421 1.180 1.013 -0.167 0.14b
2.349 1.141 0.681 -0.460" 0.034
0.055 0.075 0.100 0.025'"' 0.000
0.070 0.114 0.174 0.060~"' 0.000
0.068 0.038 0.026 -0.011'r` 0.033
0.201 0.604 0.514 -0.090"' 0.000
0.067 0.044 0.026 0.023"' 0.000
0.005 0.006 0.009 0.002"~` 0.000
12097 2275 4047 1772' 0.070
17711 2365 7378 4385"' 0.002
12765 2783 5000 2217'~ 0.032
0.188 0.038 0.123 0.085"' 0.000

305 305
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Table 3.2: Summary statistics (continued)
Annual report data are from an electronic data set of the Statistics Netherlands (see also Statistics Netherlands
(1997)). Total assets is the book value of total assets. Market value is the book value of total assets minus the book
value of common equity plus the market value of common equity. Long-term debt ratio is long-term debt over total
assets. Total debt ratio is total debt over total assets. Long-term debt ratio market value is long-term debt over
market value. Total debt ratio market value is total debt over market value. Convertible debt is convertible debt
over total assets. Short-term debt is short-terrn debt over total assets. Tobin's Q is market value over replacement
value of total assets, and is simulated in accordance with the second technique in Perfect and Wiles (1994, p.329).
Free cash Flow is operating income, minus taxes, interest expenditures, and dividends, over total assets (see Lehn
and Poulsen (1989)). Non-debt tax shields are defined as in Titman and Wessels (1988, p.4). Operating income,
tangible assets, intangible assets are measured as a fraction of total assets. The inverse of business risk is the
inverse of the unlevered standard deviation of daily stock retums (see Hamada (1972)). Total assets, market value,
and sales are expressed per mil(ion guilders. Total assets growth is the historical thre-year growth rate. The board
members of the firms and Dutch banks are from Jucn~boek Nerlerlnndse Ortdernemingen 1991~1991 to I995~1996.
Board size is the number of inember of the managerial and supervisory board. Supervisory board size is the number
of supervisory board members. Relative supervisory board size supervisory board size over board size. We use an
annual overviews of blockholdings from Het Financieele Dngblad. The percentages of blockholdings are cashflow
rights, with a minimum of So~o. Managerial shareholdings include blockholdings possessed by the managerial board
and the supervisory board (RvB indicates managerial board). C, is the percentage owned by the largest outside
blockholder, i.e. excluding managerial shareholdings. C,ii is the total percentage owned by all outside blockholders,
i.e. excluding managerial shareholdings. Takeover defenses are Yrom Gids by de Prijscournnt vnn de Amsterdnmse
Effectenbews l992 to 1996. Interlocking directorates is the number of board members of a firm, who are also
board members of a bank. Interlocking directorated with bank ownership is the percentage of blockholdings, held
by a bank with at least one interlocking directorate. High (low) Tobin's Q fimis are firms in the highest (lowest)
SOo~o range in a specific yeac The p-value indicates the significance level of the difference between the two
subsamples. On December 31st, 1996 NLG 1 equals about USD 0.575.

The results in Table 3.2, in comparison with the findings of Rajan and Zingales (1995), indicate

that the average long-term debt ratio in the Netherlands of 16.10~o is relatively low in comparison

with the US and Canada. Rajan and Zingales (1995, p.1428) correct for accounting differences,

and report for 1991 long-term debt ratios in book value of 0.23 for the US and 0.28 for Canada.

However, Germany (0.10), France (0.16), Italy (0.12), and the UK (0.12) also have lower debt

ratios. In Japan, the average debt ratio was 0.19. Managerial shareholdings are on average

6.62o~o.Z' Insitutional shareholdings in the Netherlands are on average 11.OSo~o. Prowse (1995)

reports for 1990 that in the US 30.40~0, in the UK 52.80~0, in Japan 48.Oo~o, and in Germany 22.Oo~o

is owned by financial institutions. This indicates that institutional shareholdings are relatively

low in the Netherlands.25 The largest outside blockholder owns on average 23.770~0, while all

Z" Note that these managerial shareholdings include stakes of the managerial and supervisory board. These
insiders are likely to have more influence on the firm's activities, in comparison with outside shareholders.

`5 Two remarks should be made. First, ING is categorized as a bank, but this firm has both bank and
insurance branches. The shareholdings are mostly part of the insurance activities. In the remainder of this
chapter we will use the total institutional shareholdings. Second, our results may be influenced by the disclosure
threshold of So~o. Banks, insurance companies, and venture capitalists are liable to corporate taxes and can
benefit from a tax exemption for stakes above So~o (deelnemingsvr~stelling). These firms have incentives to own
stakes above So~o, and these shareholdings are notified. However, pension funds are not ]iable to corporate taxes.
For this reason, the motive to increase stakes above the lowest notification-threshold ís absent. This may lead to
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outside blockholders own 41.220~0 (both measured over all firms). The data concerning takeover

defenses shows that on average firms have 1.52 defenses, and that the median firm has two

defense measures. Most important are preferred shares. The description of the takeover defenses,

in Section 3.3, showed that the defenses are highly effective. As a result of the takeover

defenses, among others, hostile takeovers are rare in the Netherlands. For example, in the period

1992-1996, no Dutch listed firm was taken over without managerial approval.zG Fírm-bank

relationship data show that the median firm has one interlocking directorate with a Dutch bank.

The average bank ownership with and interlocking directorate over all fitms is low, 0.780~0. In

total the data set con[ains 610 firm-year observations, ] 06 in 1992, 107 in 1992, 134 in 1994,

135 in 1995, and 129 in 1996.

A comparison between firms with low and high Q shows that the low Q firms have

relatively more long-term debt, larger supervisory boards, more institutional shareholdings, and

a smaller largest outside blockholder. Besides, low Q firms have lower profitability, more

tangible assets, lower business risk. These firms are also smaller and have lower past growth

rates.

3.4.4 Determinants of leverage

Following the list of theoretical relationships in Table 3.1, we can define three groups of

determinants of leverage, i.e. determinants related the tax~bankruptcy model, the

underinvestment model, and the overinvestment model. We test these determinants in two steps.

First, we test the taxlbankruptcy model and the underinvestment model. The tax~bankruptcy

determinants are expected to be relevant for the full sample, while the underinvestment variables

are hypothesized to have relatively much explana[ory power in the high Q subsample. In a

second step, we test the tax~bankruptcy model and the overinvestment model. Analogous to

underinvestment, the taxlbankruptcy determinants concern the full sample, while the

overinvestment variables are hypothesized to be especially relevant for the low Q sample.

The first empirical model tests the tax~bankruptcy model. Non-debt tax shields measure

the crowding-out effect of tax advantages of leverage. We have not included a proxy for the

an under-estimation of the shareholdings of pension funds.

Z6 A related reason is likely to be the large blockholdings in many of the Dutch firms. This influence is
confirmed by Kabir, Cantrijn, and Jeunink (1997), who find a tradeoff between takeover defenses and the
presence of blockholders.
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firm's marginal tax rate.Z' The inverse of the unlevered standard deviation of stock returns

represents business risk. The proxy for the collateral value of assets is the ratio of tangible assets

over total assets. We also include the logarithm of total assets, because size is often found to be

related to leverage. Size may proxy for lower risk through diversification. In the first model we

also try to include proxies that measure the relevance of Myers' (1977) underinvestment

hypotheses. Tobin's Q approximates growth opportunities. The properties of the debt contracts

are difficult to measure. We have no information concerning covenants. Although we can

measure convertible debt and short-term debt, these proxies potentially suffer from a spurious

correlation problem. Convertible debt is included in the long-term leverage measure, and thus a

positive relationship may not be driven by underinvestment considerations. Similarly, if

managers consider total debt ratios or equity ratios in their capital structure decisions, instead of

long-term debt ratios, a tradeoff may exist between long-term and short-term debt. This yields a

negative relationship which is not necessarily related to underinvestment. Finally, for secured

debt the only approximation we have is tangible assets. However, as we expect underinvestment

to be relevant for high growth firms, convertible debt, short-term debt, and tangible assets are

expected to yield different results, in comparison with the low growth firms. The regression

outcomes are presented in Table 3.3.

" See Graham (1996) for a methodology that allows simulation of the marginal tax rate.
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Table 3.3: Leverage and underinvestment
Leverage: underinvestment

(1) all (2) low Q ( 3) high Q

Intercept 0.028 -0.077 0.028
(0.79) (-1.19) (0.67)

Non-debt tax 0.251 "' 0.092 0.283~`"
shields (3.58) (0.89) (2.33)

Inverse of 0.019"' O.Oi8" 0.025""
business risk (3.11) (2.46) (2.61)

Tangible assets 0.078""" 0.131"~` 0.069'
(2.80) (3.11) (1.95)

Log(total assets) 0.013"' 0.024"~` 0.006`
(4.78) (5.90) (1.97)

Tobin's Q 0.019" 0.035 0.019"
(2.18) (0.67) (2.04)

Short-term debt -0.235~`"' -0.232~`~`~` -0.183`~~`
(-5.88) (-3.96) (-3.61)

Convertible debt 0.635~`~` 1.954`"` 0.386`~
(3.70) (5.21) (2.30)

adjusted R' 0.3 ] 6 0.313 0.393
number of
observations 610 305 305

The explained variable is long-term debt over total assets. The explanatory variables are defined in Table 3.2. The
results in column ( 1) include all observations. Column ( 2) and (3) deal with the subsamples with the highest SOo~o
and lowest SOo~o Tobin's Q firms, respectively. Year-dummies have been included, but the results are not reported.
The symbol "~"' denotes that the parameter estimate is significant at the lo~o level, "~" is So~o, and `~" is ]0"~0
significance level. The t-values, included in parentheses, are Whíte heteroskedasticity consistent.

In column (1) the results for the entire sample are shown. Non-debt tax shields are significantly

positively related to leverage. The finding is not conform the hypothesis. The inverse of business

risk, tangible assets, and total assets are significantly positive related to leverage, at the lo~o

significance level. This confirms the bankruptcy hypothesis, and the findings of Cools (1993),

Van Dijk (1997), and Chen, Lensink, and Sterken (1998). We also document that Tobin's Q is

significantly positive related to leverage, which does not support underinvestment. A similar

relation is found by Chen, Lensink, and Sterken (1998). Short-term debt decreases long-term

debt while convertible debt increases long-term debt. We can further investigate the relevance of

underinvestment by comparing the results for the low Q sample ín column (2) with the high Q

sample in column (3). In contrast with the underinvestment theory, the positive coefficient of

Tobin's Q is significant for high Q firms, while the estimate is insignificant for low Q firms.

This finding contrasts with underinvestment, because the relation is predicted to be more

negative for high Q firms. Besides, the tradeoff between long-term and short-term debt is similar
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in the high and low Q samples. For convertible debt and tangible assets it is not found that these

proxies are more important determinants of leverage for high Q firms, in comparison with low Q

firms. The results for the underinvestment model indicate that Myers' (1977) model is

confirmed only in the full sample for short-term debt, convertible debt, and tangibles.

Unfortunately, the results for the alternative forms of debt can also be explained as spurious

correlations, while the positive impact of tangibles may indicate lower bankruptcy costs.

Besides, the results for Tobin's Q do not confirm underinvestment. Moreover, instead of the

predicted negative impact, a positive coefficient is found, which is significant at the So~o level.

Finally, the results for the subsamples indicate that high Q firms, for which the underinvestment

problem was expected to be relevant, do not show more confirmation for the underinvestment

model.

In our second empirical model we test both the tax~bankruptcy model and the
overinvestment model. Next to non-debt tax shields, business risk, tangible assets and size, we

include several proxies for determinants of leverage that are related to overinvestment behavior.

These latter determinants are expected to have most explanatory power for low growth firms.

Tobin's Q proxies growth opportunities and, jointly with free cash flow, necessary conditions

for overinvestment are measured. As argued by the voluntarily disciplining view (e.g. Jensen

(1986)), corporate governance characteristics are hypothesized to offer an alternative to leverage

in reducing overinvestment behavior. A negative relationship between incentives or control and
leverage is expected. On the contrary, the debt-avoidance view (e.g. Zwiebel (1996)) assumes

that incentives or control are required to persuade managers to engage in debt, which is the
ultimate disciplining device. Therefore, a positive relationship between effective governance and

leverage is expected. The managerial incentive structure is measured by managerial

shareholdings. The control structure can be divided into several mechanisms. We approximate

the market for corporate control by the number of takeover defenses of the firms. This proxy

suffers from the assumption that all defenses are equally effective and that no marginal decrease

in effectiveness occurs. The board structure is measured by the absolute and relative size of the

supervisory board. The ownership structure is measured by the stake of the largest outside

blockholder and all outside blockholders. In order to measure the role of institutional investors

we include their shareholdings. Firm-bank relationships are approximated by interlocking

directorates and the shareholdings of the banks with interlocking directorates. Following

McConnell and Servaes (1995), we also include the managerial blockholdings squared, the

largest blockholding squared, and total blockholdings squared. This specification allows for
non-linear relationships, which may arise in blockholdings as the abilities and incentives may
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change drastically when shareholders gain control. The regression outcomes are presented in

Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Leverage and overinvestment
Leverage: overinvestment

(1) all (2) low Q (3) high Q

Intercept -0.052 -0.199'" -0.002
(-0.98) (-2.30) (-0.04)

Non-debt tax 0.258"' 0.216' 0.243'
shields (2.99) (1.91) (1.76)

Inverse of 0.012" 0.008 0.018~'
business risk (2.00) (1.10) (1.98)

Tangible assets 0.140~'~ 0.237"' 0.096"
(4.76) (4.95) (2.58)

Log(total assets) 0.007' 0.033"' S.3x10"'
(1.69) (3.51) (0.11)

Tobin's Q 0.022" 0.024 0.016
(2.23) (0.49) (1.35)

Free cash flow -0.340~"` -0.529"4 -0.108
(-2.90) (-3.60) (-0.55)

Managerial -2.Sx10' 7.2x10"' -3.Sx10'
shareholdings (-0.35) (0.68) (-0.38)

Managerial 7.Ox10"6 4.1x]06 2.3x10"6
shareholdings~ (0.79) (0.33) (O.18)

Takeover -0.003 -0.019`~` 7.Ix10""
defenses (-0.60) (-2.04) (0.11)

Supervisory 0.008" 5.6x 10"5 0.003
board size (2.31) (0.01) (0.76)

Relative superv. -0.045 -0.010 -0.062
board size (-1.00) (-0.13) (-1.17)

C~ 0.004"' 0.00~'"' 0.005"'
(3.64) (3.17) (3.21)

C~'' -S.Ox10'S"' - 7.6x10''"' -5.1x10`""
(-3.88) (-3.30) (-3.25)

C,ii -7.Sx10'' -0.001 -0.002'
(-1.12) (-1.26) (-1.72)

C,i~ 5.8x106 1.Ox10"5 8.4x10"6
(1.14) (1.29) (1.34)

Institutional -0.001"" - O.OOIk"' -5.9x10"'
shareholdings (-3.45) (-2.20) (-1.02)

Interlocking 0.005 0.003 0.011
directorates (1.01) (0.55) (1.42)

Interlocks w. -0.001 -9.3x 10"` -2.9x 10'
bank ownership (-0.63) (-0.05) (-0.09)

adjusted R' 0.317 0.316 0.378
number of
observations 610 305 305

4j
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Table 3.4: Leverage and overinvestment (continued)
The explained variable is long-term debt over total assets. The explanatory variables are defined in Table 3.2. The
results in column (1) include all observations Column (2) and (3) deal with the subsamples with the highest SOo~o
and lowest SOo~o Tobin's Q firms, respectively. Year-dummies have been included, but the results are not reported.
The symbol ""' denotes that the parameter estimate is significant at the lo~o level, "'' is So~o, and "' is IOo~o
significance leveL The t-values, included in parentheses, are White heteroskedasticity consistent.

In column (1) the results for the full sample are provided. The significantly positive coefficient

for Tobin's Q suggests that growth opportunities induce leverage. This finding contrasts with
studies for US firms, such as Smith and Watts (1992) and Rajan and Zingales (1995). Because
firtns decrease leverage when growth opportunities increase, our findings indicate that Dutch

managers avoid debt. Moreover, the significantly negative coefficient for free cash flow suggest
that firms avoid the discipling role of leverage, when the funds at their discretion increase. For
the governance mechanisms, it is found that larger supervisory boards and outside blockholders
have a significantly positive effect on leverage. This confitms the hypothesis that these entities
persuade managers to engage in leverage. Mehran (1992) find managerial remuneration and
managerial shareholders induce leverage. Berger, Ofek, and Yermack (1997) find managerial

shareholdings and option holdings, the presence of blockholdings, and total board size to affect
leverage positively.`8 Although the specific mechanisms differ in the Netherlands, the influence

is similar. No significant results are found for managerial shareholdings, takeover defenses, total
blockholdings, and firm-bank relations. In general, the results show that the debt avoidance

hypothesis is confirmed for the full sample. Two exceptions arise. First, for the largest outside
blockholdings a non-linear relation is found, in which leverage first increases with the stake, and
after the inflection point decreases with the stake. The inflection point for the stake of the largest
outside blockholding is 40.Oo~o, i.e. blockholdings above 40.Oo~o influence leverage negatively.
We conjecture that this negative relation is caused by a lack of diversification by this
shareholder. Second, the presence of insitutional shareholdings has a significantly negative
effect on leverage. From a debt avoidance point of view, this finding can be explained as the
absence of monitoring.29 Alternatively, from the self-disciplining view, institutional investors

28 Mehran (1992) finds that board structure, firm-bank relatíons, and outside owner do not significantly
influence leverage. For the OLS regressíon on the book value measures, Berger, Ofek, and Yermack (1997) find
that board composition, CEO tenure, and excess compensation have no significant influence on leverage, at the
I Oo~o significance level.

Z' With respect to this role of institutional investors, an interesting study is Vente and Cantrijn (1997), who
received questionnaires from 36 Dutch institutional investors. The results show that liquidity of the investments
are perceived to be more important than control. Exercising supervision on the firms' investment policies and
the remuneration are considered to be tasks of the institutions by only 200~o and 330~0 of the respondents,
respectively.
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may serve as a substitute for leverage.

The results in column (2) and (3) concem low and high Q, respectively. The determinants

that are driven by overinvestment are expected to be most relevant for the low Q firms. As

expected, free cash flow and and institutional shareholdings are only significant in the low Q

subsample. However, Tobin's Q and the supervisory board size become insignificant in both

samples and the findings for the largest outside blockholder are consistent over the samples."'

However, consistent with Zwiebel (1996), takeover defenses significantly reduce leverage in the

low growth sample.

In general, we find evidence for the avoidance of the disciplining role of leverage. We also

find results indicating that corporate governance factors affect the avoidance of leverage. These

govetnance factors are supervisory board size, the largest outside blockholder, and institutional

shareholdings. The results for the subsample of low growth finns, for which we expect

overinvestment to be most relevant, emphasize the role of free cash flow, takeover defenses, and

institutional shareholdings. Unfortunately, the results in this subsection are only one side of the

coin. The influence of Tobin's Q on leverage is measured, while the reverse influence is left out.

For this reason, potentially, the analysis suffers from a specification error. In the remainder of

this study, we will introduce a regression equation for Tobin's Q and a structural equations

model, which deals with the simultaneous determination of leverage and Tobin's Q.

3.4.5 Determinants of leverage and Tobin's Q

In order to include both leverage and Tobin's Q in a structural equations model we first

investigate the determinants of Tobin's Q, as a measure for firm value. As control variables we

include the three-year historical growth rate of the book value of total assets, intangible assets,

and the logarithm of the book value of total assets. We have chosen these variables to correct for

the influence on Tobin's Q of factors that are different from firm value, such as past growth,

intangible assets, and size. We have included leverage to test underinvestment and

overinvestment. Based on overinvestment theory, we hypothesize a positive, disciplining role

for leverage in the low Q sample. Similarly, underinvestment predicts for the high Q sample a

negative role for leverage, due to the overhang of debt. Finally, we include the corporate

governance characteristics that were included in the overinvestment model for leverage. We

'o The inflection points are 32.90~o in the low Q subsample and 49.0"~o for the high Q subsample. This
indicates for the low Q firms the positive impact of the largest blockholding on leverage changes into a negative
influence at a smaller stake, in comparison with the high Q sample.
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hypothesize that effective governance improves firm value, irrespective of the role of debt. The

results of the regressions are presented in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5: Determinants of Tobin' s Q
Tobin's Q

(1) all (2) low Q ( 3) high Q

Intercept 2.290"' 0.879~" 2.546'~"
(7.48) (9.37) (6.16)

Total assets 0.410" 0.226" -0.174
growth (2.18) (2.31) (-1.00)

Intangible assets 3.816'"` 0.424 3.737"'
(4.94) (0.88) (5.04)

Log(total assets) -0.068" 0.007 -0.087"
(-2.05) (0.56) (-2.16)

Leverage -0.655" -0.084 -0.567
(-2.41) (-1.23) (-L20)

Managerial 0.005 -0.004~`~" 0.013"
shareholdings (0.99) (-2.96) (2.47)

Managerial - 9.4x10"5~`" 4.1x10s~`" -2.1x10'"'
shareholdings'' (-2.17) (2.41) (-3.21)

Takeover -0.001 0.007 -0.102'~`
defenses (-0.04) (0.63) (-2.56)

Supervisory 0.033" -0.008 0.068~`~"
board size (1.76) (-0.93) (3.30)

Relative superv. -1.094"~` -0.042 -0.758`
board síze (-3.38) (-0.44) (-L92)

C, 0.006 5.4x10"' 0.004
(1.23) (0.22) (0.53)

C,2 -4.6x105 -3.2x10"6 -l.Ox10"'
(-0.74) (-0.10) (- 1.18)

C,,, -0.014'~`~ 7.Sx10' - 0.014'~`
(-3.20) (0.48) (-2.37)

C,,,2 1.3x10"'"" - 1.7x10 S 1.3x10"''""
(3.06) (-1.47) (2.81)

Institutional -0.002 5.9x10"" -0.003
shareholdings (-1.37) (0.73) (-1.22)

Interlocking -0.005 0.001 -0.021
directorates (-0.21) (0.15) (-0.48)

Interlocks w. -0.003 -3.Sx10' -0.006
bank ownership (-0.49) (-0.12) (-0.57)

adjusted R' 0.286 0.256 0.313
number of
observations 610 305 305

89
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Table 3.5: Determinants of Tobin's Q(continued)
The explained variable is Tobin's Q. The explanatory variables are defined in Table 3.2. The results in column (1)
include all observations. Column (2) and (3) deal with the subsamples with the highest SOo~o and lowest SOo~o
Tobin's Q firms, respectively. Year-dummies have been included, but the results are not reported. The symbol
""' denotes that the parameter estimate is significant at the lo~o level, '""' is 50~0, and '"' is IO~~o significance
level. The t-values, included in parentheses, are White heteroskedasticiry consistent.

The results for the entire sample in column (1) confirm the role of the control variables.

Leverage is significantly negative related to Tobin's Q, at the So~o level. We find that the squared

managerial shareholdings and total outside blockholdings negatively affect performance. The

coefficient for squared total outside blockholdings is significantly positive." A larger

supervisory board size is positive, but a large relatrve supervisory board is negatively related to

performance. The results in column (2) and (3) concern high and low Q firms, respectively. Both

samples show an insignificantly negative sign for leverage. For low Q firms, only managerial

shareholdings yield significant results. Firm value first decreases with managerial holdings,

while for larger stakes value increases. This inflection point is 48.80~0. This implies that only

managerial shareholdings above 48.80~o are valuable. The results for managerial shareholdings

differ between the samples, i.e. for high Q firms, we find precisely the opposite. Managerial

shareholdings first affect value positively, and after stakes of 31.Oo~o, a negative relation is

found. We also find that takeover defenses are significantly negative related to Q. These results

indicate a negative effect due to entrenchment.3z The results for the supervisory board and

outside blockholdings in the full sample seem to be driven largely by the high growth firms. The

findings show that effective monitoring by the supervisory board depends on the absolute size of

the board, while relative board size has a negative effect. The shareholdings of outside

blockholders negatively affect Q in lower ranges, while high outside blockholdings have a

positive effect on Tobin's Q. The inflection point is 53.So~o. This implies that effective

monitoring requires the presence of several blockholders."

In the previous analyses we have identified detetminants of leverage and Tobin' s Q. As

discussed in Subsection 3.4.2 these analyses suffer from a potential specification error.

Theoretical arguments suggest that Tobin's Q and leverage are determined simultaneously,

while, so far, these variables have been assumed to be exogenous. In order to test determinants

'~ The inflection point for outside blockholdings is SO.Oo~o, which implies that at this point the negative
relation turn into a positive relation.

'~ For a sample of US firms, Weston (1979) reports that no firm with insider ownership larger than 30o~o has
been acquired in a hostile takeover.

" See Appendix 3.A for a desciption of the results of comparable studies in the US and Japan.
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of leverage and Tobin's Q simultaneously, we specify an empirical model which includes the

variables that have been significant at l00~0 level in one of the previous regressions, either for the

full sample or for the low and high Q subsamples. We have not included short-term debt and

convertible debt, because the results for these proxies were not likely to be driven by

underinvestment theory, but by a spurious relation. We use two-stage least squares regressions

to test the resulting structural equations model. The results are presented in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6: Structural equatious model
All firms Low Q firms High Q firms

(1) Leverage (2) Tobin'sQ (3) Leverage (4) Tobin'sQ (5) Leverage (6) Tobin'sQ

Intercept -0.09]"' 2.290"` -0.141'~` 0.881"` -0.089" 2.646"`
(-3.15) (9.73) (-2.52) (10.00) (-2.19) (7.60)

Non-debt tax 0.263"~ - 0.201' - 0.254" -
shields (3.58) (1.88) (2.49)

Inverse of 0.012"' - 0.009' - 0.019'~` -
business risk (2.80) (1.80) (2.06)

Tangible assets 0.134"' - 0.216"' - 0.097'~`~` -
(5.19) (5.35) (2.85)

Log(total assets) 0.010'"' -0.066"' 0.030"' 0.007 0.007' -0.1.02"`
(2.88) (-2.81) (3.61) (0.65) (1.75) (-3.25)

Total assets growth - 0.400"' - 0.228'~" - -0.177
(3.01) (4.09) (-0.96)

Intangible assets - 3.863"` - 0.371 - 3.619'~"
(10.37) (0.67) (8.21)

Leverage - -0.573"" - -0.091 - -0.524
(-2.70) (-1.38) (-1.44)

Tobin's Q 0.025"' - -0.001 - 0.021 ~" -
(3.13) (-0.03) (2.13)

Free cash flow -0.353'~" - -0.482~"' - -0.159 -
(-4.02) (-3.81) (-1.28)

Managerial - 0.005 - -0.004~`"' - 0.014'~`
shareholdings (1.18) (-3.37) (2.22)

Managerial - -9.9x10'" - 4.1x105" - -2.3x10"''~`
shareholdings~ (-1.71) (2.26) (-2.40)

Takeoverdefenses -0.004 -0.014 -0.022'~ 0.005 1.9x10' -0.088'~`
(-0.82) (-0.47) (-2.47) (0.49) (0.03) (-2.11)

Supervisory board 0.007"' 0.033` 0.001 -0.008 0.004 0.066~""
size (2.65) (1.85) (0.18) (-0.98) (1.05) (2.61)

Relative superv. - -1.103"' - -0.043 - -0.811"
board size (-4.74) (-0.48) (-2.50)

C,

C,'

0.003"' - 0.004"' - 0.003'"'
(3.47) (2.59) (2.64)

-4.3x10"5"" - -6.2x10"5"" - -4.Ox10"5"
(-3.71) (-2.62) (-2.74)

-].1x10' -0.012~" -3.Sx10' 0.001 -2.6x10"'
(-0.35) (-4.48) (-0.77) (1.30) (-0.62)

- 1.2 x 10"""' - -2.Ox10 `" -
(4.92) (-2.05)

Institutional -0.002"' - -0.002"' - -7.1x10'
shareholdings (-3.82) (-2.80) (-1.15)

-0.015 ~"'
(-4.02)

1.3x 10"'"'
(4.00)

adjusted R' 0.318 0.286 0.312 0.267 0.379 0.319
number of
observations 610 610 305 305 305 305
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Table 3.6: Structural equations model ( continued)
The endogenous variables are the long-term debt ratio, detined as long-term debt over total assets, and Tobin's Q,
defined as the market value over the replacement value of total assets. The exogenous variables are defined in
Table 3.2. The results in column (1) and (2) include all observations. Column (3) and (4) deal with the subsamples
with the lowest SOo~o Tobin's Q firms. Column (5) and (6) deal with the subsamples with the highest SOo~o Tobin's
Q firms. Year-dummies have been included, but the results are not reported. The symbol '"'' denotes that the
parameter estimate is significant at the lo~~ level, "'' is SoG,, and "' is 100~ significance IeveL The t-values are
included in parentheses.

The results for the full sample are in column (1) and (2), where the explained variables are

leverage and Tobin's Q, respectively. The result in column (1) indicates that Tobin's Q has a

significantly positive effect on leverage. From column (2) it can be read that leverage has a

significantly negative impact on Q. In comparison with the single equation models, significance

levels of these coefficients has increased. In column (3) and (4) the results of the equations for

leverage and Tobin's Q are shown for the low Q sample. The influence of Tobin's Q on leverage

is insignificant at all conventional significance levels. The impact of leverage on Q is

insignificantly negative, with a t-value of -1.38. This result indicates that lower growth

opportunities do not lead to more leverage, although the disciplining role may be valuable.

However, because leverage seems to show a weak negative impact on firm value, the

disciplining role is not likely to be valuable. The results for the high growth sample are in

column (5) and (6). Leverage is significantly positive determined by Q, which implies an

increase in significance, in comparison with the single-equation model. Also leverage becomes

more significant in the equation for Tobin's Q. However, the coefficient remains insignificantly

negative, with a t-value of -1.44. This finding contrast with the expected positive impact of

growth opportunities on leverage. In addition, the expected negative impact of leverage on firm

value, due to debt overhang, is found, but insignificant. Although the significance levels of some

coefficients other than leverage and Q change, no major differences between the single-equation

models and the structural equations model arise.'~'35

'" For the full sample business risk, size, supervisory board size in the leverage equation and historical
growth, supervisory board size, and size in the equation for Tobin's Q become more significant For the low
growth sample, in comparison with the single equation models, business risk in the leverage equation and the
outside blockholdings squared turn significant and in the Q equation the squared of insider holdings and total
assets growth gain significance. The results for the high growth sample show that compared to the single
equation models, size in the leverage equation tums significant. Variables that gain significance are non-debt tax
shields, tangible assets in the leverage equation and relative supervisory board size and outside blockholdings in
the Q equation. Largest outside blockholder squared and managerial shareholdings squared in the equations for
leverage and Q respectively become less significant.

75 The inflection points in the leverage equation for C, become 34.90~o for the full sample, and 32.3o~o and
37.So~o for the high and low Q subsamples, respectively. In the Tobin's Q equation for managerial shareholdings
the inflection points are 25.30~o for the full sample, and 48.7o~o and 30.40~o for the high and low Q subsamples,
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The results indicate that in the Netherlands leverage is prominently determined by

bankruptcy costs. The underinvestment and overinvestment theories provide little explanation

for capital structure decisions in Dutch firms. Moreover, leverage does not affect finn value as

hypothesized in these agency theories. However, we do find that governance characteristics

influence leverage, and whereas overinvestment does not prove to be a satisficing explanation of

these influences, the results require further investigation.

3.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we test determinants of leverage in a structural equations model. The

determinants of leverage are based on the taxlbankruptcy tradeoff and moral hazard agency

theories. We focus on two agency theories, i.e. underinvestment and overinvestment. The

underinvestment problem describes the impact of the overhang of leverage by growth

opportunities and the debt structure, as well as the influence of leverage on firm value. The

overinvestment problem investigates the impact on the disciplining role of leverage by growth

opportunities, free cash flow and governance characteristics. Besides, in the overinvestment

theory, an influence of leverage and governance on firm value is predicted.

According to these agency theories, growth opportunities are determinants of leverage.

Tobin's Q is the proxy for growth opportunties in most existing studies, including this chapter.

Unfortunately, a simultaneity problem arises, because the agency theories also predict that

leverage influences firm value, which is closely related to Tobin's Q. Moreover, governance

mechanisms are hypothesized to influence both leverage and firm value. In the empirical model

in this chapter we explicitly deal we the simultaneous nature of the process of determination of

leverage and fitm value.

We test the empirical model for a data set of Dutch listed non-financial firm over the

period 1992-1996. This institutional setting in the Netherlands accentuates the oveinvestment

problem, because managers may shield themselves from external control. This is caused, among

others, by the presence of highly effective takeover defenses. However, internal control

mechanisms are present, such as large blockholders and a supervisory board. This unique data

set enables a test of capital structure theories in an institutional setting, which is different from

respectively. Also in the Tobin's Q equation, the inflection point for C,,, becomes SO.Oo~o in the full sample and
57.70~o in the high Q subsample, while the results in the low Q subsample are insignificant.
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the often-studied US setting.

The results show that bankruptcy costs provide important determinants of leverage, i.e.

business risk, tangible assets, and firm size. The results for tax effects show a positive impact of

non-debt tax shields in leverage, which contradicts theory. The findings for Myers' (1977)

underinvestment problem are not convincing. We do not find the expected negative impact of

Tobin's Q on leverage and additional proxies do not seem to confirm the theory.

Overinvestment theory, as described by Zwiebel (1996), is confirmed by the avoidance of

leverage, when disciplining is required. In addition, governance mechanisms influence leverage.

The results for the structural equations model show that leverage does not increase firm value.

Several other governance mechanisms are found to be related to firm value.

The results in this chapter induce at least two extensions for further research. First, the

concept of long-term debt in this chapter is treated as homogeneous. In practice, several forms of

debt prevail, that may have different influences on the theories tested. Especially, the role of

bank debt requires further investigation in an agency setting. A second extension, may be the

measurement of the prevalence of agency problems. In this chapter we use Tobin's Q, which

may be subject to additional influences. In Chapter 5 of this thesis we advocate the use of an

alternative approach that deals with these measurement problems.
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Appendix 3.B: Correlations for capital structure and Tobin's Q-
related proxies

Panel A: Capital structure

LTDEBT-BV LTDEBT-MV DEBT-BV DEBT-MV CONV STDEBT
LTDEBT-BV 1.000
LTDEBT-MV 0.887~' 1.000
DEBT-BV 0.338'" 0.287~" 1.000
DEBT-MV 0.314'~` 0.536~" 0.665"' 1.000
CONV 0.125" 0.064 0.009 -0.054 1.000
STDEBT -0.445" -0.407~" 0.692'~ 0.392" -0.088' 1.000

Panel B: Tobin's Q

TQ MB PCF G-BV G-SLS GP-BV GP-SLS
TQ 1.000
MB 0.997" I.000
PCF 0.133~' 0.133'~` I.000
G-BV 0.193" 0.179'~` 0.049 1.000
G-SLS 0.135"~ 0.124'~` 0.031 0.628`" 1.000
GP-BV 0.505~" 0.503'" 0.130 0.089 0.049 1.000
GP-SLS 0.213~" 0.207"' 0.208~" 0.122 0.078 0.712~`~` I.000

TQ EBDIT INTANG TANG
TQ 1.000
EBDIT 0.544"' I.000
INTANG 0.404" 0.112~`~` 1.000
TANG -0.422" -0.064 -0.322" 1.000

LTDEBT-BV is long-term debt over book value of total assets, LTDEBT-MV is long-term debt over market value
of total assets, DEBT-BV is total debt over book value of total assets, DEBT-MV is total debt over market value of
total assets, CONV is convertible debt over book value of total assets, STDEBT is short-term debt over book value
of total assets, TQ is Tobin's Q, MB is market value of total assets over book value of total assets, PCF is price-
cash llow ratio, G-BV is the three-year historícal growth rate of the book value of total assets, G-SLS is the three-
year historical growth rate of sales, GP-BV is the three-year prospective growth rate of the book value of total
assets, GP-SLS is the three-year prospective growth rate of sales, EBDIT is operating income over book value of
total assets, INTANG is intangible, fixed assets over book value of total assets, and TANG is tangible, fixed assets
and inventory over book value of total assets. The number of observations is 610, except for correlations involving
GP-SLS and GP-BV, which are based on 213 observations in 1992 and 1993. ' indicates that the correlation is
significantly different from zero at So~o level and ~" indicates significance at 10~0 level.



Chapter 4

An Empirical Analysis of Incremental Capital Structure

Decisions

In this chapter, we study incremental capital structure decisions of Dutch companies. Fron:
1977 to 1996 these compmries have made 110 issues of public curd private seasoned eyuitv and
137 publlc issues of straight debt. Managers of Dcdch corrrpanies are entrendred. For this
reason a discrepancy exists between managerial decisions and shareholder reactions.
Confrming Zwiebel (1996) we find that Dutch n:anagers avoid the disciplining role of debt
allowing them to overinvest. However, the market reactions show that this overinvestntent
behavior is recognized. Ourfiirdings also confirn: the signalling model of Ross (1977) and [he
static tradeoff model. We do not find a confirmation of the adverse selection model of Myers and
Majluf (1984). This is probably due to the entrenchment of managers and the prevalence of
rights issues.

4.1 Introduction

A question that has received a lot of attention in the corporate finance literature is why some

firms choose to issue equity while others decide to issue debt. Closely related to this subject is

the topic of wealth effects. It is generally known that the wealth effects, or abnormal returns,

differ between securities. In this chapter we study the debt-equity choice and the wealth effects

of this choice for the 110 issues of public and private seasoned equity and 137 public issues of

straight debt made by Dutch companies from 1977 to 1996.

The debt-equity choice can be explained by static and dynamic capital structure theories.

According to the static tradeoff theory firms have an optimal capital structure. In this framework

the optimal capital structure is determined by the tax structure, the costs of bankruptcy, and

agency problems. Following this model, debt and equity issues are aimed at decreasing the

discrepancy between the actual and the optimal capital structure. Important dynamic capítal

structure models are the signalling model of Ross (1977), the adverse selection model of Myers

and Majluf (1984), and the moral hazard models of Jensen ( 1986) and Zwiebel ( 1996). In the

signalling model of Ross ( 1977) managers know the true distribution of firm returns, but

investors do not. If the securities of the firm are valued more highly by the market, managers

benefit. If the firm goes bankrupt managers are penalized. In this model higher debt levels are

taken as a sign of higher quality by investors. The adverse selection model of Myers and Majluf
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(1984) shows the impact ofasymmetric information in case investors are less informed about the

value of the firm than insiders. This gives rise to an underinvestment problem. The firm will not

carry out a project with a positive NPV if the underpricing of the new capital, caused by the

asymmetric information, will be higher than the NPV of the project. In order to avoid this

problem the firm will use a pecking order of funds in which the least risky form of financing is

preferred. A number of factors influences the findings of this adverse selection model. Myers

and Majluf (1984) argue that financial slack induces debt, Krasker (1986) concludes that relative

issue size leads to a preference for debt, Lucas and McDonald (1990) find that a stock price run-

up induces equity and Cooney and Kalay (1993) find that growth opportunities induce equity. In

the model of Jensen (1986) moral hazard problems determine the choice for debt or equity. He

explains that firms may engage in projects with negative NPV, because managers pursue

growth. This overinvestment problem can be overcome by using debt instead of equity. In the

model of Zwiebel (1996) managers only issue debt if they are forced by a discipliner. This

discipliner is partially limited by managerial entrenchment. Managers trade off empire building

and the possibility to retain control. Empire building is constrained by a takeover and by the use

of debt. The latter is accomplished through the threat of a bankruptcy.

Empirical studies on the debt-equity choice consist of studies that look at motives for the

choice between equity and debt and studies in which the wealth effects of this choice are

investigated. Recent studies on motives for the debt-equity choice are only available for the

United States. Opler and Titman (1997) study the security issue decision by regressing leverage

ratios from a sample of Compustat firms on variables used in earlier cross-sectional studies. The

predicted debt ratio from the regression is used as a proxy for the firm's target ratio. Opler and

Titman (1997) find that firms move towards a target ratio when they change their capital

structure. Bayless and Chaplinsky (1991) and Jung, Kim, and Stulz (1996) carry out logistic

regressions to examine the security issue decision. Bayless and Chaplinsky (1991) find that

slack and a large relative issue size induce debt and that an abnormal positive stock price

performance induces equity. These facts can all be considered as evidence for the adverse

selection model. Jung, Kim, and Stulz (1996) find that growth opportunities and an abnormal

positive stock price performance induce equity and that a relative large issue induces debt. This

can also be considered as evidence for the Myers and Majluf (1984) adverse selection model.

Besides that, Jung, Kim, and Stulz (1996) find that companies that issue equity, but were

expected to issue debt, have poor investment opportunities. This can be considered as evidence

for the moral hazard model. Berger, Ofek, and Yermack (1997) study the relationship between

leverage changes and managerial entrenchment reducing shocks. Leverage changes are based on
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the annual flow of funds data from Compustat. They find that leverage decreases after

managerial entrenchment reducing shocks. These shocks consist of unsuccessful tender offers,

involuntary CEO replacements and the addition to the board of major stockholders. This result

of Berger, Ofek, and Yermack (1997) is consistent with entrenched managers seeking to avoid

debt.

The wealth effects of security issues have extensively been studied for the United States.

Review studies by Smith (1986), Eckbo and Masulis (1995), and Armitage (1998) present the

following results. Common stock issues are associated with significant negative abnormal

returns. Issues of convertible bonds are also associated with negative abnormal retums, though

the stock price decline is smaller than the stock price decline associated with the issuance of

common stock. Issues of straight debt are not associated with an abnormal return. These results

suggest a confirmation of the pecking order model.' Pilotte (1992) and Denis (1994) study the

effect of growth opportunities on the abnormal returns of equity issues. They find a positive

relationship between the announcement effects and the existence of growth opportunities. Other

studies investigate the relationship between the announcement effects and the choice of the

flotation method. Eckbo and Masulis (1995) show a large difference in abnormal returns for US

industrial firms that issue equity under different flotation methods. The authors document a

negative abnormal return of -3.l0~o for firm commitment offers, -1.So~o for rights offers with a

standby agreement, and -1.40~o for rights offers without such an agreement. The more positive

receipt of rights offers is confirmed by Behren, Eckbo, and Michalsen (1997) who find a

positive abnormal return for rights offers in Norway.

In this chapter we study issues of stocks and bonds by Dutch companies. These companies

form a particular interesting case because the results in the previous chapter and a number of

other studies have shown that, unlike managers of American companies, Dutch managers can

entrench themselves effectively. For example, Kabir, Cantrijn, and Jeunink (1997) find that

practically all Dutch companies have adopted multiple takeover defenses. They argue that these

measures are primarily directed to limit the power of common shareholders. La Porta, Lopez-de-

Silanes, and Shleifer (1998) study shareholder rights in different countries. They use an index

aggregating shareholder rights which is labeled as `anti-director rights'. Based on the calculation

of this index for 27 countries, the authors conclude that the Netherlands belong to the group of

' Studies on announcement effects of stocks and hybrid debt for Japan give different results. Kang and
Stulz (1996) and Kang, Kim, Park, and Stulz (1995) study announcement effects of stocks, convertible bonds
and warrant-bonds issued by Japanese companies. They find non-significant or sometimes even significantly
positive abnormal returns. They attribute these abnormal returns to corporate govemance differences between
Japan and the United States.
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low shareholder rights. Cools (1993), who interviewed the Chief Financial Officers of 50 large

Dutch firms, finds that for 38a~o of the firms, shareholders play no role at all or are ranked as the

least important stakeholder. He attributes this to the Dutch institutional setting that has `..robbed

the shareholder of Dutch corporations virtually all his voting power and control over the

company' (see Cools, 1993, p.264). The conclusion that can be drawn from these studies is that

Dutch managers enjoy a lot of freedom in taking finance decisions. Because of the entrenched

managers a discrepancy can be expected between managerial motives and shareholder wealth

implications. The reason for this is that shareholders in the Netherlands are hardly able to

discipline managers. On the other hand, shareholders are able to judge managerial decisions.

This judgement will show up in the wealth effects of the security issues. The difference in

institutional setting between the Netherlands and the United States also makes it possible to

study the performance of the Myers and Majluf (1984) adverse selection model. This model is

strongly confirmed for the United States. However, a priori it can be expected that this model

will be less relevant for the Netherlands. Because of the entrenched managers it is not likely that

the assumption of managers acting in the interest of the existing shareholders will be fulfilled.

Another reason for the adverse selection problem to be less relevant for the Netherlands is the

dominance of rights issues in the Netherlands. The use of right issues in the Netherlands is

documented by Kabir and Roosenboom (1999). If companies use rights issues, a possible

underpricing of the shares will be reflected in the value of the rights that are distributed to the

same group that holds the existing shares. This a priori makes the adverse selection model of

Myers and Majluf (1984) less relevant.Z

Our sample of 110 issues of public and private equity by Dutch companies and 137 public

issues of straight debt by Dutch companies gives the following results.' The tests of the models

for the debt-equíty choice provide a confirmation of the static tradeoff theory. This theory is

tested by making a comparison between the target capital structure and the actual capital

structure. Following Opler and Titman (1997) we first regress equity ratios on variables used in

' The disclosure regulations in the Netherlands differ from the US. Because Dutch firms are subject to
disclosure rules which require less information releases, information asymmetries may be larger in the
Netherlands, in comparison with US firms. In contrast with the entrenched managers and rights issues, this
institutional characteristic may increase the relevance of Myers and Majlufs (1984) model. Another argument
supporting this view is the presence of large blockholders, who may have private interests that differ from
smaller shareholders. One of these interests may be the issuance of overpriced equity.

' It should be noted that our data includes specific sources of financing. With respect to equity, we include
registered public and private issues. We have no data for unregistered private issues. For debt, we include
registered (public) bond issues. Dutch firms also issue private debt, for example to banks and institutional
investors. Besides, we have not included hybrid debt issues.
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earlier cross-sectional studies for a sample of Dutch firms. The determinants are chosen to

represent the static tradeoff theory and include the firm's tax structure and bankruptcy risk and

costs. We use the predicted debt ratio from this first stage regression as a proxy for the firm's
target ratio. The deviation of the actual target ratio from this target ratio is included in the logit

regression. As this deviation has a significantly positive coefficient, we find a confirmation of

the static tradeoff theory. With respect to the dynamic models we find a positive relationship

between profitability and the issuance ofdebt. This confirms the theory of Ross (1977) that debt

is used as a signal for quality. Following our expectations we do not find evidence for the

adverse selection model of Myers and Majluf (1984). Slack, relative issue size and growth

opportunities are not significant, or they give the opposite sign compared to the hypothesis. We

do find that Dutch companies issue equity after a period of positive abnormal returns. We also

find confirmation for the theory of Zwiebel (1996) that managers try to avoid debt. The results

show that managers avoid debt when it has the largest disciplinary power, i.e. in case of low

profitability. We also find that firms with both positive free cash flow and low growth

opportunities prefer to issue equity, and thus to avoid debt. A study of the wealth effects of the

security issues shows that the issuance of debt is associated with an insignificant abnormal

return of O.Sla~o and that an equity issue is associated with a significant negative abnormal return

of -1.070~0. These results are in accordance with the signalling and moral hazard models. A

further analysis is camed out to distinguish between these models. This analysis shows that 19

Dutch companies announce the equity issue together with the news that the company has just

completed an acquisition. These equity issues are associated with a significant positive abnormal

return of 2.08o~o. In 16 cases the issuing company indicates that it will use at least part of the
funds for future, yet unspecified, acquisitions. These equity issues are associated with a

significant negative abnormal retum of -2.720~0. The difference in announcement effects on an
equity issue together with a completed acquisition and an equity issue to be used for future

acquisitions can be interpreted as evidence for the moral hazard model. A regression of the

determinants of the returns on the abnormal retums leads to further evidence for the moral

hazard model. In addition it gives evidence for the signalling model of Ross (1977). Following

our expectations we do not find evidence for the adverse selection model of Myers and Majluf

(1984).

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 the security issue

decision is studied. In Section 4.3 we study the wealth effects that are a result of the firms
choice. The conclusions are presented in Section 4.4.
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4.2 The security issue choice

4.2.1 Theory on the debt-equity choice: hypotheses

According to the static tradeoff theory firms have an optimal capital structure, i.e. they aim for a

target level of equity or debt to total capitaL In the static tradeoff framework the optimal capital

structure is determined by the tax structure, the costs ofbankruptcy, and agency problems. If this

theory would fully explain the choice between debt and equity in case firms raise new capital,

firms will tend to move towards the optimal capital structure.'

An alternative motivation for the debt-equity choice is based on dynamic capital structure

models. Ross (1977) describes a model in which debt is used as a signal for quality. Managers'

wealth is positively affected by the value of the firm according to the investors and negatively

by expected bankruptcy costs. The implication of this model is that future profitability induces

debt. Therefore, if past profitability is an approximation for future profitability, it can be

expected that profitable firms are more likely to issue debt.5

Myers and Majluf (1984) describe an adverse selection modeLó They discuss the impact of

asymmetric information in case ínvestors are less informed about the value of the firm than

insiders. In this case equity may be mispriced. If the firm has a project with a positive NPV

available, the underpricing of the equity may be higher than the value of the project, and it will

be passed. The underinvestment problem can be overcome by using a less risky form of
financing. For this reason firms have a preference to maintain slack in order to have internal

funds available for valuable projects. After intemal funds, debt is preferred to outside equity.

The ordering of preferences is called the pecking order, and hypothesizes that debt would be

' There is no distinct separation between the determinants of the optimal capital stmcture and the
determinants of the debt-equity choice. However, according to theory, several variables specifically influence
the marginal costs and benefits of debt versus equiry in the firm's capital structure. Empirical studies use these
determinants of the capital structure, assuming that if a firm has more advantages of debt, it is also more likely
to íssue debt and vice versa. This is contradictory to the static tradeoff model.

5 II is important to notice two alternative explanations of profitability inducing an issuance of debt. First,
Leland and Pyle (1977) develop a signalling model in which risk-averse owner-entrepreneurs signal quality with
debt. See Subsection 2.2.5. Second, according to Opler and Titman (1997) firms with a history of profits may
generate equity internally. Therefore, the actual equity ratio may increase relative to the target equity ratio. In
this static model it is optimal to issue debt for profitable firms.

6 Strictly, as defined in Subsection 2.2.4, signalling models are part of adverse selection agency models.
However, in this chapter we confront to adverse selection models, i.e. the signalling model of Ross (1977) and
the model of Myers and Majluf (1984). To the former model will be referred to as signalling, while the latter
will be referred to as adverse selection.
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preferred over outside equity. A number of factors influence the findings of the adverse selection

model. The presence ofslack increases adverse selection costs and makes an equity issue costly.

Krasker ( 1986) presents a model in which insiders choose the size of the issue (i.e. the size of

the investment project). In this model the decrease in the stock price due to the mispricing will

increase with the issue size. For this reason, the larger the issue the less likely it is to be equity.

Lucas and McDonald ( 1990) construct a model in which firms time equity issues and informa-

tion asymmetries are temporarily. Undervalued firms will wait until the mispricing is reduced.

The model implies that firms issue equity after a period of positive abnormal retums, in which

the underpricing has disappeared. Cooney and Kalay ( 1993) re-examine the model of Myers and

Majluf and allow firms to have projects with positive and negative NPVs. For firms with

positive NPV projects the negative aspects of an equity issue may be overwhelmed by the good

news of the acceptance of the project. According to this result, the costs of asymmetric

information in an equity issue can be reduced. This can be done by the expected profits of the

project, which are reflected in the value of the growth opportunities. According to this model,

higher growth opportunities induce equity. Earlier in this paper we have already mentioned the

fact that the studies by Bayless and Chaplinsky ( 1991) and Jung, Kim, and Stulz ( 1996) find the

expected significant results for the factors from the adverse selection modeL This contributes to

the available empirical evidence for this model in the United States. A crucial assumption of this

model is that managers try to maximize shareholder wealth. Given the entrenchment of Dutch

managers it is unlikely that this model will also hold for the Netherlands. Therefore we expect

insignificant results for the factors that are associated with this model.''a

Finally, moral hazard problems may determine the choice for debt or equity. Jensen (1986)

explains that firms may engage in projects with negative NPV, because managers aim for

growth of the firm. Debt disciplines the overinvestment behavior. For firms with large free cash

flow9 and low growth opportunities this problem is relevant. These firms are expected to issue

' Viswanath (1993) extends the Myers and Majluf (1984) model into a multi-period model and confirms
the hypothesized influence of a stock price run-up and ofgrowth opportunities. In this model stock price run-up
approximates the release of information about the firm's growth opportunities.

e Eckbo and Masulis (1992) argue that the adverse selection problems can be mitigated by the choice of the
flotation method. In a rights offering all shares may end up in the hands of the existing shareholders, therefore
adverse selection between existing shareholders and new shareholders may become irrelevant. [n a rights issue
the adverse selection arises by the ratio of shares bought by existing shareholders to shares bought by new
shareholders. It should be emphasized that the flotation method does not influence the debt-equity choice.

9 The difference between free cash flow and slack is important. Free cash flow is the cash flow that
remains after all positive NPV projects are undertaken (Jensen, 1986). Slack is cash, liquid assets and unused
borrowing power (Myers and Majluf, 1984). So, free cash flow represents the flow of funds, while slack is the
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debt, when they choose between debt and equity. Note that this hypothesis seems similar to the

combination of the two hypotheses from the adverse selection framework, i.e. that slack induces

debt and that growth opportunities induce equity. However both theoretical and empirical

implications are different. Jensen discusses overinvestment behavior in a situation with excess

capital for investments, while the discussions based on Myers and Majluf deal with

underinvestment due to limited provision of capital. The empirical implications for

overinvestment require the combination of cash and low growth prospects. In the

underinvestment problem both cash and (a lot of) growth opportunities (with a non-penalized

debt or equity issue) can overcome underinvestment.'o Zwiebel (1996) argues that Jensen's

theory requires a disciplinary device that forces managers to use debt. Zwiebel describes a

model in which pressure on managers to commit voluntarily to debt is derived from the constant

pressure of a potential discipliner. The pressure is partially limited due to managerial entrench-

ment. Managers make a tradeoff between expanding their empire and retaining control. Empire

building is constrained by a takeover and by debt. The constraint by debt is accomplished

through the threat of a bankruptcy, and the associated loss of entrenchment. However, in the

Netherlands the likelihood of a hostile takeover is negligible, and managers are expected to

avoid debt if they are likely to overinvest, and if the possibility of a bankruptcy is larger. For this

reason we expect that finns that face a threat of bankruptcy are more likely to issue equity. A

bankruptcy threat is expected to occur for firms that have a low profitability.

4.2.2 Data description

Our analysis concerns firms in the data set of the Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics containing

data of listed non-financial firms with annual reports since 1974. We study seasoned primary

issues of stocks and issues of new bonds by listed non-financial Dutch companies, which are

made from January 1, 1977 to December 31, 1996. The issues are identified from two sources.

Issues of shares and issues of domestic bonds are included in the monthly bulletin of the

Statistics Netherlands (Maandstatistiek Financiewezen Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek).

Issues of foreign bonds and Eurobonds can be identified from the quarterly review of the Dutch

Central Bank (Kwartaalberichten De Nederlandsche Bank). During this period a total of 110

public and private issues of common or preferred stock can be identified. These issues do not

stock of funds.

'o See also Stulz (1990).
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include initial public offerings. Besides that we can also identify 137 issues of straight debt in

the same period. For the issues to be included, at least one book year has to be available, before

the book year in which the offering took place. The stock prices of the firms are obtained from

Datastream. The market index chosen is the Datastream index for the Dutch market, since this is

the only index for which data are available for the whole sample period.

In the Netherlands some large firms issue debt or equity relatively frequent. Three firms

have more than 20 issues in the 20-year period, and they account for 70~0 of the equity issues and

530~0 of the debt issues. In total seven firms have made more than 10 security issues each. The

issues of these firms represent 240~0 of the equity issues and 770~0 of the debt issues.

4.2.3 Proxies

In order to investigate the motives for the choice for debt and equity we compare the

characteristics of firms in the group of equity-issuers versus the group of debt-issuers. The

characteristics are based on annual report data for the end of the book year before the issue." In

most proxies variables are taken relative to the firm's book value, instead of the market value.

We have three reasons to do so. First, managers consider book values in making decisions.

Second, as the stock price run-up is expected to be an important discriminating variable this has

impact on the market value of firms. Third, other studies generally use book values. By using

book values we are able to compare our results with these results for earlier studies. The

variables that are used in the analysis are related to the hypotheses mentioned in the previous

section.

Deviation from target capital structure. In order to test the static tradeoff theory, we have

to compare the target capital structure with the actual capital structure. Unfortunately, only the

actual debt or equity ratio is observable, while the target ratio is unobservable. The first possible

approach is to approximate the target debt or equity ratio by its long term average. In this

approach it is assumed that the target ratio is relatively stable over time, and that the actual ratio

fluctuates around it. Opler and Titman (1997) suggest an alternative approach. They use a cross-

section of firms to estimate the determinants of the actual debt ratio. In doing so they assume

that the estimates perfectly determine the target debt ratio, and that the residual is the deviation

from target. In our study we use both approaches. We use market and book values for both

~' In general a book year is from January until December. However, some firms have book years that start
in February, April, July, or December.
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approaches. Following Marsh (1982) and MacKie-Mason (1990) we measure the long term

average over the 10-year period preceding the year in which the actual equity ratio is measured.

As our data set only goes back to 1974 this is not always possible. In such a case we use later

years. The market value of equity is calculated as the number of outstanding shares multiplied

by the stock price at the end of the year preceding [he issue. The market value of debt is

assumed to be equal to its book value. In order to calculate the expected equity ratio we estimate

the determinants of the optimal equity ratio from a cross-section of firms. The expected equity

ratio is the sum of the products of the coefficients for the determinants and the actual firm

characteristics. The difference between the expected and the actual equity ratio is the residual in

the regression. The determinants are chosen to represent the static tradeoff theory and include

the firms tax structure and bankruptcy risk and costs. The cross-sectional regressions are

included in Appendix 4.A.

Profitability. We measure profitability as operating income over total assets (ROA). Total

assets are measured in book values. We also use an alternative proxy for profitability (earnings

before depreciation, interest and taxes over total assets) but do not report the results here because

our conclusíons are insensitive to the choice of proxy.

Slack. Slack is measured as the sum of cash and liquid assets divided by the book value of

the firm. Liquid assets are the securities that the firm holds as investments.

Free cash flow. Following Lehn and Poulsen (1989) we measure free cash flow as

operating income minus taxes, interest expenditures and dividends paid, divided by the market

value of equity. Alternative proxies are the use of sales as denominator and the firm's cash flow

over total assets. The results for the altemative proxies are not presented as they give similar

results.

Issue size. Issue size is included as the issue size divided by the total assets (in book

values). It is also included as the log of the issue size.

Stock price run-up. The stock price run-up is measured as the stock return minus the

market return over a period of 12 months preceding the issue. The 6-month stock price run-up

gives comparable results as the 12-months run-up. For this reason the results of the 6-month run-

up are not reported here.

Growth opportunities. Empirical studies generally measure growth opportunities by

Tobin's Q. As Tobin's Q is not directly observable, most studies proxy Tobin's Q by the

market-to-book ratio. In this study we use a more precise estimate of Tobin's Q. This

approximation is described by Perfect and Wiles (1994) and is also applied in the previous

chapter. Tobin's Q is defined as the market value of equity plus the book value of debt divided
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by the replacement value of the assets. In the Netherlands firms either present replacement

values directly in their annual reports, or they present historical costs. If a replacement value is

presented it equals the book value of total assets. In case ofhistorical costs we have to adjust the

value to approximate the replacement value. This is relevant for plant and equipment. We

assume that in a base year the replacement value equals the historical costs. For each year's next

year we adjust this replacement value by adding new investments and the growth in capital good

prices and by subtracting depreciation. The base year is 1974 or the first year for which firm data

are available. Growth in capital good prices is based upon the price index of investment goods,

as provided by the Statistics Netherlands. The replacement value of the assets is the book value

of assets plus the difference between the replacement value and historical value of plant and

equipment.1z'~'

Other. While the previous variables were based on sound theoretical arguments, several

variables are often used in other studies and prove to be relevant, but are not explicitly based on

theory. We include a dummy for firms that frequently issue new capital on the public market.

The dummy frequency has a value of one for firms that have more than 10 issues in the twenty-

year period, and zero otherwise. Firm size is often found to be an important variable. We

measure size by the book value of the total assets. Variables from the static tradeoff theory, that

are also variables in dynamic models are often included in empirical studies. Opler and Titman

(1997) state that this leads to a misspecification of the empirical model. For this reason these

variables are not included in the logit regressions.

4.2.4 Results

In Table 4.1 we present the characteristics of firms that issued equity versus firms that issue

debt. In Table 4.1 the difference of the actual equity ratio from the target ratio is presented. If the

book values are first considered, it can be seen that the average difference between the target

equity ratio, according to the cross-sectional regression, and the actual equity ratio is 0.058. This

implies that the target was above the actual level of equity and that the new equity moves the

~Z In the previous chapter, we also calculated the market-to-book ratio of total assets. This measure is found
to be highly identical to our measure for Tobin's Q.

" Note that the market value of a firm consists of assets in place and growth opportunities. Tobin's Q
reflects the relative importance, but a stock price run-up is also related to this. An increase in stock prices, with a
constant value of assets in place, represents the market's recognition of the existence of future valuable projects
(see Viswanath, 1993).
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firm towards its target. For the debt issuers the average difference is 0.019. As this is positive
the firms are expected to issue equity. However, the deviation is much smaller than for equity
and this difference is significant at the lo~o level. If we use the long term average as an
approximation of the target, the results are similar, but less significant. In case the ratios are
measured in market values, we find the opposite results. However these results are insignificant.
This finding is remarkable in terms of finance theory where market values are predominant.
However, this result is in line with interview results of Cools ( 1993) who interviewed 50 CFOs
of Dutch listed corporations. He finds that in 900~0 of the firms a target equity or debt ratio is
formulated. Normally the ratio is total equity over total assets (520~0). To the question of how a
target equity ratio should be defined all respondents answered that this should be in book values.

The average retum on assets for equity issuing firms is 7.Oo~o. For debt issuing firms the
average retum on assets is 9.80~0. This indicates that debt issuing firms are significantly more
profitable than equity issuing firms. Another interesting result from Table 1 is that Dutch
companies issue equity after periods of positive abnormal stock price performance. Debt is
issued after periods of negative abnormal stock price performance. This confirms earlier
findings by Asquith and Mullins ( 1986) and Jung, Kim, and Stulz (1996) for US equity issues.
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Table 4.1: Firm and issue characteristics for the 137 debt and 110 equity issues of Dutch
companies from 1977 to 1996

Average Standard Average Standard Average p-value
deviation deviation difference

debt debt equiry equity debt and
issuing issuing issuing issuing equity issuing
firm fimt firm firm firms

Static model
Deviation ofactual equity ratio from:
- expected eq. ratio (book) 0.019 0.082 0.058 0.116 -0.040 0.002
- expected eq. ratio (market) 0.063 0.122 0.055 0.115 0.008 0.618
- long term average (book) -0.003 0.048 0.012 0.081 -0.015 0.082
- long term average (market) -0.053 0.076 -0.066 0.115 0.012 0.334

Dynamic models
Return on assets 9.844 4.974 7.007 8.553 2.837 0.001
(Casht(iquid assets)~book value 0.063 0.045 0.058 0.055 0.006 0.364
Free cash flow 0.049 0.101 -0.008 0.248 0.057 0.015
Log of issue size 5.085 0.791 4.126 1.497 0.958 0.000
Issue size over book value 0.025 0.028 0.096 0.122 -0.072 0.000
Past 12 months excess return -0.047 0.260 0.160 0.319 -0.207 0.000
Post 12 months excess return 0.006 0.239 -0.017 0.381 0.023 0.561
Tobin's Q 1.044 0.479 1.091 0.341 -0.048 0.382

Size
Book value total assets 18367.920 17022.568 4626.455 10963.183 13741.465 0.000
Firm characteristics for the 110 equity and 137 debt issues of Dutch companies from 1977 to 1996. Expected
equity ratios are from the regressions outlined in Appendix 4.A. The long temi average equity ratios are based on
the 10-year period preceding the issue. Return on assets is operating income over total assets. Total assets is
measured in book values. Free cash flow is operating income minus taxes, interest and dividends, divided by the
market value of equity. The past and post 12-month excess return are measured as the difference between the stock
return and the market return over a period of 12 months before and after the issue, respectively. Tobin's Q is the
market value of equity plus the book value of debt divided by the replacement value of the assets. All book values
are obtained from the data set of Statistics Netherlands containing data of listed non-financial firms with annual
reports since 1974.

We performed logit regressions in which the debt-equity choice is explained by several potential

determinants. The debt-equity choice is measured by a dummy variable with value of one for

equity issues and zero for debt. A positive estimate implies that firms that have higher values for

the determinants are more likely to issue equity. The regression outcomes are presented in Table

4.2.
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Table 4.2: Logit analysis for the debt-equitv choice of Dutch companies

(1) (~) (3)

Intercept 2.29~"' 3.95"" 3.16'~"
(2.73) (3.86) (2.92)

Deviatíon from target 3.64' - -
(1.73)

Return on assets - -0.13" -0.15"
(-2.00) (-2.22)

(Cash and liquid assets)I - -3.34 -3.06
Total assets (-0.89) (-0.81)

Past 12 month excess retum 2.02"~ 2.48"` 2.65"'
(3.04) (3.46) (3.58)

Tobín's Q - -0.56 -0.25
(-0.92) (-0.38)

Free cash flow - -1.18 -1.81
(-0.84) (-1.18)

Total assets 1.67 3.04 2.94
(0.99) (1.65) (1.61)

Frequent issuer - 0.81 ` -1.14' ~` - I .22"
(-1.82) (-2.4 1) (-2.53)

Log(issue size) -0.83"~` -0.85"~ -0.79"~`
(-3.77) (-3.61) (-3.44)

Issue size~ 31.07"~`~` 40.24~`~" 40.83"~
Total assets (4.23) (4.48) (4.56)

Overinvestment dummy - - 0.81'
(1.80)

IogL -98.75 -89.27 -87.59
pseudo R' 41.82oIo 47.41oro 48.410~0
oro correct 83.40oro 84.62oro 85.02oio
o~o equity correct 76.350~0 81.820~0 81.820~0
oro debt correct 89.OSoro 86.86oro 87.59"ro
number of observations 247 247 247

Logistic regressions in which the dependent variable takes the value one for equity issues and zero for debt issues.
The sample has 110 equity issues and 137 debt issues by Dutch companies from 1977 to 1996. Deviation from
target is the deviation of the actual equity ratio from the expected equity ratio according to the regression in
Appendix 4.A. Both the actual equity ratio and the target equity ratio are in book values. Return on assets is
operating income over total assets. Total assets is measured in book values. The regression coefficients for total
assets are rescaled, i.e. divided by 10 5. The 12-month excess retum is measured as the difference between the stock
retum and the market retum. Tobin's Q is the market value of equity plus the book value of debt divided by the
replacement value of the assets. Free cash flow is operating income minus taxes, interest expenditures and
dividends paid divided by the market value of equity. Frequent issuer is a dummy variable that has a value of one
for fitms that have more than 10 issues in the 20-year period and zero otherwise. The overínvestment dummy has a
value of one if free cash flow is positive and Tobin's Q ís below one, and zero otherwise. All book values are
obtained from the data set of Statistics Netherlands containing data of listed non-financial firms with annuat reports
since 1974. The pseudo R' equals 1-(log-likelihood at convergence~log-likelihood at zero). t-statistics are in
parentheses. The symbol '"'' denoted that estimate is significant at lo~o level, `"'' denotes So~o significance, and
"' denotes l00~o significance.
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First we investigate the influence of a deviation from the target capital structure. In regression

(1) the deviation from target has a significantly positive coefficient. This confirms the static

tradeoff theory. In this regression, we included several control variables. The coefficient for past

returns is significantly positive, indicating that firms time equity issues after a period ofrelative

stock price increases. The dummy for frequent issuers shows a significant negative sign. These

firms have a tendency to issue debt. The coefficient for issue size has a significant negative sign,

indicating that larger issues are more likely to be debt issues. However, issue size relative to

firm size has a significant positive sign. The pseudo R` is 41.80~o and 83.40~0 of the issues are

classified correctly. As Opler and Titman (1997) argue the deviation from target may be caused

by accumulated past profits. The correlation between the deviation from target and return on

assets is -0.36. Because of this correlation we cannot include both the deviation from target and

profitability in a regression. However, we want to investigate whether the static model or

dynamic models with hypotheses on profitability are most likely to explain the debt-equity

choice. In regression (2) we specify an alternative model and we compare the explanatory power

and correct predictions. We find that a higher return on assets significantly leads to the issuance

of debt. The coefficient for free cash flow is insignificant. However, issue size and relative issue

size are significant. In this model we do not find a confirmation for the role of growth

opportunities. However, in (2) growth opportunities are specified as hypothesized in the adverse

selection models. In the moral hazard model of Jensen (1986), growth opportunities interact

with free cash flow, i.e. an overinvestment problem occurs if a firm both has low growth

opportunities and positive free cash flow. In regression (3) we include a dummy variable that

has a value of one if the firm has a positive free cash flow nnd a Tobin's Q lower than one.

Otherwise the dummy variable is zero. This overinvestment dummy indicates that firms both

have free cash flow and low growth opportunities. According to Jensen's (1986) theory, these

firms are expected to issue debt. However, Zwiebel (1996) argues that entrenched managers

prefer equity. The significantly positive coefficient for the overinvestment dummy in regression

(3) indicates that managers, who are likely to overinvest, choose equity, while thay do not

choose debt. This finding confirms Zwiebel's (1996) debt avoidance hypothesis.

In our analysis we find a confirmation for dynamic implications of the static model.

However, the explanatory power and the percentage of correct predictions are higher for

specifications that represent dynamic models. We find that profitability leads to more debt. This

can be interpreted as evidence for the signalling modeL However, this and other results may also

be driven by moral hazard behavior of entrenched Dutch managers. Voluntarily disciplining is

absent. Tobin's Q is insignificant. We do find a confirmation for the avoidance of debt, i.e. a
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relationship between the threat of a bankruptcy and the preference for equity. In this theory

profitable firms issue debt because they are less likely to lose control through bankruptcy. The

results for the overinvestment dummy also show that Dutch managers prefer to issue equity, if

the managers are more likely to overinvest. Managers avoid the disciplinary role of debt. The

significant results for frequent issuers, stock price run-up, issue size and relative issue size

confirm this notion. The results indicate that profitable and large firms issue debt. Firm size is

reflected in large absolute issue size and in small relative issue size. Equity issues tend to be

made by small risky firms with a low profitability. These issues strengthen the equity base and
lower the riskiness. The issues are relatively large and they are made after an increase in the

stock prices. Following our expectations we do not find evidence for the adverse selection
model. Slack is found to be non-significant. Relative issue size is significantly positive, while it

was hypothesized to be negative. No relationship is found between growth opportunities and
security issue choice. The only result that may be interpreted as evidence for the adverse

selection model is the finding that stock price run-ups are consistently related to equity issues.
However, the Lucas and McDonald (1990) model is not the only explanation for the

phenomenon that firms issue equity after a stock price run-up. Opler and Titman (1997) offer an
alternative explanation for this result that is also consistently found for the United States. Based
on conversations with CEOs, CFOs, and investment bankers they consider the possibility that
managers issue equity after stock price run-ups because they believe that market prices are too
volatile in relation to fundamentals. This explanation follows the evidence provided by
Loughran and Ritter (1995) that stock prices are mean reverting and that issuing firms take

advantage of this to successfully time the market.
The explanatory power of the models is good, as compared to other studies. For example

Jung, Kim, and Stulz ( 1996) have pseudo RZ's between 260~o and 410~0. In their models 74.60~o to

80.80~0 of the issues are conectly classified. In regression ( 3) we have an pseudo R` of 48.40~o and
we classify 85.Oa~o correct.

4.3 Wealth effects and its determinants

4.3.1 Theory on the wealth effects: hypotheses

According to the static model a choice of either debt or equity decreases the difference between
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the target and the actual equity ratio. For this reason an issue that moves the actual ratio towards

[he target will be associated with a positive abnormal return. An issue that moves the actual ratio
from the target will be associated with a negative abnormal return.

In the signalling model of Ross (1977) debt signals future profitability and will be
associated with a positive abnormal return, while for equity a negative effect is expected. In

Miller and Rock (1985), financing and dividend decisions reflect changes in earnings. External
financing may be due to a shortfall in earnings or an unanticipated investment in positive NPV

projects. The market reaction depends on which scenario is most likely. The presence of growth

opportunities increases the likelihood of the investment scenario and is expected to be associated
with higher abnormal returns." Firms can also explicitly mention the availability of new capital

budgeting projects within the firm itself or the fact that the firm has just completed the
acquisition of another firm. In this case the ínvestment scenario holds and the abnormal returns

will be affected positively. Ifpast profitability is an approximation for future profitability, a high
profitability also increases the likelihood of the investment scenario.

In the Myers and Majluf (1984) framework issues are interpreted by investors as bad
news, because the firm is expected to be overvalued. This results in a stock price decrease,
which is larger if the security is riskier. In other words, if the adverse selection model holds,

equity and debt lead to non-positive abnormal returns, which will be more negative for equity. It
should be mentioned that a priori we do not expect the adverse selection model to hold for the
Netherlands, based on the earlier mentioned entrenchment of Dutch managers. For this reason,
we also expect non-significant results for the variables that drive this model. These variables are
slack, growth opportunities, relative issue size and a stock price run-up. If the adverse selection
model would hold, these variables would have the following coefficients. In case a firm with
slack issues debt or equity, the investors are more likely to assume that the firm is overvalued,
because slack provides an alternative source for financing new projects. In other words, slack
affects abnormal returns negatively. The existence of growth opportunities decreases the

problem. In the extreme case the effect will be zero.15 In other words, the existence of growth
opportunities affects abnormal returns positively. It should be noticed that growth opportunities

" Ambarish, John, and Williams (1987) generalize the model of Miller and Rock (1985), and find that the
stock price response depends on whether information asymmetry stems from assets in place or from growth
opportunities. This leads to a negative or positive reaction respectively. The resulting hypothesis is that growth
opportunities affect the stock price reaction positively.

15 Cooney and Kalay (1993) extend the Myers and Majluf (1984) model by assuming that managers may
also accept negative NPV projects. In their model, growth opportunities affect the stock price reactions
positively. This may even lead to a positive effect in equity issues.
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also positively affect abnormal returns in the signalling model. This makes it a priori difficult to

interpret a possible positive coefficient of this factor. Krasker (1986) generalizes the model of

Myers and Majluf, by making the issue size a continuous variable. He shows that the abnotmal

return is negatively related to the size of the issue. In the model of Lucas and McDonald (1990)

firms time issues. Therefore it is expected that after a stock price run-up firms raise new capital.

The issue reveals the overpricing, and the run-up will be positively related to the stock price

decrease. In other words, a stock price run-up will affect abnormal returns negatively.1ó Eckbo

and Masulis (1992) describe that the adverse selection problems for equity can be reduced with

the choice of the flotation method. In the Netherlands, we find three methods, i.e. standby rights

offerings", firm commitment offerings, and private placements. Amongst these three methods

rights issues are dominant. The wealth effec[ depends on the fraction of new shares that will be

owned by existing shareholders. If the fraction is larger, overvaluation is less likely to be the

motive for the issue. In a rights offerings the existing shareholders are in the position to buy the

new shares, while in a firm commitment underwritten offering new investors are more likely to

be attracted. In other words we expect that for equity issues, the choice for an underwritten

offering affects abnormal returns negatively.

Jensen (1986) describes that the reaction to an issue depends on the expected purpose of

the capita] and the type of security that is issued. As managers have incentives to increase the

size of the firms, even with negative NPV projects, the abnotmal returns are determined by

growth opportunities and free cash flow. If firms issue debt, they choose to discipline

overinvestment behavior. Debt is most valuable if a firm has a lack of growth opportunities and

at the same time it has a large amount of free cash flow. Therefore, we expect a positive

relationship between the abnormal return associated with the issuance of debt and the

combination of a lack of growth opportunities and the existence of free cash flow.18 On the other

16 Viswanath (1993) derives a counter hypothesis. In this model the investors are expected to realize that the
firm has a positive NPV project and they discount the value of this project. The difference between the two
models is that in the model of Lucas and McDonald (1990) the investors expect the project and react on the
issue. In the Viswanath (1993) model the stock price run-up is an accumulation of grow[h opportunities and the
issue enables managers to catry out the project. The implication from the Viswanath (1993) model is the
opposite of the Lucas and McDonald model. Viswanath (1993) concludes that stock price run-ups affect
abnotmal returns negatively.

" In a standby rights offering the underwriter guarantees the proceeds on any unsubscribed shares. All
Dutch rtghts offerings are standby rights offerings.

1e Of course, the issuance of both debt or equity by firms with free cash flow and a lack of growth
opportunities, induces overinvestment behavior. New funds become avaible to a firm with investment
opportunities with a positive NPV. However, in this study we condition on the issuance of new securities.
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side, we expect a negative relationship between the abnormal retum associated with the issuance

of equity and the combination of a lack of growth opportunities and the existence of free cash

flow.

4.3.2 Data description and method

The announcement date is the first date at which the announcement appears in the Dutch

financial newspaper Het Financieele Dagblad.19 From our original sample of 110 issues of

public and private equity and 137 issues of public debt, we can not find an announcement date

for I1 equity issues and 39 debt issues. From the remaining sample we eliminate 10 equity

issues because the announcement of these issues was accompanied by the announcement of the

issuance of other securities. Furthermore 5 equity issues are eliminated because they are

announced together with a complete financial reorganization. Therefore we are able to use 98

debt issues and 84 equity issues. Stock price data are derived from Datastream. The

announcement effects of the equity and bond issues are measured using a standard event study

methodology as described in Brown and Warner ( 1985). Excess returns are measured using an

Ordinary Least Squares market model regression:
MA; r- Rrr- Ro r- R t rR: , (4.1)

where A;, is the abnormal return for firm i at day t, R; r denotes the return on security i at day t,

defined as In(Y;r) - ln(P,.,., ) , and RrMis the return on the market index, that is measured in a

similar way as R;,. The market index chosen is the Datastream index for the Dutch market, since

this is the only index for which data are available for the whole sample period. The parameters

ao and ~it are estimated over the estimation period by running an OLS regression of the stock

returns on a constant and the return on the market index. Denoting the announcement date as day

0, this estimation period ranges from day -120 to day - 20. The event window ranges from day

-1 to day tl. The test statistic is calculated using the method outlined by Brown and Wamer

(1985) and is defined as:

Á~S(d~, (4.2)

where Ar is the average abnormal return over the N different firms on day t and s(Ar) is the

standard deviation of the average abnormal return obtained from the estimation period. The null-

hypothesis is that the abnormal return is zero. If the null-hypothesis holds and if the abnormal

19 We either use the electroníc (on-line) version (for the issues from 1985) or the hard copy version (for the
issues before 1985).
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returns are independently identically distributed with finite variance, the test-statistic is

asymptotically normally distributed. Besides calculating excess returns for each day in the event

period, we also calculate cumulative average abnormal retums.20

4.3.3 Proxies

Most of the variables that determine the choice for debt or equity are also relevant as

determinants of the wealth effects of the security issue choice. The variables for profitability,

slack, free cash flow, issue size, stock price run-up, frequency and growth opportunities are the

same as the variables used in the logistic regressions. The deviation from target measures the

deviation of the actual equity ratio from the expected equity ratio, measured in book values. This

variable was also shown to be relevant in the logit analysis. Also a dummy is included for the

issuance towards target. This dummy is one if the issue moves the actual equity ratio towards

the target and zero otherwise.

Injormation provided with the announcement. De Roon and Veld (1998) study wealth

effects for Dutch convertible bonds and warrant-bonds. They find that in a large number of cases

Dutch companies package announcements of hybrid debt issues in other (good) fitYn specific

news. For this reason we check in the Dutch financial newspaper Het Financieele Dagblad on

the announcement day whether the issue was contaminated by the presentation of other fitm

specific news. The following types of contaminating information were identified:

~ issue announcements made together with the presentation of the annual results of the

company ( annual eamings);

~ issue announcements accompanied by the presentation of the updated provisional results

for the current year (cunent earnings);

~ issue announcements accompanied by news that the company has just completed an

acquisition (acquisition); and~or

~ issue announcements made together with other firm specific news, such as a stock split, a

large order etc. (strategic information).

In all other cases the issue is classified as uncontaminated. We notice that eliminating all

contaminating issues, like is done for other studies, is not possible since practically all equity

issues in our sample are contaminated.

Zo In calculating the test statistic for the cumulative abnormal returns it is assumed that excess returns are
not autocorrelated, so that the variance of a three-day excess retum is just the sum of the variances of the
corresponding one day returns.
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Purpose of the issue. Following Jung, Kim, and Stulz (1996) we also checked in Het

Financieele Dagblad whether the purpose of the issue was mentioned. Jung, Kim, and Stulz

(1996) identify the following purposes:

~ capital expenditures;

~ repayment of long term debt;

~ repayment ofshort term debt; andlor

~ repayment ofbank debt.

In addition we also include acquisition as a possible purpose. In a number of cases the company

mentions that it will use at least a part of the proceeds of the issue to finance an acquisition

announced on the same day (see the previous section), an earlier announced acquisition, or a yet
unidentified acquisition. Of course, an unidentified acquisition wíll not contaminate the

announcement.

We include both the information provided with the announcement and the purpose of the

issue in the regressions.21 We include a dummy for acquisition information. This dummy is one
if the announcement of the equity or debt issue is done together with the announcement of a

recently completed acquisition and zero otherwise. Dummies are also included for two different

purposes of the issue: capital expenditures and repayment of short term debt. Finally we include
a dummy if the company reveals that it wants to use at least a part of the proceeds for future

acquisitions, which are yet unidentified. In all cases the dummy is one if the specific purpose is
mentioned and zero otherwise.

Flotation method. The dominant flotation method in the Netherlands are rights issues

(590~0 of the equity issues). We also have private placements of cotnmon equity (180~0) and
cumulative preferred stock (So~o). The remainder are firm commitment underwritten offerings

(170~0), which are often foreign íssues.

Expected type or issues 'against' type. On the basis of the logit analysis it is possible to
compare the predicted security type with the type of security that is actually being used.ZZ We

include a dummy variable for correctly predicted security type that is one if the issue was

predicted correctly with regression (3) in Table 4.2, and zero otherwise.

Z' Jung, Kim, and Stulz (1996) also divide their sample according to the purpose of the issue. However,
they do not include this information as variables in the regressions.

2Z See e.g. Bayless and Chaplinsky (1991) and Jung, Kim, and Stulz (1996).
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4.3.4 Results

In Table 4.3 univariate results are described. For equity and debt issues we compare the

cumulative average abnormal returns of the announcements.
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Table 4.3: Wealth effects of the debt and equity issues by Dutch companies
Debt Obs. Equity Obs.

Total sample 0.51 98 -1.07~` 84
(0.95) (-1.66)
[-0.20] [-0.98]

Contaminated:
annual eamings - -3.00"' 17

- (-2.49)
- [-2.51 ]

current earnings - -0.17 51
- (-0.24)
- [-0.16]

acquisitions - 2.08` 19
- (1.90)
- [1.50]

Uncontaminated 0.43 89 -2.35 8
(0.79) (-1.09)
[-0.20] [-1.49]

Purpose:
acquisition - -0.22 35

(-0.28)
- [0.34]

capital expenditures 2.408 10 -1.24 13
(1.57) (-0.63)
[0.46] [-2.85]

repay short term debt 1.84 8 -
(1.02) -
[0.46] -

No purpose 0.29 82 -1.66'" 39
(0.49) (-1.96)
[-0.221 --- [-0.9~

Flotation method (only equity):
rights issue - 1.46" 51

(-1.97)
[-0.97]

private placement -1.94 11

underwrítten offering

(-1.21)
[-0.98]
-0.41
(-0.28)
[-1.49]

17

The sample includes 98 announcements of share issues and 84 announcements of bond issues by Dutch companies
between January l, 1977 and December 31, 1996. The table contains cumulative average and median (in brackets)
abnormal returns for the period of days -1 and tl. Day 0 is the day on which the announcement is published in Het
Financieele Dagblad. The abnormal returns are calculated using the standard event study methodology as outlined
by Brown and Warner ( 1985). t-values are in parentheses, medians are in brackets. Subsample results are reported
for the nature of the other news reported together with the issue and the pu~pose of the issue. Results are not
reported for cells smaller than 8. t-statistics are in parentheses. The symbol '~"'' denoted that estimate is
significant at lo~o level, "" denotes So~o sígnificance, and '"' denotes l00~o significance.

Announcements of equity issues on average lead to a slightly significant negative abnormal

return of -1.070~0, while debt issues lead to an insignificantly positive abnormal retutn of 0.510~0.

These results are in accordance with the signalling and mora] hazard models. A further
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investigation of the stock price reactions should help us to distinguish between these models.

First it can be remarked that practically all debt issues in our sample are uncontaminated.

The few contaminated debt issues do not give other results than the uncontaminated issues. Con-

trary to the debt issues, the equity issues are practically all contaminated. The equity issues that

are uncontaminated and the equity issues that are announced together with the annual results of

the company are associated with negative abnortnal returns of respectively -2.350~0

(insignificant) and -3.OOo~o (significant at the lo~o level). Equity issues announced together with

an update of the provisional results of the current year are associated with a non-significant
negative abnormal return of -0.170~0. This confirms the finding by De Roon and Veld (1998)

that companies deliberately package their security announcements in good news. In 19 cases, the

equity issue is announced together with the completion of an acquisition. This joint event is

associated with a significant positive abnormal return of 2.080~0. This can be interpreted as
~~idence for the signalling model. The explicit announcement of the investment affects the

abnormal returns positively.

A closer look at the purpose of the acquisition reveals that in 35 cases the company

indicates that it will use (part of) the proceeds of the issue in order to finance acquisitions. These
issues are associated with a non-significant negative abnormal return of -0.220~0. This result is

remarkable ifwe look at the positive reaction on the simultaneous announcement of a completed
acquisition and an equity issue. A further investigation of the 35 issues reveals that in 16 cases
the company indicates that it wants to use at least a part of the proceeds for future acquisitions.

The cumulative average abnormal return for these 16 cases is -2.720~o with a t-value of -2.29.
As this is a clear case of managerial discre[ion, this negative return can be interpreted as

evidence for the moral hazard model.

The flotation method of the equity issue yields minor differences between the subsamples.

As explained before, this may be due to a lack of infotYrtation. Either on the flotation method at
the announcement date of the issue or, in case of a rights issue, on the future rights selling by
existing shareholders.

In order to test for other characteristics that influence abnormal returns, we perform

regressions in which the cumulative abnotmal return is explained by firm and issue
characteristics. We correct for firm-specific risk by applying weighted least squares regressions,

in which the dependent and independent variables are divided by the standard error from the
market model in the estimation period.

The regression results are included in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Weighted least squares regression results of frm and issue characteristics on
abnormal return of debt and equity issues

Debt issues Equity issues

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Intercept -0.029 -0.062' 0.006 0.07.5
(-1.06) (-1.98) (0.14) (1.38)

Return on assets -0.001 -0.002 0.003" 0.003"
(-0.74) (-0.93) (2.41) (2.35)

(Cash and liquid assets)~ 0.043 0.076 -0.004 -0.024
total assets (0.50) (0.83) (-0.03) (-0.20)

Past 12 month excess retum 0.012 0.010 0.033 0.041 ~`
(0.98) (0.83) (L55) (1.93)

Tobin's Q 0.015 0.028' -0.030 -0.066`
(1.02) (1.73) (-0.91) (-1.84)

Free cash flow 0.064 -0.008 -0.069 -0.019
(1.17) (-0.14) (-1.36) (-0.3~)

Total assets -0.114"' -0.117"~` 0.093 0.132
(-3.14) (-3-27) (0.94) (1.33)

Log(íssue size) 0.011 0.017~" - 0.007 -0.008
(1.60) (2.38) (-1.21) (-1.37)

Issue sizehotal assets -0.426" -0.555"'~` 0.190"~` 0.185"~`
(-2.13) (-2.77) (2.86) (2.83)

Acquisition announcement - - 0.053" 0.056"'
(2.63) (2.87)

Future acquisitions - - -0.008 -0.004
(-0.41) (-0.21)

Puipose is capital expenditures 0.008 0.003 -0.008 -0.008
(0.50) (0.17) (-0.38) (-0.36)

Purpose is repayment of short 0.053'"' 0.053"` - -
term debt (2.90) (3.00)

Frequentissuer -0.004 -0.005 0.012 -0.001
(-0.32) (-0.35) (0.42) (-0.04)

Towards target 0.004 0.001 0.001 -0.001
(0.39) (0.16) (0.06) (-0.08)

Predícted correctly -0.003 -0.010 -0.015 -0.026
(-0.17) (-0.71) (-0.55) (-1.04)

Overinvestment dummy - 0.022" - -0.039"
(2.01) (-2.06)

adjusted R' 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.24
number of observations 98 98 84 84
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Table 4.4: Weighted least squares regression results of firm and issue characteristics on
abnormal return of debt and equity issues (continued)
The sample includes 98 announcements of share issues and 84 announcements of bond issues by Dutch companies
between January 1, 1977 and December 31, 1996. Day 0 is the day on which the announcement is published in Het
Financieele Dagblad. The dependent variable is the cumulative abnormal retum for announcement i for day -1 to
day tl, which is calculated using the standard event study methodology as outlined in Brown and Warner (1985).
Return on assets is operating income over total assets. Total assets is measured in book values. The regression
coefficients for total assets are rescaled, i.e. divided by 10 5. The 12-month excess retum is measured as the
difference between the stock retum and the market return. Tobin's Q is the market value of equity plus the book
value of debt divided by the replacement value of the assets. Free cash flow is operating income minus taxes,
interest expenditures and dividends paid divided by the market value of equity. Frequent issuer is a dummy
variable that has a value of one for firms that have more than 10 issues in the 20-year period and zero otherwise.
The target ratio is defined as the target based on book values according to the cross-sectional regression oudined in
Appendix 4.A. Information on whether the issue is predicted or not is derived from the logistic regression (equation
3 in Table 4.2). The overinvestment dummy has a value of one if free cash flow is positive and Tobin's Q is below
one, and zero otherwise. r-statistics are in parentheses. The symbol ""' denoted that estimate is significant at lo~o
level, `~"' denotes So~o significance, and "' denotes 10"~ si~niticance.

The abnormal retums associated with the debt issues in column (1) are significantly

negative influenced by firm size (total assets) and relative issue size. The repayment of short
term debt gives a significantly positive coefficient. It is clear that these results are dominated by

size effects. Firm size has a negative impact. This implies that the abnormal retums are smaller
for large firms due to a scale effect. However, relative issue síze also has a negative effect. This
implies that according to the market, the marginal benefits of debt, either as a signalling or as a
disciplinary device, are decreasing.

The abnormal returns associated with the equity issues in column (3) are significantly
positive influenced by profitability (return on assets), relative issue size and the announcement

of a completed acquisition. The last mentioned effect is in accordance with the results presented
in Table 4.3.

An interpretation in terms of the capital structure models learns that this analysis does not
provide a confirmation for the static tradeoff model, since the dummy variable for movement

towards target is insignificant for both equity and debt issues. We also do not find a
confirmation for the adverse selection model. For both equity and debt issues, slack is

insignificant and although relative issue size gives the expected significantly negative sign for
debt, in contrast to the expectation for the adverse selection model it gives a positively

significant sign for equity. The role of growth opportunities is negligible, since Tobin's Q is
insignificant. This is the case for both the debt and the equity issues. The insignificant sign for

stock price run-up leads to a rejection for the Lucas and McDonald (1990) model. Therefore,

according to our expectation for the Dutch market, we do not find a confirmation for the adverse

selection model.

The signalling and moral hazard models both seem to have explanatory power. For debt
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issues, the signalling model is confirmed by the finding that mentioning the repayment of short

term debt as a purpose positively influences the abnormal retums. In case of the equity issues,

we see that if the firm announces the issue together with the completion of an acquisition that

the returns are positively affected. The reason for this is that the firm explicitly discloses the

availability of a project. The joint announcement is also good news from a moral hazard point of

view, because investors are able to judge the purpose of the issue. Although the announced

completion of an acquisition may be overivestment (a negative NPV project), the purpose is less

likely to be overinvestment, i.e. empire building. The use of funds for future acquisitions gives

the expected negative sign, however thís effect is not significant. The difference in effects

between announcing a completed acquisition and announcing that at least part of the funds will

be used to finance a future acquisition can be considered as evidence for the moral hazard

model. Additional evidence can be found in the negative sign for free cash flow that is

accompanied by a t-value of - I.36. The positive impact of the return on assets can be interpreted

as a positive judgement from investors regarding the future profitability of the new funds.

Finally, we find a size effect to be present, i.e. relative issue size of equity issues affects the

abnormal returns positively. This is likely to be driven by the very large issues of the firms that

have announced completed acquisitions (16.30~o as compared to 8.20~o for the other firms). In

regressions (2) and (4) we add a dummy variable with a value of one if the firm has a positive

free cash flow and a Tobin's Q below one, and zero otherwise. In Section 4.2 we already

explained that this overinvestment dummy indicates that firms both have free cash flow and low

growth opportunities. Following our expectations we find a significantly positive coefficient for

debt issues and a significantly negative coefficient for equity issues. This finding contributes to

the evidence for the moral hazard model.

4.4 Conclusions

In finance literature a large amount of empirical evidence on capital structure theory is available.

This evidence is largely restricted to the United States. In terms of managerial decision making

the United States are characterized by managers who are strongly disciplined by capital markets.

If these managers do not succeed in maximizing shareholder value, their companies may be

taken over by other companies. Such a situation does not exist in the Netherlands. In this

country practically all companies have adopted multiple takeover bamers. These are primarily

directed to limit the influence of common shareholders. Besides, the Dutch governance structure
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is characterized by the presence of large shareholders. This situation makes the case for capital
structure decisions of Dutch companies particularly interesting.

We study four capital structure theories: the static tradeoff model, the signalling model
(see e.g. Ross (1977)), the moral hazard model (see e.g. Jensen (1986) and Zwiebel (1996)) and
the adverse selection model (see e.g. Myers and Majluf (1984)). The theories are tested on a
sample of 110 issues of public and private seasoned equity and 137 public issues of straight
debt. We look at the motives for the company to choose equity or debt and we study the wealth
effects of these security issues. The moral hazard model is relevant for Dutch firms, because
managers are likely to have discretionary space to overinvest. This behavior will appear in the
debt-equity choice, but the shareholders' evaluation will be shown in the announcement effects.
Myers and Majluf's (1984) model assumes that managers act in the interest of existing
shareholders. Because of the existence of entrenched managers, and because of the dominant
role of rights issues in the Netherlands, it can be expected that the adverse selection model will
not be relevant for the Dutch situation. In contrast, the disclosure requirements in the
Netherlands are lower, in comparison with the US, and many firms are partially owned by large
shareholders. These characteristics increase information asymmetries and the ability for
shareholders to expropriate wealth from new shareholders.

We find strong evidence that Dutch companies issuing equity move towards a target
equity ratio (based on book values). This can be considered as evidence for the static tradeoff
between tax benefits and bankruptcy costs. We also find evidence for dynamic capital structure
models. A positive relationship exists between profitability and the issuance of debt. This can be
interpreted as evidence for the theory of Ross (1977) that debt is used as a signal for quality. As
expected we do not find evidence for the adverse selection model. Furthermore we do not find
evidence for the disciplining role of debt in the overinvestment theory. On the contrary, the
results indicate that managers avoid debt when this is most disciplining, i.e. in case of lower
profitability.

A study of the wealth effects shows that the issuance of debt is associated with an
insignificant return. This confirms empirical research for the United States. An equity issue is
associated with a significant negative abnormal return of -1.07a~o. A further investigation of the
determinants of the abnormal returns gives evidence for the signalling and the moral hazard
models. We do not find evidence for the adverse selection model.

A comparison of the motives for the debt-equity choice and the market's reaction elicit
interesting fortifications and contrasts. First, we find evidence that managers issue equity or debt
in order to move towards an optimal equity ratio, based on tax and bankruptcy considerations.
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On the contrary, the market's reaction is not related to these target adjustments. Second, the

evidence for signalling is present in both the managerial choice and the market's reaction. Of

course, signalling is only relevant in case the signalled intentions of the management are noticed

by the market. Third, the evidence for the adverse selection model is absent in both the debt-

equity choice and the market's reaction. Fourth, moral hazard behavior emerges in the debt-

equity choice, as managers, who are most likely to overinvest, tend to avoid the disciplinary

force of debt. This behavior is recognized by the market and the resulting stock price reactions

reveal the market's suspicions of overinvestment behavior.
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Appendix 4.A: Determinants of the equity ratio

Our data set contains annual report and stock market data of the Dutch listed non-financial firms

in the Statistics Netherlands database for 1976-1995 for which the variables in Table 4.A.1 are

available.

Table 4.A.1: Equity ratio and determinants
EQ BV - equity ratio in book values: book value of equity divided by book value of total assets;
EQ MV - equity ratio in market values: market value of equity divided by market value of total assets;
TGA BV - tangible, fixed assets plus inventory, divided by book value of total assets;
TGA MV - tangible, fixed assets plus inventory, divided by market value of total assets;
BETA LJNL - unlevered beta based on weekly returns and Datastream index for the Dutch marker,
LN SLS - log of annual sales;
DEP BV - depreciation divided by book value of total assets;
DEP MV - depreciation divided by market value of total assets.

The variables in Table 4.A.1 are chosen with the importance of preventing distress and using tax

benefits in mind. The variable for tangibility of the assets is inversely related to bankruptcy

costs. Unlevered beta measures business risk, which invokes bankruptcy risks. Size, i.e. the log

of sales is inversely related to risk. Depreciation is a non-debt tax shield. We perform OLS

regressions with dummies for the years and industries in order to take time-specific and

industry-specific elements (tax, regulation, macro-economic factors, etc.) into account. The

dummies are not reported. The t-statistics are heteroscedasticity-consistent. The results are in

Table 4.A.2.

Table 4.A.2: Pooled cross-section regression results (t-values in parentheses)

CONSTANT
TGA BV
TGA MV
BETA UNL
LN SLS
DEP BV
DEP MV
adjusted R'
number of observations

EQ BV
0.3962 (17.47)
-0.1186 (-5.05)

EQ MV
0.4107 (22.21)

-0.2742 (-17.01)
0.1994 (8.46) 0.3984 ( 18.80)
-0.0239 (- 10.81) -0.0207 (-13.75)
0.9852 (7.09)

0.3957 (3.97)
0.21 0.62
2405 2405

The results in Table 4.A.2 confirm the impact ofdistress. Tangible assets, business risk and size

are significantly related to the equity ratio, with a sign as expected. Depreciation approximates

the non-debt tax shields. With the coefficients in Table 4.A.2 we estimate the target equity ratio,

by multiplying the coefficients with the values for the variables in the year preceding the issue.



Chapter 5

Determinants of Leverage and Agency Problems

In this chapter we empirically investigate the determinants of leverage and agency problems
and we examine the relationships between leverage and agencv problems. As in Titman and

Wessels (1988) we use structural equations modeling with latent variables. In contrast to

Titman and Wessels (1988), who en:ploy data obtainedfrom annualreports and capital markets,
we use questionnaire data to measure firm characteristics. The questions concern the
characteristics of the respondents' firms, including the presence of agency problems. We
estimate the relations between these characteristics. The results confirm that the tradeoff
between tax advantages and bankruptcy costs determines leverage. We also ftnd free cash flow

and corporate governance characteristics as determinants of overir:vestment. Despite findings

that agency problems are present, direct relationships between leverage and four agency
problems are absent.

5.1 Introduction

Theoretical arguments suggest that the debt-equity ratio is related to agency costs. A vast and

rapidly growing literature deals with potential relations between this choice and agency

problems. Three well-known predictions prevail. First, leverage aggravates agency conflicts

between bondholders and shareholders. Frequently cited examples are the direct wealth transfer

problem, the asset substitution problem and the underinvestment problem (see Smith and

Warner (1979), Jensen and Meckling (1976), and Myers (1977) respectively). Second, leverage

mitigates agency problems that arise from managerial behavior that conflicts with the interest of

shareholders. A well-known example is the overinvestment problem (see e.g. Jensen (1986)).

Finally, the relative amount of debt raises the costs of agency problems with stakeholders like

customers and employees (see e.g. Titman (1984)). However, leverage is merely one potential

factor in agency problems as the problems can be aggravated and mitigated by numerous factors.

For example, the overinvestment problem is related to free cash flow, growth opportunities,

leverage, and several corporate govemance characteristics, such as bank relationships, threat of

the market for corporate control, or managerial option plans. Shleifer and Vishny (1997) provide

an overview of the versatility of governance structures.

We test agency theories within a framework of capital structure decisions. Our data and

the empirical method allow us (1) to distinguish between tax or bankruptcy determinants of
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leverage and agency determinants; and (2) to distinguish between determinants of leverage and

determinants of agency problems. We use a unique data set for listed firms in the Netherlands,

that contains infonnation on a broad range of firm characteristics. By means of a questionnaire

we asked financial managers for their opinion about firm characteristics. The knowledge of these

managers goes well beyond publicly available data and includes internal information, such as

the presence of agency problems. Our analysis is based upon the results of questionnaires sent to

the CFOs of the 168 non-financial firms listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange in May 1997.

We received 102 useable questionnaires leading to a response rate of 61 percent. Because of the

high response rate, the data are likely to represent the population of non-financial listed Dutch

firms. Data extracted from responses of financial managers may suffer from subjectivity bias.
Therefore, using questionnaire data should be seen as complementary to the use of accounting

and stock market data. The tradeoff is between the richer data set obtainable from questionnaires

versus the objectivity ofpublicly available data.

Previous empirical studies provide tests of the relevance of agency problems in a capital

structure setting. Examples for US firms are Titman and Wessels (1988), Smith and Watts

(1992), McConnell and Servaes (1995), and Lang, Ofek, and Stulz (1996). Rajan and Zingales

(1995) study the determinants of capital structure for G-7 countries. Mehran (1992) and Berger,

Ofek, and Yermack (1997) study the impact of governance characteristics on leverage. In these
studies, leverage ratios are explained by empirical proxies for theoretical determinants. The

studies test and confirm a tradeoff between tax benefits and bankruptcy costs of debt. More

interesting, competing determinants are derived from the agency theories. Severa] factors are

expected to determine the presence of agency problems and consequently the leverage ratio. In

existing empirical studies, it is assumed that direct relations between determinants of agency

problems and leverage are caused by agency problems. This assumption creates an inference

problem. For example, growth opportunities aggravate the underinvestment problem and

increase the costs of leverage. Also, growth opportunities reduce overinvestment and thus the

need for leverage. Finally, growth opportunities are risky and intangible assets that induce

bankruptcy costs of leverage. These three hypotheses predict a negative relationship between

growth opportunities and leverage. Smith and Watts (1992), McConnell and Servaes (1995), and

Lang, Ofek, and Stulz (1996) confirm this negative relationship. But which theories are

confirmed by this finding? The contribution of this chapter is to discriminate between non-
agency and various agency explanations of relationships between firm characteristics and

leverage.

We study non-financial firms, listed on the Amsterdam Stock Exchange. In the
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Netherlands corporate governance structures differ from those in the Anglo-Saxon setting,
which constitutes the cradle of most corporate govemance theories. A market for external

corporate control is virtually absent, while in Anglo-Saxon countries hostile takeovers prevail

(see Shleifer and Vishny (1997, p.756)). In the Dutch legal system firms are allowed to build up

an array of technical takeover defenses.' But, the prerequisites for an effective internal or arm-
length control system are in place. The prevalent mechanisms are a two-tier supervisory and

management board, large shareholdings and long-tetm involvement of banks.z These devices are

likely to be more effective as compared to the United States where a mixed-tier system is

commonly in place and large shareholdings are rather uncommon (see Shleifer and Vishny

(1997, p.754)). As such, the typical Dutch corporate governance system represents a clear test

whether leverage is a powerful instrument to mitigate the overinvestment problem in the
presence of internal or arm-length control mechanisms.

We use questionnaire data and structural equations modeling with confirmatory factor

analysis. The structural equations model describes the relationships between the variables in our
model. The endogenous variables are leverage and the presence of four moral hazard agency

problems, i.e. direct wealth transfer, asset substitution, underinvestment and overinvestment.
Each of these five endogenous variables is potentially determined by a wide set of exogenous

variables and related to a subset of the other endogenous variables. As potential determinants of
leverage the model includes variables for tax effects, bankruptcy costs, and product

characteristics. As potential determinants of the agency problems the model includes proxies for
debt contract specifications, growth opportunities, free cash flow, and corporate governance

characteristics. The variables in our structural equations model are proxies of unobservable
determinants that are derived from theory. As discussed in Chater 2, the problem of

unobservable determinants is an eminent issue in the empirical corporate finance literature. In
our model these latent variables are approximated in two steps. First, we obtain from financial

managers scores on one or more questions concerning a determinant. Second, confirmatory
factor analysis modeling is used to measure the latent variable by weighing the scores on the

~ According to a report by Coopers 8c Lybrand (1990) technical takeover defenses in the European
Community are most severe in the Netherlands. An overview of Dutch takeover defenses is provided by Kabir,
Cantrijn, and Jeunink (1997). Since 1960 only one hostile takeover took place, i.e. in 1979 Lantana Beheer took
over Tilburgse Waterleidingmaatschappij.

Z All listed firms have a two-tier board system, i.e. a supervisory board is installed to control the executive
board. Kabir, Cantrijn, and Jeunink (1997) find that in the Netherlands, on average the five largest shareholders
own 490~0 of the shares. For example, Prowse (1992) finds that the five largest shareholders have in the US on
average 250~0 of the shares.
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questions. This method allows us to reduce respondents' bias and to measure complicated and

unobservable characteristics by asking several simple questions. It is important to notice that the

method in this paper substantially differs from most existing studies in our field that use

questionnaires. In previous papers the questions concem the relationships between firm

characteristics, while in this study the relationships are estimated from the information about the

characteristics.3 An exception is Ang and Jung (1993), who test the pecking order hypothesis by

comparing scores on questions for asymmetric information with the prefen-ed marginal

financing choices. The advantage of the adopted approach is that respondents' bias is minimized

because the respondents are not asked to judge on the relevance of the theoretical relationships.

Instead they answer questions about plain characteristics of their firms.

The main result of our study is that direct relations between leverage and agency problems

seem to be absent. This does not imply that the agency problems are irrelevant. Other

instruments than leverage affect agency problems. As expected, a positive relation between free

cash flow and the overinvestment problem has been found. We find that takeover bamers

intensify overinvestment, and that the presence of large shareholders increases the

overinvestment problem. We also find that share ownership by managers aligns their interest

with those of other shareholders and seems therefore an effective corporate control mechanism.

With respect to non-agency determinants of leverage we find confirmation of the tradeoff

between tax advantages and bankruptcy costs. The results confinn the expected positive impact

of the marginal tax rate and the collateral value of assets, and the negative influence of industry-

specific risk. In addition, the results suggest that growth opportunities affect leverage negatively

and that this effect is due to bankruptcy costs and not due to agency costs. We find no

confirmation for the relevance of agency problems between shareholders and bondholders.

Agency problems that stem from relationships with outside stakeholders are also not confinned,

because we find no relations between leverage and product uniqueness or the importance of

quality.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2 we describe capital

structure theories and the resulting hypotheses. In Section 5.3 we explain the empirical model.

In Section 5.4 we describe the data set. In Section 5.5 we discuss the results. Finally, Section 5.6

concludes.

' Examples of studies based on questionnaires are Scott and Johnson (1982) and Pinegar and Wilbricht
(1989). For example, Pinegar and Wilbricht ask respondents to give the perceived ímportance of several capital
structure inputs (such as `voting control' and 'bankruptcy costs').
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5.2 Capital structure theories and hypotheses

In the pathbreaking paper ofModigliani and Miller (1958) the debt-equity choice is irrelevant to
the value of the firm. This proposition is derived under stringent assumptions and successive

research describes factors that make capital structure decisions relevant. See for a
comprehensive overview of the literature, for example, Harris and Raviv (1991). We briefly
summarize the ideas behind the theories that we test in the present study. In addition, we
mention and discuss empirical studies and we present the hypotheses that we use to test the
theories.

5.2.1 Taxes, bankruptcy costs, and debt

Under the assumption of a capital market in which corporate taxation is the single market
imperfection, Modigliani and Miller (1963) show that firms prefer debt financing if interest
costs are tax-deductible. DeAngelo and Masulis (1980) claim that the actual impact of the
deductibility depends on the existence of a crowding-out effect by non-debt tax shields. The
empirical implications are that an increasing marginal tax rate positively influences the relative
amount ofdebt and that non-debt tax shields reduce the benefits of debt.

After Modigliani and Miller (1963) a line of research emerged in which direct and indirect
bankruptcy costs are introduced. An increase of debt induces an increased probability of distress
and eventually bankruptcy. Consequently, the relative amount of debt is expected to decrease
with the failure probability and with the costs in case of financial distress or bankruptcy.

5.2.2 Agency problems and debt

5.2.2.1 Shareholder-bondholder conflicts

In the shareholder-bondholder conflicts shareholders make decisions transfen-ing wealth from
bondholders to shareholders. However, the bondholders are aware of the situations in which this
wealth expropriation may occur. Therefore, they will demand a higher retum on their bonds.
Shareholders, foreseeing the bondholders' reaction, can mitigate the potential conflicts. Three
potential conflicts can be distinguished: direct wealth transfer, asset substitution, and
underinvestment. In the case of direct wealth transfer conflicts, dividends are increased or debt
with higher priority is issued (Smith and Warner (1979)). In the case of asset substitution, the
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firm substitutes current projects for projects which have higher risk (Jensen and Meckling

(1976)). As the bondholders are compensated given the risk of the cun-ent projects, wealth is

transferred from bondholders to shareholders. In Myers' (1977) underinvestment problem,

growth options will not be exercised because, due to the overhang of debt, the equity needed to

finance these growth opportunities will not be provided by the shareholders. The shareholder-

bondholder conflicts can be mitigated by adjusting the properties of the debt contract. This can

take several forms. First, the contents of the debt contract can be adjusted by including

covenants (Smith and Warner (1979)). For example, a covenant can contain restrictions on the

payment of dividends or the disposition of assets. Second, debt can be secured by

collateralization of tangible assets in the debt contract (Stulz and Johnson (1985)). Third,

convertible debt or debt with warrants can be issued (Jensen and Meckling (1976) and Green

(1984)). Fourth, the maturity of debt can be shortened (Myers ( I 977)).

The empirical studies related to the shareholder-bondholder conflicts mainly focus on the

degree to which a firm can secure its debt and the firm's growth opportunities, both in relation to

the relative amount of debt. In Titman and Wessels (1988) and Friend and Lang (1988) the

relative amount of fixed assets is used to approximate the relative amount of secured debt, which

is a potential mitigating factor ofwealth distribution and asset substitution. Titman and Wessels

find no significant relationship and Friend and Lang find confirmation for the expected positive

relationship. However, it remains unclear whether this result is caused by agency problems or,

for example, by decreasing bankruptcy costs. In Titman and Wessels (1988), Smith and Watts

(1992), McConnell and Servaes (1995), and Lang, Ofek, and Stulz (1996) variables are used to

approximate growth opportunities, which are hypothesized to aggravate underinvestment. The

results are mixed, which is probably caused by the difficulty to measure growth opportunities

from publicly available data. Titman and Wessels (1988) do not find the expected negative

influence of proxies for growth opportunities on leverage, whereas Smith and Watts (1992) find

the predicted effect. McConnell and Servaes (1995) and Lang, Ofek, and Stulz (1996) perform

similar tests for a subsample of high-growth finns. The former study notices a significantly

negative relationship between growth opportunities and leverage, while the latter finds no

relationship. In these studies the properties of the debt contract that are mitigating factors of the

underinvestment problem are not taken into account.

5.2.2.2 The shareóolder-management conflicts

The conflicts between shareholders and management that stem from the separation ofownership

and control are introduced by Jensen and Meckling (1976). The overinvestment problem of
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Jensen (1986) is a further elaboration of their theory.' According to the overinvestment

hypothesis, managers have incentives to cause their firm to grow beyond the optimal size and to

accept projects with a negative value to the firm. Jensen argues that overinvestment is

aggravated by more free cash flow and less growth opportunities. The overinvestment problem

can be mitigated by issuing debt and Jensen refers to this non-discretionary nature as the

disciplining role of debt. Alternative mechanisms to control overinvestment exist. First, the

managers' income can be made dependent upon the performance of the firm. This can be

accomplished by means of managerial shareholdings or option plans, or by compensation

schemes. Second, internal and external corporate control mechanisms may mitigate

overinvestment. The internal control mechanisms include monitoring by the board, large

shareholders, or banks. An example of an extemal control mechanism is the market for corporate

control, which is characterized by hostile takeovers.s

Several empirical studies examine the overinvestment problem by analyzing the

relationship between growth opportunities and free cash flow on the one hand, and leverage on

the other. Smith and Watts (1992) do not differentiate between overinvestment and

underinvestment and find the predicted negative relationship between debt and growth

opportunities. McConnell and Servaes (1995) amend the test by examining the overinvestment

hypothesis for a sample of low-growth firms, and include managerial shareholdings as a

mitigating factor. They conclude that the results confirm the overinvestment hypothesis. In the

study of Lang, Ofek, and Stulz (1996) the overinvestment hypothesis is also tested for a sample

of low-growth firms, and a proxy for the availability of free cash flow is included. In line with

the overinvestment hypothesis, a significantly negative relationship between debt and proxies

for growth opportunities is found. Mehran (1992) and Berger, Ofek, and Yermack (1997) test

the influence of governance characteristics on leverage. Both studies find that alignment of

interests, through managerial shareholdings and option plans, induces leverage. As a result of

monitoring, the presence of large shareholders is found to increase leverage. Similarly,

relationships with banks induce leverage.

' Jensen and Meckling (1976) argue that in case managers are not or only partial owners of the firm, the
costs of the consumption of perquisites are not or partially bome by the managers. Managers can reduce effort or
use company funds to their own benefits. Perquisite consumption is defined as '..utility generated by non-
pecuniary aspects ofhis entrepreneuriaf acrivities.. '(p.312). Overinvestment is a special case of this problem.

5 In our analysis, we will focus initially on the voluntarily bonding model of Jensen (1986). The
implications and results of the debt-avoidance model (for example, Zwiebel (1996)) are discussed in Section 5.5.
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5.2.2.3 Contlicts with outside stakeholders
Titman (1984) and Maksimovic and Titman (1991) study the relationship between the capital

structure choice and outside stakeholders. Titman (1984) argues that the liquidation of a firm

may impose costs on the customers and employees. As a result they demand risk premia on

products and wages. These costs are transferred to the shareholders. However, if the

shareholders would commit to liquidate only when the gains exceed all costs, including those of

customers and employees, this would increase the cost of capital. Titman shows that capital

structure can be used to control these risk premia and argues that firms with higher liquidation

costs to customers and employees will have less debt. Titman and Wessels (1988) have

investigated the relationship between uniqueness and leverage. The expected negative

relationship is found. Maksimovic and Titman (1991) argue that firms with products with low
liquidation costs to customers are also subject to a similar interaction. Firms that require a

reputation for producing high quality products are expected to have less debt.

5.2.3 Summary of the hypotheses

In Table 5.1 we summarize our discussion on different hypotheses. The table gives the
endogenous relations between leverage and agcncy constructs.
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Table 5.1: Theoretical relations

(1) Theories and determinants
Expected relationships

(2) Determinants (3J Determinants of
ofleverage aAency problems

Tax effects
~ marginal tax rate positive
~ non-debttax shields negative

Bankruptcy costs
~ collateral value of assets positive
~ business risk negative

Shareholder vs bondholder conflicts
~ direct wealth transfer problem

~ leverage positive
~ covenants negative
~ secured debt negative

~ convertible debt negative
~ short-term debt negative

~ asset substitution problem
~ leverage positive
~ covenants negative
~ secured debt negative
~ convertible debt negative
~ short-term debt negative

~ underinvestment problem
- leverage positive
~ growth opportunities positive
~ covenants negative
~ secured debt negative
~ convertible debt negative
~ short-term debt negative

Shareholder vs manager conflicts
~ overinvestment problem positive

~ free cash flow positive
. growth opportunities negative
~ managerial incentive structure negative
~ control structure negative

Managers and claimants vs other stakeholders
~ uniqueness negative
~ importance ofquality negative

In column (I) the five main groups of theories are given. Each group is divided into main components of the
model, which can be either determinants of leverage or determinants of agency problems. The column indicated by
(2) describes the hypotheses about the relationships between leverage and determinants of leverage. The column
denoted by (3) gives the hypotheses about the relationships between the agency problems and the determinants of
these problems.

In addition, it shows the exogenous determinants of leverage and of agency problems. To

facilitate the exposure, theories of similar character are in the first column combined in five

main groups, i.e. tax effects, bankruptcy costs, shareholder-bondholder conflicts, shareholder-

manager conflicts and conflicts of managers and other stakeholders. Fit7rt characteristics are also

mentioned in the first column. For example, tax effects are divided into the (forward-looking)

marginal tax rate and the non-debt tax shields. The hypothesized dírections of causality between
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leverage and other firm characteristics can be obtained from the second and third column. A

characteristic can be a determinant of leverage in a direct or in an indirect way. The latter

situation occurs when a characteristic is a detenninant of an agency problem while that agency

problem is a determinant of leverage. In the second column the hypothesized relationships

between leverage and its direct determinants are mentioned. For example, tax-related theories

hypothesize that leverage is positively affected by the marginal tax rate. Similarly, leverage is

expected to be positively influenced by the overinvestment problem.b The hypotheses

concerning the relationships between agency problems and their determinants are given in the

third column. For example, the hypotheses are that the direct wealth transfer problem is

negatively affected by covenants and secured debt. In the shareholder-bondholder conflicts

leverage is a determinant of agency problems, for example due to the overhang of debt in the

underinvestment problem. It is important to notice that the table reports the direction of causality

between leverage and the agency constructs as suggested by the initial theories. Specifically,

theory suggests that firms with a before-financing overinvestment problem will use relatively

more debt as a disciplining device. The table reports a positive influence of the overinvestment

problem on leverage. Despite this straightforward prediction of an one-way causal relation,

empirically testing is difficult because a purely before-financing overinvestment problem is

practically unmeasurable. In our empirical examination we also test for two-way relations.

5.3 The empirical model

5.3.1 Introduction

The two most distinguishing characteristics of the theoretical framework in this study are the

complex set of potential relations and the presence of unobservable characteristics. To examine

this framework empirically, we employ a model that consists of two submodels. The first

submodel is a measurement model that measures unobservable characteristics or latent variables

by combining observable data or indicators. The second submodel is a testing model that

describes the set of potential relations among the latent variables. The submodels interact and

6 As mentioned in footnote 5, this description assumes voluntarily bonding by the managers. In debt-
avoidance models (for example, Zwiebel (1996)) control and incentive mechanisms will induce debt, if debt is
necessary in order to commit to refrain from overinvestment.
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contain parameters that are unknown to the researcher. Anderson and Gerbing (1988, 1992) and

Lance, Cornwell, and Mulaik (1988) advocate to apply a two-step approach to estimate the

parameters. In the first step confirmatory factor analysis is used to measure latent variables. The

confirmatory factor analysis estimates the relationships between observable indicators and latent

variables. The approximations are based upon a weighted average of the indicators. Tests can be

carried out to examine the quality of these approximations. In the second step a testing model is

estimated to test the hypothesized relationships between the ]atent variables. As an alternative to

the two-step approach, a one-step approach can be used in which the measurement model and

the testing model are estimated simultaneously (see Bollen (1989) and Jdreskog and Sórbom

(1989, 1993)).' Compared to the two-step approach, this one-step approach has a number of

drawbacks. First, the one-step approach requires a sufficient fit of the data with respect to the

theoretical model. In case of insufficient fit, the model has to be adjusted towards the data. The

goal of the procedure is then not to test a hypothesis, but to describe the data by a model (Cliff

(1983)). Second, incorrect specifications ínfluence all estimates in the one-step approach. In the

two-step approach the measurement mode] can be evaluated before the testing model is

estimated, and this latter model can be evaluated separately (Anderson and Gerbing (1988)).

Third, simultaneous testing induces interpretational confounding, which means that a latent

variable is given different empirical meaning than would have been given by an individual

before estimating unknown variables (Anderson and Gerbing (1988)). Fornell and Yi (1992)

mention a drawback of the two-step approach, which is that the two steps are not independent.
Modifications in the first step affect the second step. In a reply, Anderson and Gerbing (1992)

convincingly argue that the specifications in both steps are not arbitrary if they are driven by
theory.

An investigation of Table 5.1 leads to two additional requirements of an appropriate

elaboration of the two-step approach. First, the presence of several dependent variables requires

a structural equations model. Second, the source of the data has to be selected appropriately. The

measurement model includes divergent firm characteristics. The data for most characteristics

cannot be obtained from the firms' annual repor[s or from stock market data. If not impossible, it

is very difficult to measure, for example, agency problems or intemal control mechanisms from

these sources. We use questionnaire data to provide indicators to measure latent variables. For

each latent variable in our model we ask CFOs one, two, or three questions. The answers to

' This approach is often referred to as LisRe~, a software package including confirmatory factor analysis
and structural equations modeling. However, LisrtE~ can be applied for both the one-step and the two-step
approach. See ]áreskog and SSrbom (1989, 1993).
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these questions jointly measure a characteristic. The advantage ofquestionnaire data is that they

are designed to approximately describe each characteristic. Drawbacks of questionnaire data are

that different interpretation of the questions among respondents may occur, that concepts may

not be fully and equally understood, and that managers give social desirable answers. In order to

mitigate these drawbacks, we make use of simple and homogeneousa questions. Moreover, the

questionnaire is anonymous.

5.3.2 The measurement model

In the measurement model the questionnaire data provide the indicators that are used to measure

the latent variables. Confirmatory factor analysis is used to measure the relation between the

indicators and the latent variable (see Bollen (1989) and J~reskog and Sórbom (1989, 1993)).

The confirmatory factor analysis model is

x -Aj~ tS, (5.1)

where x is a vector of q indicators, ~ is a vec[or of s latent variables, Ar is a matrix of factor

loadings that relate the latent variables to the indicators, and S is a column vector of

measurement errors. The correlation matrix E for the indicators is

E-nF~njtoa, (s.2)
in which ~ and Oa are the covariance matrices of ~ and S, respectively. The confirmatory factor

analysis estimates E, such that the fit between the sample correlation matrix S and E is

maximized according to a distance function which, in general, can be interpreted as a maximum

likelihood criterion.9

We apply confirmatory factor analysis on separate submodels, each consisting of a set of

indicators measuring one or more variables. The choice of variables included in each model is

based upon two considerations. First, according to the `two-indicator rule', for a submodel to be

identified, it is necessary to include two or more latent variables in case not more than two

indicators are related to a latent variable (see Bollen (1989, p.244)). Second, latent variables

have to be correlated, such that indicators ofvariables may attribute to the measurement ofother

e Homogeneous questions ask the respondent about a single characteristic. Heterogeneous questions
incorporate multiple characteristics and therefore scores cannot be attributed to single characteristics. Within a
measurement model single characteristics are the indicators for a latent variable that can be heterogeneous or
homogeneous.

' In this paper we use an estimate of the correlation matrix for S as suggested by Jóreskog and Sárbom
(1993, p.7). Consequently, the correlations are polychoric (two ordinal variables), polyserial (one ordinal and
one continuous variable), or Pearson product moment correlations (two continuous variables).
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latent variables. As an approximation of the unobservable characteristics, we estimate the factor

scores between the indicators and latent variables. These factor scores for each of the indicators
are multiplied by the scores of the respondents on the indicators, to obtain the values for [he

latent variables.~o Missing values in the indicators are replaced by the average of the scores of

other respondents on the indicator."

In order to evaluate the measurement models, we calculate the fit of each of the models
and measures for the validity and reliability of the latent variables (see Bollen (1989)). The

model fit is assessed by the adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI) and the root mean squared

residual (RMSR). The AGFI is an indication of the covariance in the data that is explained by

the estimated model, with the degrees of freedom taken into account. The maximum value is one

and the minimum is zero. The RMSR is a measure of the average variance of the residuals. The

value is between zero and one, with a better fit for values closer to zero. While AGFI and RMSR

measure the fit of a model, the validity and reliability of indicators and latent variables can also

be investigated. A validity statistic indicates whether the indicator or latent variable measures

what it is expected to measure. The validity of indicator i for latent variable j is measured by the
t-value of the estimate for ~.,~, which is the i,jth element in A~. The validity of a latent variable j

is based on the total variance extracted, and can be calculated as (E~.;~)Z~((E~.,~)ztES;~), where i
runs over all indicators of the latent variable j. The reliability tests show whether the results can

be duplicated with similar data and procedures. The reliability of an indicator is the R`, i.e. the

variance in the indicator that is accounted for by the latent variable. R' is the squared correlation

coefficient of a regression with the indicator as a dependent variable and the construct as

independent variable. To measure the reliability of a latent variable j from the factor loadings,

we calculate (E,l;~z)~((E~,;~Z)fES,~), where i runs over all indicators of the latent variable j.

5.3.3 The testing model

In this subsection we describe how we estimate the relations among leverage, the agency

problems and their respective determinants. From the hypotheses in Table 5.1 we derive a

system of equations that describes the expected relationships. We have five equations, which are

shown Table 5.2.

'o Following IÓreskog and Stirbom (1989, p.131) we calculate the matrix A that contains the factor scores as
A-~A'E'.

This method is referred to as mean imputation, see Little and Rubin (1987).
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Table 5.2: Structural model
Explained variable ~- Explanatory variables
Levernge ~- marginal tax rate, non-debt tax shields, collateral value of assets, business risk,

overinvestment, uniqueness, and importance of quality
Wealth transfer ~- leverage, covenants, secured debt, convertible debt, and short-term debt
Asset substitution ~- leveroge, covenants, secured debt, convertible debt, and short-term debt
Underinvestment ~- leverage, growth opportunities, covenants, secured debt, convertible debt, and

short-term debt
Overinvestment ~- free cash flow, growth opportunities, managerial shareholdings (managerial

incentive structure), performance-based income (managerial incentive
structure), managerial option plans (managerial incentive structure), market for
corporate control (control structure), bank monitoring (control structure),
asymmetric infotmation (control structure), and block holdings (control
structure)

Endogenous variables are in italícs and exogenous variables are in regular font style. The variables represent the
detetminants mentioned in Table 5.1. In parentheses we give descriptions of determinants from which those
variables have been derived.

In the first column the explained variables ofeach of the five equations are given. In the second

column the explanatory variables are mentioned. The endogenous variables are in italics. The

system of equations is obtained by interpreting economic theory. Note that in this system the

number of parameters is relatively large. Theory provides potential determinants, however, the

model is likely to be too general. In order to obtain a more parsimonious model that fits the data,

we use a single-equation method. Such a method is used to estimate a system of equations by

estimating each equation separately. In small samples it is a useful altemative to a full-

information method, because the method is less sensitive to the presence of estimation problems

such as multicollinearity, errors in variables, and misspecification. For this purpose, we can use

the Ordinary Least Squares estimator since the model is a recursive system, which is one in

which there is a unidirectional dependency among the endogenous variables. The equations can

be ordered such that the first endogenous variable is determined only by one other endogenous

variable and exogenous variables, the second determined only by the first two endogenous

variables and exogenous variables, and so forth. Because there are no lagged endogenous

variables in the system, the Ordinary Least Squares estimator is not only consistent, but also

unbiased.

In the single-equation context we simplify each equation until all parameter estimates have

absolute t-values that exceed a particular constant. Following suggestions in Haitovsky (1969),

this is done by a series of estimations and t-tests, which we call the specification process. The

first estimation model includes al] variables. After the first estimation round the variable that has

the lowest absolute t-value for its parameter estimate, is eliminated from the model. The

resulting smaller model is re-estimated and a similar elimination procedure follows. The
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estimations and eliminations are stopped as soon as all t-values are larger in magnitude than the

specified value. The constant in the model is, of course, never eliminated in this process. The

single-equation method and the subsequent specification process lead to a relatively small

system of equations that can be estimated by a full-information method. This estimation

approach will lead to more efficient parameter estimates than those obtained in the single-

equation context. The system includes among the explanatory variables the endogenous

variables that are also present in the most general model and the exogenous variables that were

not eliminated in the specification process.

5.4 Data set

The firms in our data set are Dutch, non-financial firms that were listed on the Amsterdam Stock

Exchange in April 1997. In order to describe the Dutch institutional setting we provide data on

the firms in our data set from altemative sources. We use a data set of the Statistics Netherlands

(1997) that includes annual report data over 1996. We use an annual overview of blockholdings

per April 30th, 1996, from Het Financieele Dagblad (the Dutch financial daily). By Dutch

company law blockholdings have to be announced if they exceed the So~o level. From Jaarboek

Nederlandse Ondernemingen 1995~1996 we obtained the names of the firm's officers as of July

1996. Also the officers of Dutch banks are included in this book, which allows us to find board

members of banks that are also board members of other firms. From the Gids bij de Prijscourant

van de Amsterdamse Effectenbeurs 1996, which is issued by the Amsterdam Stock Exchange,

we collected data on the legal structure of the shares. In Table 5.3 we provide summary statistics

of the firms over 1996.
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Table 5.3: Public data for Dutch listed firms
Standard

Variable Avera~e deviation
Capitalstructure

long-term debt ~ total assets 0.128 (0.110)
long-term debt I firm value 0.095 (0.095)
short-term debt I total debt 0.776 (0.179)
convertible debt (o~o of firms) 7.Oo~o

Balance sheet and stock market data
sales (NLG 1,000,000) 4381 (14573)
totalassets(NLG 1,000,000) 3533 (13281)
firm value (NLG I,000,000) 5903 (22422)
taxes I eamings before taxes 0.219 (0.390)
non-debt tax shields ~ total assets 0.050 (0.066)
depreciation I total assets 0.054 (0.030)
Tobin's Q 1.644 (0.945)
market-to-book ratio 1.71 1 (0.956)
three-year growth in sales 0.106 (0.124)
tangible assets I total assets 0.343 (0.188)
operating income ~ total assets 0.097 (0.069)

Ownership structure (o~o of shares)
largest blockholdings 27.30~0 (21.7)
two largest blockholdings 36.70~0 (26.2)
threelargestblockholdings 41.10~0 (26.9)
all blockholdings 48.40~0 (28.7)
managerial blockholdings 6.130~0 (16.5)
institutional blockholdings 10.90~0 (12.1)

Bank relationships (o~o of firms)
interlocking directorates 24.Oo~o
id, with bank ownership 11.60~0

Takeover defenses (o~o of firms)
priority shares 37.9oIo
preferred shares 60.40~0
depository receipts 37.20~0
limited voting power 7.Oo~o

Annual report data are from an electronic data set of the Statistics Nethedands (see also Statistics Netherlands
(1997)). Total assets is the book value of total assets. Firm value is the book value of total assets minus the book
value of common equity plus the market value of common equity. Non-debt tax shields are defined as in Titman
and Wessels (1988, p.4). Tobin's Q is simulated in accordance with the second technique in Perfect and Wiles
(1994, p.329). We use an annual overview ofblockholdings per April 30th, 1996, from Het Financieele Dagblad,
the Dutch financial daily. Blockholdings are cashflow rights, with a minimum of So~o. Managerial shareholdings
include shares possessed by the board of directors and the supervisory board. From Jaarboek Nederlandse
Ondernemingen I995~1996 we obtained the names of board members of the firms and Dutch bank as of July 1996.
The variable for interlocking directorates represents the percentage of firms with at least one board member who is
also a board member of a bank. The Gids bij de Prijscourant van de Amsterdamse Effectenbeurs 1996 provides
data on priority shares, preferred shares (less than 250~0 of the nominal value placed), depository receipts, and
limited voting power rules. The number of observations is 129. On December 31 st 1996 NLG I equals about USD
0.575.

In Table 5.3 we find that, measured in book values, the average long-term debt ratio in 1996 is

12.8o~o.'Z Using market values it is 9.So~o. In the Netherlands firms have relatively concentrated

12 As the debt ratio in the questionnaire is measured in 20 intervals, the debt ratios are not fully comparable.
However, using the median of the interval, the average debt ratio is 15.30~0.
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ownership, as on average 41.10~o is owned by the three largest shareholders. Firm-bank

relationships are emphasized by the finding that 240~0 of the firms have a board member, who is

also a board member of a bank. Almost half of these fitms also have an accompanying equity

stake owned by the bank. Takeover defenses are broadly used by Dutch firms. In general,

priority shares, which 37.90~0 of the firms have, are a small number of shares that carry superior

voting rights, e.g. with regard to takeover attempts. The 60.40~0 of the firms that have preferred

shares, have an arrangement which allows an issue of preferred shares without further approval

of shareholders and for which only 250~0 of the nominal value has to be paid up. In case of a

takeover attempt, the firm can place these shares with a befriended party and have the shares

paid with a loan. The dilution creates an effective takeover defense. Depository receipts are used

by 37.20~0 of the firms. For these firms, shareholders own receipts which only carry the cashflow

rights. The voting rights remain with a trust that owns the shares and issued the receipts. Finally,

70~0 of the fitms have limited voting power, which is normally 10~0. This implies that

shareholders can have a maximum of lo~o of all votes, irrespective of the number of shares they

possess.

Our initial sample consists of 168 firms. We aimed to have the questionnaire filled in by

the firm's CFO. We started by contacting each firm by telephone to obtain the correct address

and the name of the CFO. If the name of the CFO could not be found, the questionnaire was sent

to the CEO. The questionnaire was completed anonymously. We ensured anonymity by using

separate return envelopes for the questionnaire and the form for the respondents name, position,

and address to obtain the results of the research." In order to maximize the response a cover

letter informed the recipients about the research project, that responses would kept anonymously

and that the completed questionnaire would be kept in total confidence. Moreover, a research

report was promised to those who filled in the separate form containing information on the

respondent. The questions deal with firm characteristics of which we expect the respondent to

have sufficient knowledge about. We use words which are understood and used by the

respondents. We avoid indistinct concepts and provide definitions if necessary. In April 1997 we

sent the questionnaires to the firms on the mailing list.'~ In May we sent follow-up

" The positions mentioned on these forms generally indicate that the respondent is the person who is
responsible for the firm's financial management. The positions most frequently mentioned are CFO ( in Dutch:
`financieel directeur', 430~0 of the positions mentioned), CEO (in Dutch: ` algemeen directeur', 200~0), and
controller (17oIo).

" The original yuestionnaire (in Dutch) is available upon request from the authors. In the appendix a
translation is included.
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questionnaires excluding the firms from the mailing list that had requested to be informed about

the results. In total, 102 questionnaires were returned.~s This is a response rate of 610~0. This rate

compares favorably with response rates on other surveys. Scott and Johnson ( 1982) and Pinegar

and Wilbricht (1989) have response rates of 210~o and 350~0, respectively. For the 102

questionnaires and the 37 questions we have used, the percentage of missing values is 1.070~0.

The surveys were sent back within three months from the first mailing. Thus, the surveys were

completed in the same time frame and the answers are not biased by differences in the economic

environrnent.

5.5 Results

5.5.1 Results of the measurement models

In the first step of our analysis we measure the latent variables from the questionnaire data. The

results are presented in Table 5.4. In the first column the eight measurement models that we

have estimated are mentioned. They are indicated by the symbols A through H. In the second

column the latent variables in each model are mentioned. The third column gives the indicators,

i.e. brief descriptions of the questions in the questionnaire. The fourth column provides the

average and standard deviations of the scores on the individual questions. The first three

columns show that two latent variables are measured by three indicators (free cash flow and

covenants), that five latent variables are measured by two indicators (non-debt tax shields, firm-

specific risk, growth opportunities, asset substitution, and underinvestment), and the remainder

of the latent variables detennines one indicator.~b No indicator is related to multiple latent

variables.

In the first round 81 questionnaires were returned and in the follow-up 21 questionnaires were retumed.

16 The questionnaire includes 43 questions. One question is excluded because the variance is zero. Five
other questions are excluded, because the questions are redundant or because, based upon examination of the
results, we suspect these questions to be incorrect.
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Table 5.4: Results of coofirmatory factor analysis
(1) Model (2) Latent variable (3) Indicator
(A) (1) leverage leverage (long term debt over total assets)

(17) convertible debt convertible debt (and warrant bond loans)
........ ....... .....(18)...., short-term debt. .. . , short-temi debt (short term debt over total debt) ... ... ............. . . .........................................................

(B) (7) marginal tax rate marginal tax rate
(8) non-debt tax shields non-debt tax shields from carry forwards

................................................................................................................non-deb[ tax shields from depreciation........................
(C) (9) firm-specific risk volatility profits

volatility sales
(10) industry-specific risk industry risk
(12) uniqueness (customers) uniqueness towards customers
(13) uniqueness (employees) uniqueness towards employees
(14) importance of quali?T.....................................importance of quali.tY..................................................................................... ....... .

(D) (19) growth opportunities growth opportunities from RBrD
growth opportunities from marketing

........................ (1.1.). ...collateral value. .. ........... ,., .. . collateral value. . . . . . . . . .................................................................
(E) (20) free cash flow free cash tlow (projects)

free cash flow (liquid assets)

................................................................................................................free cash flow (intemal funds~.. ........... ........................ ......................................
(F) (21) managerial shareholdings managerial shareholdings

(22) perfotmance-based income impact of performance on managerial income
(23) managerial option plans managerial option plans
(24) asymmetric information asymmetric information
(25) block holdings block holdings
(26) bank monitoring relationships with house banks
(27) market cotporate control (threat) market corporate control (threat)
(281 market corporate control (barriers) market corporate control (barriers).......... .. . .

(G) (15) covenants covenants on dividends
covenants on contracts
covenants on investments

.........................~16~.....secured debt....................................................secured debt. . . . . . .. . . . . . .....................................................................
(H) (2) wealth transfers (dividends) direct wealth transfer with dividends

(3)
(4)

(5)

~

wealth transfers (senioriry)
asset substitution

underinvestment

overinvestment

direct wealth transfer with seniority
asset substitution (problem)
asset substitution (distress)
underinvestment (problem)
underinvestment (distress)
overinvestment
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Table 5.4: Results of confirmator~' factor anal~'sis (continued)
(3) Indicator (4) Average (5) 1~ (t-value) (6) ó (t-value) (7) R'

score (st.dev.)
leverage ( long term debt over total assets) 3.66 (2.64) - - -
convertible debt (and warrant bond loans) 0.16 (0.37) - - -
short-term debt short term debt over total debt ] 0.38 5.61) . ...: .. ... ... . . . . - . .. ... . . .... ...........:............................................~.....................................................)..............~........
marginal tax rate 4.01 (1.85) - - -
non-debt tax shields from carry forwards 3.28 (1.97) 0.38 (2.75) 0.86 (6.06) 0.14
non-debt tax shields from depreciation 4:58 (1: 43) ,.0 61 (3.35) 0:63 (295) 0.37................................ . .
volatility profits 3.45 (1.52) 0.83 (5.86) 0.32 ( 1.63) 0.68
volatility sales 3.26 (1.15) 0.69 (5.32) 0.52 (3.43) 0.69
industry risk 4.28 (1.69) - - -
uniqueness towards customers 3.97 (1.79) - - -
uniqueness towards employees 3.38 (1.43) - - -
im ortance of uali 3.92 1.55 - - -.....P....... ... ....9.......?Y........................................................... ....... ).................................................................................................
growth opportunities from RBzD 4.19 (1.79) 0.33 (2.27) 0.89 (6.10) 0.11
growth opportunities from marketing 4.71 (1.40) 0.54 (2.67) 0.71 (3.26) 0.29
collateral value ............................................................5:04 (1:62).........-................................- -......................... . .....................................................
free cash flow (projects) 5.56 (1.28) 0.49 (4.22) 0.76 (6.08) 0.24
free cash flow (liquid assets) 3.15 (1.85) 0.78 (5.75) 0.39 (2.18) 0.61
free cash flow internal funds 4.21 1.70 0.64 5.1 I 0.59 4.23 0.41.........................~........................)...........................................(.......).................(.......)........................~.......)...................................
managerialshareholdings 2.51 (1.81) - - -
impact of performance on managerial income 2.99 ( 1.69) - - -
managerial option plans 2.80 (1.82) - - -
asymmetric information 5.04 (1.24) - - -
block holdings 4.55 (1.98) - - -
relationships with house banks 5.94 (1.26) - - -
market corporate control (threat) 3.26 ( L66) - - -
market co orate control bamers 3.26 2.03 - „-„ ,,. .,.... . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .!P.. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .~. . . . .. . . . . .. . .1. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . ) . .. . . . . . .:. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .
covenants on dividends 2.20 (1.49) 0.73 (7.35) 0.47 (4.83) 0.53
covenants on contracts 3.43 (1.92) 0.76 (7.68) 0.43 (4.38) 0.57
covenants on investments 2.61 (1.56) 0.71 (7.20) 0.49 (5.00) 0.51
secured debt 3.20 (1.92) - - -......................................................................................................... ..................................................................................................
direct wealth transfer with dividends 2.35 (1.56) - - -
direct wealth transfer with seniority 3.68 (1.48) - - -
asset substitution ( problem) 3.19 (1.39) 0.71 (2.81) 0.49 (1.43) 0.51
asset substitution (distress) 2.20 (1.37) 0.25 (1.96) 0.94 (6.76) 0.06
underinvestment ( problem) 2.67 (1.64) 0.45 (3.55) 0.80 (5.85) 0.20
underinvestment ( distress) 3.94 (1.62) 0.73 (4.50) 0.47 (2.19) 0.53
overinvestment 4.19(1.52) - - -
In column ( 1) the eight confirmatory factor analysis models are mentioned, which are denoted by A through H. In
column ( 2) the numbers and the descriptions of the latent variables are given. In column ( 3) the questions in the
questionnaire, which are used as indicators, are summarized. In column (4) averages and standard deviations of the
raw scores are provided. Note that indicators are measure on a 1-7 scale, exceptions are leverage ( 1-20), short-term
debt (1-20), and convertible debt ( 0-1). In column ( 5) the estimates for ~. and their t-values are given. The Á.'s
represent the relationship between the indicator and the latent variables. Column ( 6) provides the error terms ó(and
their r-values) of the relationships between the indicators and the latent variables. In column (7) the R'`s are given,
which represent the parts of the variances in the indicators that are explained by the latent variables.

Laten! variables that are heterogeneous are related to two or three indicators, each measuring a

homogeneous aspect of the variable. For example, a fitm's non-debt tax shield consists of carry

forwards and depreciation. Most of the heterogeneous variables were found to determine the
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related indicators." The estimated coefficients are in the fifth column. All t-values are
significant at the So~o level and .~, in every case has the expected sign. The measurement errors
are in the sixth column. The reliability of the indicators is in the seventh column. The R''s show

that the reliability of the indicators is acceptable. The AGFI and the RMSR assess the fit of the
models, and are presented in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Statistics of confirmatory factor analysis
(t) Model ( 2) Latent variable (3) AGFI (4) R:~tSR (5) Validity ( 6) Reliability
(B) non-debt tax shields - - 0.26 0.40
(C) fitm-specific risk 0.77 0.045 0.58 0.73
(D) growth opportunities - - 0.20 0.32
(E) free cash flow - - 0.42 0.68
(G) covenants 0.89 0.12 0.54 0.78
(H) asset substitution 0.90 0.049 0.28 0.39
(H) underinvestment 0.90 0.049 0.37 0.52

In column (1) the confirmatory factor analysis model of which the latent variables are part, are mentioned. In
column (2) the names of the latent variables are given. The names of the latent variables correspond to those in
Table 5.4. In column (3) the adjusted goodness-of-fit indices (AGFI) are provided. In column (4) the root mean
squared residuals (RMSR) are given. Columns (5) and (6) provide the validity and the reliability, respectively. The
symbol `-' indicates that no degrees of freedom are left to calculate AGFI and RMSR.

The AGFI ( in column 3) shows that the fit of the models is good, as a large part of the
covariance in the data is explained by the model. The RMSR ( in column 4) is also good, because

the variance of the residuals that is not explained by the model is small. The validity and
reliability of the latent variables are presented in columns 5 and 6. It can be concluded that all
latent variables have an acceptable reliability. The validity is reasonable given the fairly small
number of indicators for the variables. As a result of the measurement model, for each firm,
estimates of the latent vatiables for each firm are obtained by multiplying the indicators with
their respective estimated scores.

" The results in Table 5.4 concem the final modeL In a previous model it was found that the latent variables
risk, uniqueness, market for corporate control, and wealth transfer each had to be separated into two latent
variables, because the hypothesís that the indicators of these latent variables measure a single construct was
rejected. As shown in Table 5.4, this results in four pairs of new variables, i.e. firm-specific and industry-
specific risk, uniqueness to customers and uniqueness to employees, corporate control threat and corporate
control barriers, and wealth transfer with dividends and wealth transfer with debt seniority.
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5.5.2 Results of the testing model

In the second step ofour analysis we measure the relationships between the latent variables.

Before we discuss the results of the regressions, we investigate the correlations between the

latent variables. The correlations are given in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Correlations between latent variables
(I). (2). (3). (4). (5). (61. (7). (8). (9). (10). (II). (121- (13). (14).

(1) leverage I.00
(2) wealth div -0.06 I .00
(3) wealth sen -0.06 -0.12 I.00
(4) asset -0.05 0.70 -0.22 I.00
(5) under 0.08 0.46 -0.11 0.50 I.00
(6) over 0.05 -0.02 -0.12 -0.01 -0.40 I.00
(7) marg tax 0.50 -0.03 -0.01 -0.03 0.16 -0.05 I.00
(8) ndts 0.39 0.05 -0.06 -0.04 0.12 -0.01 0.78 1.00
(9) risk firm 0.01 0. I 5 0.10 0.01 0.28 -0.16 0.09 0.22 I.00
(10) risk indus -0.27 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.19 0.04 -0.17 -0.05 0.08 I.00
(11) collateral 0.37 -0.02 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.3I 0.31 -0.03 -0.24 1.00
(12) uniquecust -0.05 -0.23 0.07 -0.25 -0.22 0.12 -0.09 0.00 -0.23 -0.02 0.06 1.00
(13) uniqueemp 0.15 0.09 -0.08 0.04 0.15 0.18 0.06 0.16 0.12 -0.04 0.22 0.26 I.00
(14) quality 0.02 -0.24 -0.24 -0.08 -0.16 0.23 0.01 -0.10 -0.35 0.21 0.04 0.23 0.04 I.00

(15) covenants -0.10 0.22 0.09 0.18 0. I 8 0.06 -0.09 -0.07 0.05 0.10 0.00 -0.03 0.19 -Q I 5

(16) secured -0.13 0.19 0. I 5 0.14 0.09 0.04 -0.13 -0.07 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.01 Q 12 -0.02

(17) com-ertible 0.14 -0.13 0.09 -0.09 -0.02 0.00 0.22 010 0.14 -0.13 0.08 -0.01 0.12 -0. I S

(18) short debt -0.34 0.12 0.04 0.06 -0.20 -0.07 -0.28 -0.19 -0.01 -0.09 -0.10 0.04 -0.24 -0.15

(19) gr-options -0.36 0.00 -0.04 -0.05 -0.09 OA3 -0.36 -0.29 0.05 0 47 -0.75 0 00 -0.05 0.1 1

(20) free cf -0.15 -0.02 -0.15 -0.04 -0.28 0.21 -0.31 -0.28 -0.30 -0.18 -0.18 0.08 -0.08 0.08

(21) mgt-share -0.04 0.34 0.04 0.30 0.2I -0.16 -0.06 -0.04 -0. I I 0.00 -0.10 -0.04 0.13 0.01

(22) mgt-option 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.05 0.15 -0.05 0.03 0.00 0.09 -0.05 -0.12 -0.02 0.01 0.02

(23) mgt~erf -0.05 0.08 0.02 0.04 0.18 -0.10 0.00 -0.02 0.14 -0.04 -0.10 0.02 0.09 -0.14

(24) as info 0.07 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.07 0.04 0.15 0.08 -0.08 0.04 0.08 0.24 0.03 0.05

(25) blockh -0.02 0.14 0.27 0.17 0.01 0.20 -0.04 -0.01 0.08 0.09 U.07 0.13 0.13 -0.03

(26) bank -0.05 0.06 -0.03 0.17 -0.01 -0.08 -0.03 -0.10 0.02 -0.06 0.02 -0.08 0.03 0.00

(27) mcc threat -U OS 0.04 -0.09 0.13 0.33 -022 -0.05 -0.06 Q07 0.30 -0.05 -0.01 0.01 -0.07

(281 mcc barr's -0 0(i -010 0.02 -0.14 -0.10 -0.19 -0 10 -0.07 0.04 -0.0~3 -Q03 -0.04 -0.03 -0,04
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Table 5.6: Correlations between latent variables (continued)
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fIS). (16). (17). (I8). (19). (20). (21L (22). 123). (24). (25). (2G). (27). (281
( I S) covenants I .00
(IG) secured O.S2 I.00
(17) convertible -0.15 -0.09 I.00
(18) short debt -0.08 -0.03 -0.01 I.00
(19) gr-options 0.04 0.03 -0.01 0.10 I.00
(20) free cf -O.OS -0.04 -0.14 -0.07 0.07 I .00
(21) mgt-share 0.01 -0.05 -OA2 0.01 OA8 Q I 1 I.00
(22) mgt option -0.12 -0.24 0.10 -0.03 O.OS 0.0S 0.35 I.00
(23) mgt-perf -0.04 -0.10 0.07 -0.03 0.03 -0.02 0.11 0.G7 L00
(24) as info -0.16 -OAI 0.23 -O.IG OAG 0.01 0.20 0.02 0.09 I.00
(25) blockh 0.12 0.15 -0.19 0.03 -0.09 -O.OS 0.10 -0.04 0.07 0.27 L00
(26) bank O.1S 0.09 O.OG -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 0.12 -o.OG 0.0G 0.11 -OA3 I.00
(27) mcc threat 0.04 -0.06 0.10 -0.02 0.15 -0.17 -0.01 0.02 -O.OS 0.01 -0.08 0.03 I.00
(28) mcc barr's -0.03 0. I 8 0.00 0.01 -OA I 0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.03 0.01 -0.03 -0 06 0 02 I 00

The numbers in parentheses followed by the abbreviations of the latent variables (in the upper row and the left
column) correspond with the numbers in Table 5.4. The number of observations is 102.

Particularly interesting are the correlations among the agency conflicts. A positive correlation
exists between the shareholder-bondholder conflicts. The correlation between wealth transfer
with dividends and asset substitution equals 0.70. The correlation between asset substitution and
underinvestment is 0.50 and the correlation between wealth transfer with dividends and
underinvestment is 0.46. Interesting is the negative cotrelation between underinvestment and
overinvestment (-0.40), which confirms the contrarian nature of these problems. The
correlations between wealth distribution with debt seniority and the other agency problems are
not significant at the lo~o level.18 Furthermore, the nature of growth opportunities, i.e
intangibility and uncertainty, is accentuated by the negative correlation with the collateral value
(-0.75) and the positive correlation with industry-specific risk (0.47).

In the testing model we initially estimate single-equation models. The variables in each of
the models are described in Table 5.2. We standardize each variable by dividing it by its
standard deviation. This transformation aids the interpretation of the coefficients, as all variables
are denominated at the same scale. It allows to access the relative effects on a regressand of
changing each of the variables one standard deviation. Initially, we exclude endogenous
constructs from the independent constructs. We use the results to build a structural equations
model. The Ordinary Least Squares estimation results of the single-equation models are
presented in Table 5.7.

1e For this and further conclusions about the significance of coefficients we ignore the eenerated variables
problem.
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Table 5.7: Regression results

Panel A: determinants of leverage

~a8~ (t) (z) (3)
intercept 0.192 ( 0.34) 0.226 ( 0.54) -0.293 (-0.98)
marginal tax rate 0.392 ( 2.67)"' 0.408 ( 4.65)~"' 0.423 ( 4.79)"'
non-debt tax shields 0.013 ( 0.09)
collateral value 0.188 ( 1.99)" 0.211 ( 2.36)" 0.243 ( 2.75)"'
firm-specific risk -0.025 (-0.26)
industry-specific risk -0.163 (-1.74)' -0.150 (-1.74)k
uniqueness ( customers) -0.074 (-0.79)
uniqueness (employees) 0.099 ( 1.07)
importance ofquality 0.048 ( 0.49)
R~ 0.18 0.30 0.29

Panel B: determinants of the agency problems

lYealth transfer (dividendcl ( 1) (2) (3)
intercept 0.763 ( 2.36)" 1.004 ( 4.23)'~`~` 1.004 ( 4.23)"~
covenants 0.173 ( 1.51) 0.225 ( 2.31)~" 0.225 ( 2.31)"
secured debt 0.093 ( 0.82)
convertible debt -0.098 (- 1.00)
short-term debt 0.131 ( 1.35)
R' 0.05 0. 04 0.04

Wealth tran.qf'gr ~ceniorit}r) (1) (2) (3)
intercept 2.063 ( 6.22)"'
covenants 0.043 ( 0.37)
secured debt 0.138 ( 1.18)
convertible debt 0.107 ( 1.06)
short-term debt 0.053 ( 0.53)
R' D.00

A.c.ce[ .cub.ctin!tion (1)
intercept 0.763 ( 2.36)"
covenants 0.149 ( 1.28)
secured debt 0.062 ( 0.53)
convertible debt -0.063 (- 0.63)
short-term debt 0.074 ( 0.75)
R' O.OI

(Z)
2.110 (8.82)'~"
0.185 (1.88)~

(3)

0.02
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Table 5.7: Regression results (continued)
Underinvestment (1) (2) (3)
intercept 2.015 ( 6.13)'~" 1.985 ( 6.45)"' 2377 (11.52)~"
growth opportunities -0.077 (-0.78)
covenants 0.171 ( 1.48) 0.166 ( 1.71)`
secured debt - 0.003 (-0.03)
convertible debt -0.001 (-0.01)
short-term debt -0.183 (-1.85)' -0.191 ( -1.96)` -0.203 (-2.08)"
R' 0. 03 0.05 0. 03

Overin vestmen t (1) (2) (3)
intercept 2.731 ( 3.78)"~` 2.599 ( 5.64)'~" 2.174 ( 5.51)"'
free cash flow 0.199 ( 2.08)'~ 0.217 ( 2.31)'" 0.246 ( 2.62)"'
growth opportunities 0.080 ( 0.84)
managerial shareholdings -0.246 ( -2.31)~" -0.201 (- 2.15)~`~` -0.203 ( -2.16)~'
performance-based income -0.202 (-1.52)
managerial option plans 0.161 ( 1.14)
market c. connol threat -0.190 (-1.97)'~` -0.163 (-1.74)~`
market c. control barriers -0.170 (-1.82)' -O.179 (-1.94)' -0.182 (-1.96)"
bank monitoring -0.021 (-0.22)
asymmetric information 0.032 ( 0.32)
block holdings 0.232 ( 2.33)~`~` 0.211 ( 2.27)" 0.225 (2.40)"'
R' 0.22 0.l9 O.16
The regressions in column ( 1) include all explained variables ( underlined) and explanatory variables. The
endogenous variables are in italics and the exogenous variables are in normal characters. The coefficients and the r-
values ( in parentheses) are reported. Stepwise deletion of the variables with the lowest absolute t-value was used.
As a result, the regressions in column (2) and ( 3) only include exogenous variables the are significantly related at
l0o~o and So~o level respectively. The symbol ""' denotes that the estimate is significant at the lo~o level (t~2.57).
The symbol "'' denotes So~o significance level (t~1.96) and ' ~" denotes l00~o significance level (r~1.65). The
number of observations is 102.

In Panel A determinants of leverage are uncovered. Leverage is defined as the ratio of the book

value of long-term debt and the book value of the firm's total assets. In the left column the

variables are given. In column (1) the results of a regression with all variables is shown.

Between parentheses are the t-values. Columns (2) and (3) show the results of the regression

models are given that include only variables with parameter estimates that are significant at the

l00~o and So~o level, respectively. The more parsimonious models are obtained after applying a

stepwise elimination procedure. The last row of Panel A contains the adjusted coefficients of

determination, RZ.

The results for the determinants of leverage show strong confirmation of the

tax~bankruptcy tradeoff model. First, the results suggest that the marginal tax rate has a positive

impact on leverage. Moreover, the hypothesis that collateral value is positively related to debt, is

confirmed by the data. This suggests an inverse relationship between bankruptcy costs and

leverage. Also, the coefficient for industry-specific risk is significant at the IOo~o level, which

suggests that an increasing bankruptcy probability affects leverage negatively. Our results are

similar to the results of Rajan and Zingales (1995) for the G7-countries. They use proxies for
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collateral value and size, which are found to be positively related to leverage. Although Titman

and Wessels (1988) do not find significant results for the relationship between leverage and

tangibility or volatility, the signs of the estimates generally confirm the tradeoff. In our model,

no confirmation is found for the hypotheses conceming non-debt tax shields, uniqueness, and

importance of quality. In contrast with our findings, Titman and Wessels (1988) find a

significantly negative relationship between uniqueness and leverage.'`' The importance of quality

does not seem to matter. We are not aware of other empirical studies in which the relationship

between importance of quality and leverage is tested. Investigating the RZ shows that the

explanatory power of the models is relatively high, with RZ's ranging between 0.28 and 0.30.

In Panel B the results for the determinants of the agency problems are described. The

regressions in which the shareholder-bondholder agency problems are the dependent variables

lead to the conclusion that in our sample the determinants hardly have any explanatory power.

The wealth transfer problem of paying excess dividends is positively related to covenants at the

So~a level. This result contrasts with the hypothesis. For the wealth transfer problem conceming

the seniority of debt no significant coefficients are found. The asset substitution problem has a

significantly positive relationship with covenants at the So~o level. Similar to the wealth

distribution problem with dividends, this finding contrasts with the hypothesis. If we consider

the expected sign of the estimated parameters of these three models, the hypothesis is that they

are all negative (except the intercept). Although insignificant, the hypothesis is confirmed only

in two cases, both regarding convertible debt. In line with these findings, the Rz's show that the

explanatory power for these detetminants is very low. We conjecture that the strong position of

banks, the high level of entrenchment of the management, and the relatively low managerial

shareholdings cause the absence of agency conflicts between shareholders and bondholders.

Shareholders need to persuade the management to expropriate wealth from bondholders, but the

management has neither the incentives nor feels the pressure to do so.

In the empirical literature much attention is paid to the underinvestment problem, and the

emphasis is on the role of growth opportunities. Growth opportunities are hypothesized to

aggravate underinvestment. On the other hand, several properties of the debt contract may

mitigate underinvestment. In our results, only the hypothesis that increasing short-term debt

mitigates underinvestment is confirmed at the So~o level. In contrast with our expectations,

19 In Titman and Wessels ( 1988) uniqueness is measured as a weighted average of relative RBcD
expenditures, relative selling expenses, and the voluntary workers' quit rate in the firm's industry. Theír factor
analysis shows that the latter indicator receives the lowest weight. Hence, the construct of uniqueness shows a
large resemblance with growth opportunities or intangible assets, and can therefore also be considered as
bankruptcy costs.
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covenants are found to be positively related to the underinvestment problem. A remarkable

result in our analysis is that the parameter estimate of growth opportunities is insignificant and

negative. These findings contrast with Smith and Watts (1992) and McConnell and Servaes

(1995 ).

The final regressions in Panel B deal with the overinvestment problem. This agency

problem between managers and shareholders is expected to be aggravated by free cash flow. The

results confirm Jensen's (1986) ideas that overinvestment is positively affected by free cash

flow. A similar result is obtained by Lang, Ofek, and Stulz (1996). Our analysis provides

interesting information about the mitiga[ing factors. First, no confirmation of the mitigating role

of growth opportunities is found. Our results contrast with Smith and Watts (1992), McConnell

and Servaes (1995), and Lang, Ofek, and Stulz (1996), who confirm the mitigating role of

growth opportunities. Second, the results show a strong confirmation of the expected negative

impact of managerial shareholdings. For performance-based income the result is again negative,

but insignificant. It is remarkable that the coefficient for option plans is positive and relatively

large in magnitude. This indicates that options do not align the interests of managers and

shareholders, as they may aggravate overinvestment. Further investigation about the nature of

the option plans learns that often options are exercised within three years and that the structure is

fiscally driven.~o Mehran (1992) and Berger, Ofek, and Yermack (1997) find that both

managerial shareholdings and option plans increase leverage. The latter finding may be due to a

tendency of managers with options to increase risk by leveraging. Third, the less the firm is

exposed to the market for corporate control, the larger the overinvestment problem. This result

was expected and is due to the effectiveness of the technical takeover defenses that characterize

the Dutch institutional setting. Finally, the role of banks shows to be insignificant and a positive

relationship between block holdings and overinvestment is found. This result indicates that arm-

length and internal monitoring do not reduce or even induce overinvestment. The finding that

blockholdings induce overinvestment has three potential reasons. First, blockholders that were

expected to monitor the management are passive monitors and a threat to sell the shares may be

implausible due to liquidity costs. Second, blockholders actively force the management to

engage in projects with negative value to all shareholders, but with a positive value to

blockholders. As Becht (1997) argues, strong blockholders may squeeze weak minority

shareholders. Third, blockhoidings serve as takeover barrier, because blockholders may have

strategic interests and do not allow rival firms to take over the firm. This argument is supported

Zo See Van Melle (1997).
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by Kabir, Cantrijn, and Jeunink (1997), in which a negative relation between technical takeover
barriers and blockholdings is reported for the Netherlands. In contrast with our findings, Mehran
(1992) and Berger, Ofek, and Yermack (1997) find evidence on effective monitoring by large
shareholders in the US. The relevance of the model is reflected by R2's that range from 0.16 to
0.22.

The results that have been discussed so far present strong confirmation for the
taxeslbankruptcy tradeoff model to determine leverage. Although we have analyzed the structure
of the agency problems that are related to debt, we have not yet tested the impact of these
problems on leverage. In order to do this, we define a structural equations model. Hence, this
model includes two types of latent variables that are related to leverage, i.e. agency problems
and the constructs from the taxeslbankruptcy tradeoff model that have significant parameter
estimates. The requirement for an agency problem to be included in the structural equations
model is to have acceptable explanatory power from the exogenous variables. In our model we
include underinvestment and overinvestment, and the exogenous variables of these investment
problems that have significant parameter estimates.21 An exception is the inclusion of growth
opportunities. To enable a comparison of our model with existing empirical studies this variable
is included. The results of the structural equations model are presented in Table 5.8.

Z' Wealth transfer with dividends or seniority and asset substitution are excluded from the structural
equations model. The correlations of these latent variables with leverage are very low (see Table 5.6). Hence, it
is unlikely that excluding these variables induces erroneous interpretations.
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Table 5.8: Results of the structural equations model
l v rae

intercept 0.05 ( O.IO)
marginal tax rate 0.41 ( 4.41)"'
collateral value 0.21 ( 2.19)"
industry-specific risk -0.15 (-1.68)'
overinvestment 0.7] ( 0.81)
R' 0.32

(lnderinvestment
intercept 2.05 ( 5.21)"'
leverage 0.01 ( 0.10)
growth opportunities -0.08 (-0.69)
covenants 0.15 ( 1.48)
short-term debt -0.20 (-1.88)'
R' 0.08

Overinvestment
intercept 2.72 ( 5.44)"`
growth opportunities 0.08 ( 0.87)
free cash flow 0.20 ( 2.05)"
managerial shareholdings -0.24 (-2.31)"
market c. control threat -0.19 (-1.93)'
market c. control barriers -0.17 (-1.77)~`
block holdings 0.24 ( 2.44)"
R' 0.19
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In the structural equations model explained variables are underlined and the explanatory variables are not. The
endogenous variables are in italics and the exogenous variables are in regu(ar font style. The coefficients and the t-
values (in parentheses) are reported. The symbol ""' denotes that the estimate is significant at the lo~o level
(t~2.57). The symbol "'' denotes So~o significance level (t~1.96) and "' denotes l00~o significance level (t~1.65).
The number of observations is 102.

The structural model shows that the conclusions related to the taxeslbankruptcy tradeoff model

do not change if the underinvestment and overinvestment problems are allowed to affect

leverage. The parameter estimates for the marginal tax rate and collateral are similar to the

estimates in the single-equation context. Also the determinants of the agency problems remain

unchanged if the l00~o significance level is applied. An interesting result in Table 5.8 is the

measurement of the overhang of debt in the underinvestment problem. Myers' (1977) hypothesis

predicts a positive sign, but the parameter estimate for leverage is insignificant at all

conventional significance levels. Another interesting finding is the estimate for the disciplining

role ofdebt. Jensen (1986) predicts a positive relationship between overinvestment and leverage.

Our results also suggest that the relationship with growth opportunities is insignificant for both

agency problems. This result is interesting, because in existing empirical studies these agency

problems are often found to be present. Examples are Smith and Watts (1992), McConnell and

Servaes (1995), and Lang, Ofek, and Stulz (1996). It seems puzzling that in these studies the

underinvestment and overinvestment are found to be relevant in explaining the firm's debt
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ratios. A potential explanation is that they employ a reduced-form analysis in which the

relationship between leverage and growth opportunities is estimated without modeling agency

problems and bankruptcy costs explicitly. Note that the costs are increased by growth

opportunities, which are in general noncollaterizable and risky assets. In our framework we are

able to disentangle the effects that growth opportunities have on underinvestment,

overinvestment and bankruptcy costs.

An altemative explanation for the absence of a disciplining role of debt is that our

specification of the agency problem is inappropriate. We assumed, in line with Jensen (1986),

that managers voluntarily choose to commit to refrain from overinvestment, by engaging in

debt. However, as is argued by Zwiebel (1996), managers may seek to avoid debt and will only

engage in debt, if they are motivated through corporate govemance devices.ZZ This point of view

implies that the governance characteristics, and growth opportuníties and free cash flow are

determinants of leverage. Leverage determines the overinvestment problem, next to the current

determinants. In Table 5.9 we provide the results of this model, in which we omitted the

equation for the underinvestment problem.

Z' Novaes and Zingales (1995) and Garvey and Hanka (1996) discuss similar arguments.
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Table 5.9: Results of alternative specification of the structural equations model
Leve ~raee

intercept 0.45 ( 0.47)
marginal tax rate 0.40 ( 3.87)"'
collateral value 0.26 ( 1.81)'
industry-specífic risk -0.17 (-1.57)
growth opportunities 0.07 ( 0.42)
free cash flow -0.02 ( 0.15)
managerialshareholdings -0.02 (-0.17)
performance-based income -0.14 (-1.15)
managerial option plans 0.16 ( 1.19)
bank monitoring -0.04 (-0.41)
asymmetric information -0.01 (-0.13)
market c. control threat -0.02 (-0.21)
market c. control barriers -0.02 (-0.17)
block holdings 0.01 ( 0.13)
R' 0. 34

Overinveshnent
intercept 2.72 ( 5.44)"'
leverage 0.09 ( 0.89)
growth opportunities 0.11 ( 1.04)
free cash flow 0.22 ( 2.22)'~`
managerial shareholdings -0.21 (-2.14)"
market c. control threat - 0.17 (-1.78)'
market c. control barriers -0.17 (-1.73)'
block holdings 0.22 ( 2.29)t'
R' 0.20
In the structural equations model explained variables are underlined and the explanatory variables are not. The
endogenous variables are in italics and the exogenous variables are in regular font style. The coefficients and the t-
values (in parentheses) are reported. The symbol ""'' denotes that the estimate is significant at the lo~o level
(t~2.57). The symbol "`' denotes So~o significance level (r~1.96) and `'' denotes l00~o significance level (t~1.65).
The number of observations is 102.

The results of Table 5.9 indicate that leverage is not induced by the causes of overinvestment,

i.e. less growth opportunities or more free cash flow does not lead to more leverage. Besides,

governance characterisitics do not influence leverage. Finally, in the equation for

overinvestment, the coefficient for leverage is positive and insignificant. This is in contrast with

the expected negative influence, i.e. a disciplining role of leverage. These findings show that
managers do not issue debt in order to reduce overinvestment. However, leverage is not found to

reduce overinvestment. The alternative specification, in which debt-avoidance replaces
voluntarily disciplining, does not alter our results.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we use questionnaire data and confirmatory factor analysis with structural
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equation modeling to investigate the relevance of agency theories. We measure the relationships

between leverage and agency problems and the determinants of leverage and agency problems,

for a data set of Dutch listed firms. The use of questionnaire data allows us to include variables

that are only available from internal sources. We are able to construct good approximations of

theoretical determinants, which allows a powerful and unique examination of determinants of

leverage and agency problems. We can explicitly include agency problems in the empirical

specification of the model.

The institutional setting in the Netherlands is interesting, because firms can protect

themselves with technical takeover defenses from the disciplinary forces of the threat of hostile

takeovers as an extemal control mechanism. Therefore, overinvestment is potentially relevant

and the Dutch setting offers a unique case to test the influence of this agency problem. It is an

empirical question to what extent this problem is alleviated by the disciplining role of leverage

or by alternative corporate control mechanisms.

In this chapter, we show that the level of leverage in the Netherlands is largely determined
by factors from the taxeslbankruptcy tradeoff model. On the one hand, the expected effect of tax

benefits is confirmed as leverage increases with the marginal tax rate. On the other hand, the
impact ofbankruptcy costs is relevant, as we find that leverage decreases with risk and increases

with collateral. Because growth opportunities also induce bankruptcy costs, this determinant is
part of the tradeoff model. Agency problems are only insignificantly related to leverage. This

does not imply that agency problems are absent in the Netherlands, because other factors may be

involved. This particularly holds for the overinvestment problem, which is caused by free cash

flow and the absence of the market for corporate control. The latter determinant is related to the

Dutch institutional setting in which firms are allowed to have multiple technical anti-takeover

barriers. The disciplining role of debt is not found in the data. Neither do we find results that

indicate that managers are forced or have incentives to increase leverage as a disciplinary device.

Managerial shareholdings are found to mitigate overinvestment. The presence of large

shareholders induces overinvestment, but the precise role of these blockholders remains unclear.
We find no results that show the relevance of agency problems between shareholders and

bondholders, and we conjecture that the entrenchment of the managers drives this finding. The
agency problems from relationships with outside stakeholders are not confirmed, because we

find no relations between leverage and product uniqueness or the importance of quality.
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Appendix S.A: The questionnaire

The sequence of the questions is adapted to the sequence of the indicators in column (3) ofTable

5.4. Questions marked with the symbol `~" were in a part of the questionnaire preceded by the

following guideline: "Bij het beantwoorden van de vragen in dit onderdeel is het de bedoeling

dat u uw onderneming zo goed mogelijk probeert te plaatsen ten opzichte van de gemiddelde

Nederlandse beursgenoteerde niet-financiële ondememing." (translation: "For the answers to the

questions in this section, please position your firm, as good as possible, in comparison with the

average Dutch listed non-financial firm.").

Leverage: "De scl:uld ratio is het vreemd vermogen met een resterende looptijd langer dan één

jaar gedeeld door het balanstotaal. Wat is in uw onderneming de schuldratio ( gemeten in

boekwaarden)?" ( 20 intervals, from 0-4 till 95-100; translation: "The debt ratio is debt

with a time to maturity of more than one year divided by o al a~setc. What is in your firm

the debt ratio ( measured in book values)?").

Convertible debt: "Maken converteerbare obligaties of obligaties met warrants deel uit van uw

vermogensstructuur ( exclusief personeelsregelingen)? jalnee" ( 2 options; translation: "Are

convertible bonds or bonds with warrants part of your financial structure (exclude

arrangements for employees)?" yeslno).

Short-term debt-. "De korte termijn schuld ratio is het vreemd vermogen met een resterende

looptijd minder dan één jaar gedeeld door het totale vreemd vermoeen. Wat is de korte

termijn schuld ratio in uw onderneming ( gemeten in boekwaarden)?" (20 intervals, from

0-4 till 95-100; translation: "The short-tenn debt ratio is debt with a time to maturity of

less than one year divided by total debt. What is in your firm the short-term debt ratio

(measured in book values)?").

Marginal tax rate: "Stel dat de fiscale aftrekbaarheid van rentelasten wordt afgeschaft. In welke

mate zal de te betalen belasting voor uw onderneming toenemen? zeer weiniglzeer veel" (7

points scale; translation: "Assume that the deductibility of interest payments is abolished.

To what extent will the amount of taxes that have to be paid increase? very littlelvery

much").

Non-debt tax shield from carry forwards: "Carry forwards verminderen de toekomstige

belastingbetalingen. Hoe groot is dit effect van carry forwards in uw onderneming? zeer

klein~zeer groot" ( 7 points scale; translation: "Carry forwards reduce future tax payments.

What is the size of this effect of carryforwards for your firm? very smallwery large").
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Non-debt tax shield from depreciation: "Afschrijvingen verminderen de te betalen belastingen.

Hoe groot is dit effect van afschrijvingen op de te betalen belastingen in uw onderneming?

zeer klein~zeer groot" (7 points scale; translation: "Depreciation reduces future tax

payments. What is the size of this effect of depreciation on tax payments for your firm?

very smalUvery large").

Volatility profits: "Zijn de bedrijfsresultaten van uw onderneming stabiel in de tijd? zeer

instabieUzeer stabiel" (7 points scale; translation: "Are the profits of your firm stable over

time? very unstablewery stable"; scale has been inverted).

Volatility sales: "Wat is de voorspelbaarheid van de omzet van uw onderneming voor de

komende drie jaar? zeer slechUzeer goed" (7 points scale; translation: "What is the degree

of prediCtability of the sales of your firm for the next three years? very good~very bad";

scale has been inverted).

Industry risk: "Mijn onderneming opereert in markten waar door innovatie producten en

diensten continu verouderen en elkaar in een hoog tempo opvolgen. volledig

oneenswolledig eens (7 points scale; translation: "My firm operates in markets where,

because of innovations, products and services, age continuously, and succeed each other

rapidly. fully disagreelfully agree").

Uniqueness towards customers: "De producten en diensten van mijn onderneming zijn voor

afnemers eenvoudig te vervangen door producten en diensten van een andere

onderneming. volledig oneenslvolledig eens" 7 points scale; translation: "The products

and services of my firm are easily replaceable by customers for products and services of

another firm. fully agree~fully disagree"; scale has been inverted).

Uniqueness towards employees: "Mijn werknemers zijn afhankelijk van de continuïteit van mijn

onderneming, omdat zij moeilijk een passende functie in een andere onderneming kunnen

vinden. volledig oneenswolledig eens" (7 points scale; translation: "My employees depend

upon the continuity ofmy firm, because it is difficult for them to find a suitable position in

another firm. fully agree~fully disagree"; scale has been inverted).

Importance of qualiry: "Voor de producten en diensten van mijn onderneming geldt dat

concurrentie voornamelijk plaatsvindt op basis van kwaliteit en niet op basis van prijs.

volledig oneenslvolledig eens" (7 points scale; translation: "For the products and services

of my firm it holds that competition is primarily based on quality and not on price. fully

disagree~fully agree").

Growth opportunities from RBcD: "Mijn onderneming investeert veel in RBcD. volledig

oneenslvolledig eens" (7 points scale; translation: "My firm invests much in RBcD. fully
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disagreelfully agree").

Growth opportunities from marketing: "Mijn ondememing investeert veel in marketing. volledig

oneenslvolledig eens" (7 points scale; translation: "My firm invests much in marketing.
fully disagreelfully agree").

Collateral value: "Stel dat uw onderneming nog geen pand- en hypotheekrechten op activa heeft

verleend. Welk deel van de activa van uw onderneming is geschikt voor deze

zekerheidsrechten? zeer kleinlzeer groot" (7 points scale; translation: "Assume that your

firm has not secured any of its assets yet. Which part of your assets is suitable for
securitization? very smalllvery large").

Free cash flow (projects): "Mijn onderneming heeft ruimschoots mogelijkheden voorhanden om
nieuwe rendabele projecten uit te voeren. volledig oneenslvolledig eens" (7 points scale;

translation:"My firm has ample opportunity to carry out new, profitable projects. fully
disagreelfully agree").

Free cash flow (liquid assets): "Mijn onderneming beschikt over veel liquide middelen
waarvoor nog geen concrete bestemming bestaat. volledig oneenslvolledig eens" (7 points

scale; translation: "My firm has disposal over much liquidity for which there is no clear
destination yet. fully disagreelfully agree").

Free cash jlow (internal funds): "De huidige en toekomstige interne financiële middelen zijn
meer dan toereikend om alle winstgevende projecten te financieren. volledig

oneenslvolledig eens" (7 points scale; translation: "The current and future intemal funds
are more than sufficient to finance all future profitable projects. fully disagreelfully

agree").

Managerial shareholdings: "Bezit het management van uw onderneming aandelen van de eigen

onderneming? zeer weiniglzeer veel" (7 points scale; translation: "Does the management

of your firm own shares of the firm? very littlelvery much").

Performance-based income: "Het deel van de totale inkomsten van het management (waarvan u
deel uitmaakt) dat afhankelijk is van de eigen aandelenkoers is groot. Denk hierbij aan
bonussen, aandelen en opties. volledig eenslvolledig oneens" (7 points scale; translation:

"The part of total income of the management (of which you are a member) that is

determined by the stock price of the firm, is large. (Take e.g. bonuses, shares, and options
into consideration.)fully disagreelfully agree").

Managerial option plans: "Bezit het management van uw onderneming opties of warrants van

de eigen onderneming? zeer weiniglzeer veel" (7 points scale; translation: "Does the
management ofyour firm own options or warrants of the firm? very littlelvery much").
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Asymmetric injormation: "De aandeelhouders van mijn onderneming zijn volledig op de hoogte

van de gang van zaken binnen de onderneming. volledig oneenslvolledig eens" (7 points

scale; translation: "The shareholders of my firm are fully informed about the course of

events within the firm. fully disagreelfully agree").

Block holdings: "Aandelen van mijn onderneming zijn voor een groot deel in handen van

grootaandeelhouders. volledig oneenslvolledig eens" (7 points scale; translation: "Shares

ofmy firm are to a large extent owned by large shareholders. fully disagreelfully agree").

Bank relationship: "Mijn onderneming heeft nauwe en langdurige relaties met huisbankiers.

volledig oneenslvolledig eens" (7 points scale; translation: "My firm has close and lasting

relationships with house bankers. fully disagreelfully agree").

Market for corporate control (threat): "Indien het management van mijn onderneming

onvoldoende zou functioneren, zou de onderneming worden overgenomen door een andere

onderneming. volledig oneenslvolledig eens" (7 points scale; translation: "If the

management of my firm would function insufficiently, the firm would be taken over by

another finn. fully disagreelfully agree").

Market for corporate control (barriers): "De huidige beschermingsconstructies van mijn

onderneming maken een vijandige overname onmogelijk. volledig oneenslvolledig eens"

(7 points scale; translation: "The current takeover barriers of my firm make a hostile

takeover impossible. fully agreelfully disagree"; scale has been inverted).

Covenants on dividends: "Worden bij langetermijnleningen restricties opgenomen met

betrekking tot dividendbetalingen? nooitlaltijd" (7 points scale; translation: "Are

restrictions with respect to dividend payments included in long-term debt contracts?

neverlalways").

Covenants on other contracts: "Worden bij langetermijnleningen restricties opgenomen met

betrekking tot het aangaan van andere frnancieringscontracten? nooitlaltijd" (7 points

scale; translation: "Are restrictions with respect to concluding other contracts included in

long-term debt contracts? neverlalways").

Covenants on investment decisions: "Worden bij langetermijnleningen restricties opgenomen

met betrekking tot investeringsbeslissingen? nooiUaltijd (7 points scale; translation: "Are

restrictions with respect to investment decisions included in long-term debt contracts?

neverlalways").

Secured debt: "Wordt bij langetermijnleningen een onderpand gebruikt? nooiUaltijd" (7 points

scale; translation: "Is security used in long term debt contracts? neverlalways").

Direct wealth transfer with dividends: "Het management van mijn onderneming kan door de
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aandeelhouders met succes worden benaderd om extra of buitengewone contante

dividenden uit te keren. volledig oneenswolledig eens" (7 points scale; translation: "The

management of my firm can be successfully approached by the shareholders to pay out

extraordinary cash dividends. fully disagree~fully agree").

Direct wealth transfer with debt senioritv: "Mijn onderneming zal alleen langetermijnleningen

afsluiten die lagere of gelijke prioriteit hebben als de huidige langetemiijnleningen.

volledig oneenslvolledig eens" (7 points scale; translation: "My firm will only conclude

long-[erm loans with lower or equal seniority as the current loans. fully agree~fully

disagree"; scale has been inverted).

Asset substitution (problem): "Ik verwacht dat onze aandeelhouders bij structureel

achterblijvende resultaten aandringen op een agressiever investeringsbeleid, in de hoop

meer winst te maken. volledig oneenslvolledig eens" (7 points scale; translation: "I expect

that our shareholders will insist on a more aggressive investment policy, in case of

structural low profits, in the hope of higher profits. fully disagreelfully agree").

Asset substitution (distress): "Projecten waarvan de onzekerheid momenteel niet wordt aanvaard

zullen bij dreigend faillissement wel worden ondernomen. volledig oneenslvolledig eens"

(7 points scale; translation: "Projects of which the uncertainty is unacceptable under

normal circumstances, will be undertaken in case of a threat of bankruptcy. fully

disagreelfully agree").

Underinvestment (problen:): "In mijn ondememing kan het voorkomen dat een potentieel

succesvol project niet doorgaat, omdat een aandelenemissie noodzakelijk is voor de

financiering. volledig oneenslvolledig eens" (7 points scale; translation: "In my firm it

might occur that a potentially successful project is not started, because new shares have to

be issued to finance the project. fully disagreelfully agree").

Underinvestment (distress): "In míndere tijden voor de onderneming zullen onze aandeelhouders

extra terughoudend zijn met betrekking tot de financiering van nieuwe veelbelovende
projecten. volledig oneenslvolledig eens" (7 points scale; translation: "In worse days for

the firm our shareholders will be extra reserved with respect to financing new promising

projects. fully disagreelfully agree").

Overinvestment: "In mijn onderneming gaat een zinvol project door, ook als dit naar

verwachting een daling van de aandelenprijs veroorzaakt. volledig oneenslvolledig eens"

(7 points scale; translation: "In my firm a project is accepted if it is useful to the

management's opinion, even it is expected that this causes a reduction in the stock price.

fully disagreelfully agree").
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Summary and Conclusions

Numerous theoretical and empirical studies exist that try to explain the debt-equity choice of

firms. In Chapter 1, we quoted Myers in his presidential address to the American Finance

Association, asking `How do firms choose their capital structures?'. Despite the immense effort

of researchers and a huge capital structure literature, his answer was `We don't know?' ( Myers,

1984, p. 575). In this thesis we have studied the debt-equity choices made in Dutch non-

financial finns that are listed on the Amsterdam Exchanges. In these firms, individual

shareholders are partial owners, whereas the firms are controlled by professional management

teams. In this thesis the inherent separation between ownership and control plays an important

role. For this reason, we adapt Myers' question: which determinants influence the nranagen:ent's

choice between debt and equity in Dutch e,rchmrge-listed firms? According to agency theory,

several of these determinants arise from differentiations between shareholders and managers,

debtholders and shareholders, or between other stakeholders. Other theories predict determinants

from tax or bankruptcy costs and benefits associated with leverage. In this thesis we aim to test

the empirical relevance of these theories for Dutch listed non-financial firms. In this concluding

chapter we will summarize the preceeding chapters and discuss the relations between the

empirical results. Besides, we will mention the contributions of this thesis and topics for further

research.

The capital structure literature starts with the seminal paper by Nobel Laureates

Modigliani and Miller ( 1958). In this paper, under stringent assumptions, capital structure

choice is found to be irrelevant for the value of the firm. Subsequent theoretical studies have

investigated the relevance of capital structure by relaxing the assumptions and studying the

consequences. Empirical studies provide tests of these theories. This literature is reviewed in

Chapter 2. Agency problems play a crucial role in the recent capital structure literature.

Information differences and divergences of interests between groups of stakeholders lead to

agency problems. With these problems agency costs are associated. Agency problems are

closely related to capital structure decisions. On the one hand, capital structure decisions may

cause agency problems. On the other hand, capital structure may serve to mitigate agency

problems. Because we study listed firms, agency problems arise between managers and

shareholders. Because the shareholders own the finn, but the management controls the firm, the
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managers may have incentives to maximize their own wealth, at the expense of the shareholders.

Leverage, as a disciplining mechanism is hypothesized to constrain managers. However, this

task can also be fulfilled by other disciplinary mechanisms, often referred to as the firm's

corporate goverance structure. This overinvestment problem is one of several agency theories

that explain capital structure decisions. Other agency-based capital structure theories are derived

from alternative moral hazard agency problems, i.e. between shareholders and bondholders or

between insiders and outside stakeholders, or adverse selection agency problems. Next to the

agency-based explanations, tax- and bankruptcy-based theories may explain capital structure

choice. In the empirical literature the above-mentioned theories have been tested extensively.

Several approaches are applied in order to investigate the relevance of the theories. The majority

of the empirical studies is based on data sets of US firms. The results of the studies are versatile

and, according to the empirical researchers, most of the theories have been proven to be relevant

in explaining the firms' capital structure choices.

We infer from a critical assessment of the current practice in capital structure literature

that theories dominate empirical results. Following Cools (1993), unilateral dependence between

theory formation and empirical testing is observed. As a result, empiricists try to confirm

theories and blame the empirical approach if theories are not confirmed. In Chapter 2, we argue

that this attitude should be replaced by critical rationalism. In other words, we plea for increased

differentiation in empirical tests, reducing the divergence between theory and empirical tests,

and a more critical attitude with respect to the theories tested.

The empirical studies in this thesis are tests of capital structure theories for Dutch listed

non-financial firms. The existing empirical studies for samples of Dutch firms do not emphasize

the role of agency problems. Consequently, many agency theories have not been tested yet in the

Dutch institutional setting. Because the corporate governance characteristics of Dutch listed

firms are expected to accentuate some agency theories, the omission is a missed opportunity. In

the Netherlands, firms have effective takeover defenses, which may partly protect managers

from disciplining. Among others, the ownership structure, the influence of banks, and the two-

tier board system differ from the US institutional setting, for which many empirical studies have

been camed out.

The first empirical study is presented in Chapter 3. In this study we test the tax~bankruptcy

static tradeoff theory and two mora] hazard agency theories, i.e. Myers' (1977) underinvestment

and Jensen's (1986) and Zwiebel's (1996) overinvestment theories. We test an empirical model

for a data set of Dutch listed non-financials over the period 1992-1996 of publicly available

data. We use accounting data, stock market data, and data from various sources about the firms'
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governance structures. In order to measure the theoretical prediction as precise as possible and to

reduce endogeneity problems, we use a structural equations model and subsamples. Tobin's Q

plays an essential role in the agency theories and we account for the dual role of this proxy. The

results indicate that an important detenninant is bankruptcy costs, which is approximated by

business risk, tangible assets, and size. The result for tax effects contradicts theory. The findings

for underinvestment are not in line with theoretical predictions. Especially interesting are the test

results for the overinvestment problem. At first instance, firms seem to avoid the use of leverage

as a disciplining device. Although, the disciplining role may be valuable, firms with lower

growth opportunities and more free cash flow do not have more leverage, in comparison with

other firms. Moreover, Zwiebel's (1996) model is further confirmed by the positive influence of

the supervisory board and the largest outside blockholder. However, additional results cast some

doubt on this explanation. Institutional shareholdings affect leverage negatively and the

influence of the largest outside blockholders becomes negative for larger stakes. Moreover, the

influence of leverage on firm value is not positive, which suggests that leverage does not

discipline the management. Several other governance mechanisms are found to influence firm

value. This implies that overinvestment behavior may be relevant in the Netherlands, but that

leverage does not play an important role as a disciplining device.

In Chapter 4 we present our second empirical model. Issues of debt and equity are studied

in order to test theories on incremental capital structure decisions. We use publicly available

data of Dutch listed non-financial firms over the period 1977-1996, consisting of 137 debt and

110 equity issues of these firms and accounting and stock market data. In addition, we gathered

data on the announcement of the securities issues. Initially, we use a logit model in order to

investigate the motives for the firms' managers to issue either debt or equity. These motives are
based on the static taxlbankruptcy tradeoff model, overinvestment (Jensen (1986) and Zwiebel

(1996)), signalling (Ross (1977)), and Myers and Majluf's (1984) adverse selection theory. This

latter theory is often referred to as the pecking order hypothesis. Using the event study method,

in combination with regressions on the announcement effects, we test the same theories for the

stock market's reaction on the announcement of the debt and equity issues. This set-up allows us

to compare the manager's intention with the market's reaction. The results for the managerial

motives indicate that the static tradeoff model and the signalling model are relevant. As

expected, we find no confirmation for Myers and Majlufs (1984) adverse selection theory. The

findings for the overinvestment model show that managers do not voluntarily discipline

themselves through the issuance of debt, when a disciplining force is required. This result can be

interpreted as debt avoidance. The results for the market's reaction show that on average equity
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issues are associated with a negative abnormal return of -1.070~0, which is significant at the l00~0

confidence level. Announcements of debt issues lead to an insignificant abnormal return of

0.510~0. A further investigation of the announcement effects confirms the signalling model. The

static tradeoff theory and Myers and Majluf's (1984) adverse selection model are not confirmed.

Potential overinvestment behavior is recognized by the stock market. A comparison of the

motives for the debt-equity choice and the market's reaction elicit interesting fortifications and

contrasts. First, in line with the static tradeoff theory, we find evidence that managers issue

equity or debt in order to move towards the optimal debt ratio. In contrast, the stock price

reaction is not related to the target adjustments. Second, the evidence for signalling is present in

both the managerial choice and the market's reaction. If signalling would be present in either of

the tests, the theory would not be confirmed, because signalling is only relevant in case the

signalled intentions of the management are noticed by the market. Third, as hypothesized, the

evidence for the adverse selection model is absent in both the debt-equity choice and the

market's reaction. Fourth, moral hazard behavior shows up in the debt-equity choice. This

behavior is recognized by the market and the resulting stock price reactions reveal the market's

suspicions of overinvestment behavior.

In the study in Chapter 5 we test determinants of both leverage and agency problems, on

the basis of the taxlbankruptcy tradeoff, product-market characteristics (Titman (1984) and

Maksimovic and Titman (1991)), and four moral hazard agency problems. The agency problems

between shareholders and bondholders are underinvestment (Myers (1977)), direct wealth

transfers (Smith and Warner (1979)), and asset substitution (Jensen and Meckling (1976)). The

overinvestment problem (Jensen (1986) and Zwiebel (1996)) arises between shareholders and

managers. In this chapter we advocate the use of questionnaire data, in combination with

confirmatory factor analysis and structural equations modeling. The questionnaires enable the

use of internal information, which is an essential element of agency theory. The combination of

factor analysis and a regression technique reduces the respondents' bias, in comparison with

existing questionnaire studies. We use data from questionnaires that we received from 102 CFOs
of Dutch listed non-financial firms in 1997. The response rate was 61o~a. We find that leverage is

mainly determined by the taxlbankruptcy tradeoff Direct relations between agency problems

and leverage seem to be absent. For shareholder-bondholder agency problems we find no

confirmation at all. The moral hazard agency problems, based on product-market characteristics,

are also not confirmed, i.e. uniqueness and product quality are not found to influence leverage.

Finally, overinvestment is not found to be related to leverage. This can be interpreted as debt

avoidance. However, the resul[s show that overinvestment does matter in the Netherlands.
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Overinvestment is aggrevated by free cash flow, takeover defenses, and blockholders.

Alignment of interest through managerial shareholdings reduce overinvestment behavior.

Managerial option plans, performance-based income, and bank monitoring are not found to

influence overinvestment.

Although the empirical studies have been presented separately, the tests are closely

related. For each of the theories tested in this thesis we can describe the results from the three

empirical chapters, and compare them with other studies. Successively, we will discuss the

tax~bankruptcy tradeoff, shareholder-bondholder agency conflicts, shareholder-management

agency conflicts, agency problems between insiders and other stakeholders, signalling models,

and the pecking order hypothesis.

The taxlbankruptcy tradeoff is tested in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. The cross-section results in

Chapter 3 and 5 confirm the hypothesis that bankruptcy costs lead to less leverage, because

business risk and collateral value are important determinants of the debt ratio. These findings

confinn the results of Cools (1993), Van Dijk (1997), and Chen, Lensink, and Sterken (1998). In

these chapters, the results for tax influences are mixed. Non-debt tax shields (Chapter 3) yield
results that conflict with theory. As expected, the marginal tax rate (Chapter 5) influences

leverage positively. When firms make incremental capital structure decisions, theory predicts

that the actual debt ratio moves towards the optimum, which is based on the above-mentioned

tax~bankruptcy tradeoff. In Chapter 4, we show that the divergence between the actual and
optimal debt ratio has predictive power with respect to debt and equity issues. This finding

confirms the study for US firms by Opler and Titman (1997). However, the shareholder's

reaction to the announcement is not influenced by the reduction of this divergence.

Shareholder-bondholder agency conflicts are studied in Chapters 3 and 5. In both chapters
underinvestment is not found to determine leverage. In Smith and Watts (1992) and Gaver and

Gaver (1993) confirmation is found for US firms. In Chapter 5, the expected influence of asset
substitution and direct wealth transfers on leverage is also not confirmed. We conjecture that the

bondholder-shareholder problems for listed firms in the Netherlands are less relevant for at least
two reasons. First, if the bondholders are banks with multiple relations with the firm and

effective covenants, shareholders are not able to expropriate wealth to the shareholders. Second,
managers have to be persuaded by shareholders to expropriate wealth. Shareholders may not

have to power to force managers.

Shareholder-management agency conflicts are investigated in the Chapters 3, 4, and 5. We

consistently find that leverage is not used to constrain the managers' overinvestment behavior.

This confirms Zwiebel's (1996) debt avoidance hypothesis and contrasts with Jensen's (1986)
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notion of voluntarily disciplining. However, the results in Chapters 3 and 5 indicate that

leverage does not discipline the potential overinvestment behavior. It remains unclear whether

this is caused by the absence of leverage or the absence of disciplinary power. These results are

contradictary to a multitude of studies for US firms, but are in line with recent studies in the US

by Mehran (1995) and Berger, Ofek, and Yermack (1997). In each chapter, we find evidence

that overinvestment is present in Dutch listed firms. In the Chapters 3 and 5 we document

several corporate governance devices that influence firm value. ln Chapter 4 we mention that the

shareholder's reactions reveal expected overinvestment behavior.

The remaining theories are tested in single chapters. Agency problems between insiders

and other stakeholders are tested in Chapter 5. Uniqueness and product quality are product-

market characteristics that are not found to determine leverage. This finding does not correspond

with the theoretical predictions by Titman (1984) and Maksomovic and Titman (1991) and the

empirical results for uniqueness by Titman and Wessels (1988). Signalling models, as

introduced by Ross (1977), are found to have explanatory power in the firm's debt-equity choice

and the market's reaction. The results in Chapter 4 confirm the signalling hypotheses. The

pecking order hypothesis, i.e. Myers and Majluf's (1984) adverse selection model, is not

confirmed in Chapter 4. We conjecture that this finding is caused by the prevalence of rights

issues and managerial entrenchment over informational differences. This latter finding contrasts

with several studies for US firms, which are summarized by Smith (198G) and Eckbo and

Masulis (1995). However, for European firms comparable results are found (see Armitage

(1998)).

After summarizing the results of this thesis we can ask ourselves whether we have

advanced the knowledge which is required to answer Myers' question, as posed in the

introduction: `How do firms choose their capital structure?'. We still cannot provide a general

answer to this question. However, for the sample of Dutch firms that is studied in this thesis, we

have put forward a notion about which theories seem to have explanatory power and which

theories do not seem to be relevant. Unfortunately, these results cannot be generalized for

alternative institutional settings. But, whereas most existing studies investigate US firms and our

results are different from these studies, we have shown that the institutional setting is an

important aspect in the relevance of capital structure theories. Besides, we have extended the use

of empirical approaches, in comparison with the existing literature. In Chapter 3 we reduced an

endogeneity problem by using structural equations modeling. In Chapter 4 we investigated both

the managerial decision and the stock market's reaction and we have shown that an extensive

inquiry of the contents of the announcement induces additional insights. In Chapter 5 we
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advocate and apply a technique based on questionnaire data which is novel in corporate finance

research, and allows for the explicit measurement ofagency problems.

The investigation in this thesis is not complete and futher research has to be done in the

field of capital structure. We see at least three topics that require further empirical investigation.

First, although subsamples are used in Chapters 3 and 4, a further breakdown of samples is

likely to yield additional insights. By dividing samples, it will be possible to define tests with

increased discriminatory power. For example, the underinvestment problem of Myers (1977)

requires asymmetric information, poor prospects for the assets in place, sufficient debt, and

control by shareholders over the firm's activities. An investigation of underinvestment in a

subsample of firms which meet these four requirements will lead to a more precise test of the

theory. Another example is to study debt and equity issues of firms which make additional

capital structure adjustments, e.g. by retiring debt, repurchasing stock, or paying large dividends.

This analysis may convey pure capital structure changes, i.e. substitution of debt versus equity,

and provide more precise empirical tests. A second topic arises because the capital structure

decision has been treated independently from other corporate finance decisions, such as the

dividend decision and risk management policies. An interaction between these decisions is

likely to be present and seems to be a promising topic for further investigation. For example,

Leland (1998) models the relationship between risk management and leverage. This study is an

interesting starting point for empirical testing. A third topic for further investigation is the

composition of both debt and equity. In this thesis, debt and equity have been treated as

homogeneous. However, several forms of debt and equity prevail and each form has specific

characteristics, that influence capital structure theories. In this area Barclay and Smith (1995)

study the determinants of debt maturity, while Houston and James (1996) and Johnson (1997)

investigate the choice between public debt, bank debt, and private debt. However, these studies

are single equation models in which the choice of the structure of debt and its determinants are

assumed to be independent of other capital structure decisions. A study that includes both the

choice for the maturity and sources of debt, and the debt-equity choice may yield interesting

results with respect to capital structure choice.
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)

De keuze tussen eigen en vreemd vermogen in ondernemingen is het onderwerp van studie in

een groot aantal onderzoeken. In Hoofdstuk 1 is een citaat van Myers uit zijn presidentiële rede

voor de American Finance Association opgenomen waarin hij zich afvraagt hoe ondememingen

hun vermogensstructuur kiezen. Ondanks een omvangrijke literatuur over dit onderwerp, luidt

zijn antwoord: `We don't know?' (Myers, 1984, p. 575). In dit onderzoek is de keuze tussen

eigen en vreemd vermogen onderzocht in Nederlandse niet-financiële ondernemingen, die een

beursnotering hebben aan Amsterdam Exchanges. Individuele aandeelhouders zijn partiële

eigenaars in deze ondememingen, die worden geleid door teams van professionele managers. De

gevolgen van de resulterende scheiding tussen leiding en eigendom spelen een belangrijke rol in

deze studie. Om deze reden kunnen we Myers' vraag aanpassen tot: welke factoren bei'nvloeden

de keuze van het managen:ent tussen eigen en vreemd vern:ogen in Nederlandse

beursondernemingen? De genoemde factoren worden de determinanten van de

vermogensstructuurkeuze genoemd. Volgens agency-theorieën zijn determinanten af te leiden

uit relaties tussen aandeelhouders en managers, vreemd vermogensverschaffers en

aandeelhouders, en tussen voorgenoemde partijen en andere belanghebbenden. Andere theorieën

voorspellen determinanten op basis van belastingvoordelen en faillissementskosten, verbonden

aan vreemd vermogen. In deze studie wordt de empirische relevantie getest van deze theorieën

voor Nederlandse beursgenoteerde niet-financiële ondernemingen.

De literatuur op het gebied van de vermogensstructuurkeuze is met name gebaseerd op een

bijdrage van Modigliani and Miller (1958). In dit artikel wordt betoogd dat, onder s[ringente

veronderstellingen, de vermogensstructuurkeuze niet relevant is voor de waarde van een

ondememing. Latere theoretische studies hebben de relevantie van de vermogensstructuur

onderzocht door de veronderstellingen te matigen en de gevolgen voor de vermogensstructuur te

beschrijven. Empirische studies testen deze theorieën. Een overzicht van de literatuur is in

Hoofdstuk 2 opgenomen. Agency-problemen spelen een cruciale rol in de huidige literatuur.

Verschillen in informatie en belangentegenstellingen tussen groepen van participanten in

ondernemingen leiden tot agency-problemen. Agency-problemen beïnvloeden de keuze van de

vermogensstructuur. Enerzijds kan de keuze tussen eigen en vreemd vemlogen agency-

problemen veroorzaken. Anderzijds kan de vermogensstructuur leiden tot een vermindering van

agency-problemen. Doordat deze studie zich richt op beursondememingen, zijn agency-

problemen tussen managers en aandeelhouders relevant. Immers, de aandeelhouders zijn
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eigenaar, maar managers besturen de ondememing. De managers kunnen motieven hebben om

hun eigen welvaart te maximaliseren, ten koste van de aandeelhouders. Op basis van

theorievorming wordt verwacht dat vreemd vermogen als disciplineringsmechanisme fungeert

om managers te beteugelen. Echter, deze taak kan ook worden vervuld door een scala van

alternatieve mechanismen. Deze mechanismen worden de beheersstructuur of de governance-

structuur van een ondememing genoemd. Het overinvesteringsprobleem is een voorbeeld van

een agency-probleem, op basis van tegenstellingen tussen managers en aandeelhouders, dat de

keuze van de vermogensstructuur deels verklaart. Tevens is een aantal theorieën gebaseerd op

agency-problemen tussen aandeelhouders en vreemd vermogensverschaffers en tussen

voorgenoemde partijen en andere belanghebbenden. Naast verklaringen op basis van de agency-

theorie, bestaan theorieën waarin belasting- en faillissementseffec[en de keuze tussen eigen en

vreemd vermogen bepalen. In de empirische literatuur zijn bovengenoemde theorieën uitgebreid

getoetst, waarbij een diversiteit aan technieken wordt gebruikt. Het merendeel van de empirische

studies is gebaseerd op data van ondernemingen in de Verenigde Staten. Deze studies hebben

een verscheidenheid aan resultaten opgeleverd, waarbij bevestiging is gevonden voor een

aanzienlijk deel van de theoretische verklaringen.

In een kritische beschouwing van de literatuur op het gebied van vermogensstructuur in

Hoofdstuk 2 concluderen we dat theorieën de empirische studies domineren. Evenals in Cools

(1993), wordt opgemerkt dat de relatie tussen theorie en empirie wordt gekenmerkt door

eenzijdige afhankelijkheid. Het gevolg is dat empiristen neigen om bevestiging voor theorieën te

rapporteren. Indien geen bevestiging wordt gevonden, wordt dit volgens de onderzoekers

veroorzaakt door tekortkomingen van de empirische technieken. In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt betoogd

dat deze houding beter vervangen kan worden door kritisch rationalisme. Gepleit wordt voor

meer diversiteit in empirische toetsen, het verminderen van de discrepantie tussen theorie en

empirische toetsen, en een kritische houding ten opzichte van de getoetste theorieën.

De drie empirische studies in dit proefschrift zijn testen van theorieën voor de

verklaringen van de vermogensstructuur van Nederlandse niet-financiële beursondernemingen.

Bestaande studies voor Nederlandse ondernemingen zijn niet gericht op de ro] van agency-

problemen. Hierdoor is een aantal agency-theorieën niet getoetst in de Nederlandse institutionele

setting. Echter, verwacht wordt dat enkele agency-problemen een prominente rol spelen door de

typische beheersstructuur van Nederlandse beursondememingen, in vergelijking met

bijvoorbeeld de structuren in de Verenigde Staten. In Nederland beschikken ondernemingen

over effectieve beschermingsconstructies, die managers kunnen beschermen tegen

disciplinering. Andere verschillen ten opzichte van de Verenigde Staten zijn de
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eigendomsstructuur, de invloed van banken, en een toezichthoudend orgaan op basis van het

two-tier systeem.

De eerste empirische studie is beschreven in Hoofdstuk 3. In dit onderzoek toetsen we de

theorie van statische afruil tussen belastingvoordelen en faillissementskosten van vreemd

vermogen. Tevens worden twee `moral hazard' agency-theorieën onderzocht, te weten Myers'

(1977) onderinvesteringstheorie and Jensen's (1986) and Zwiebel's (1996)

overinvesteringstheorieën. Een empirisch model wordt getoetst voor een data-set van

Nederlandse niet-financiële beursondernemingen in de periode 1992-1996. Gebruik wordt

gemaakt van publiekelijk beschikbare data. Teneinde de hypothesen precies te toetsen en

endogeniteitsproblemen te reduceren, wordt gebruik gemaakt van een structureel vergelijkingen

model en het opsplitsen van de totale steekproef. Tobin's Q-ratio speelt een cruciale en duale rol

in de agency-theorieën. In het onderzoek wordt de duale rol van de Q-ratio expliciet

gemodelleerd. De resultaten tonen aan dat faillissementskosten een belangrijke determinant van

de schuldratio zijn. Faillissementskosten worden benaderd met behulp van het bedrijfsrisico, de

materiële activa en de ondernemingsomvang. De resultaten voor belastingeffecten en

onderinvesteringsprobleem zijn niet overeenkomstig de theorie. De bevindingen voor het

overinvesteringsprobleem zijn interessant. In eerste instantie lijken ondernemingen de

disciplinerende werking van vreemd vermogen te ontwijken. Immers, ondernemingen met lagere

groeimogelijkheden en meer overtollige kasstromen hebben geen hogere schuldratio, in

vergelijking met andere ondernemingen. Daarnaast wordt Zwiebel's (1996) model bevestigd

door de positieve invloed op de schuld ratio van de omvang van de Raad van Commissarissen en

het aandelenbezit van de grootste externe aandeelhouder. Echter, additionele bevindingen geven

geen bevestiging voor dit model. Institutioneel aandelenbezit leidt tot een lagere schuldratio en

indien het aandelenbezit van de grootste externe aandeelhouder groter wordt, daalt ook de

schuldratio. De invloed van de schuldratio op de Q-ratio, als benadering van

ondernemingswaarde, is niet significant positief. Dit duidt op de afwezigheid van de

disciplinerende werking van vreemd vermogen. Diverse andere govemance-mechanismen

beïnvloeden ondernemingswaarde. De resultaten duiden op de relevantie van het

overinvesteringsprobleem in Nederland, waarbij de disciplinerende rol van vreemd vermogen

afwezig is.

In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt de tweede empirische studie gepresenteerd. Emissies van vreemd en

eigen vermogen worden onderzocht teneinde theorieën met betrekking tot incrementele

vermogensstructuurbeslissingen te testen. De data-set bestaat uit publiekelijk beschikbare data

van Nederlandse niet-financiële beursondernemingen in periode 1977-1996. In totaal zijn
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gegevens verzameld over 137 emissies van vreemd vermogen 110 emissies van eigen vermogen.

Voor deze emissies zijn gegevens beschikbaar van de aankondiging van de emissie en van de

kenmerken van de emitterende onderneming. In eerste instantie is een logit-model gebruikt om

de motieven van managers in de keuze tussen eigen en vreemd vermogen te beschrijven. Deze

motieven zijn gebaseerd op de statische afruil tussen belasting- en faillissementseffecten, het

overinvesteringsprobleem (Jensen (1986) en Zwiebel (1996)), signaaltheorie (Ross (1977)) en

Myers en Majlufs (1984) `adverse selection'-theorie. Laatstgenoemde theorie wordt ook de

`pecking order'-theorie genoemd. Met behulp van een `event'-studie bepalen we de

aankondigingseffecten van de emissies. Tevens gebruiken we regressie-technieken om de

aankondigingseffecten te verklaren. Met behulp van de twee methoden kunnen we
bovengenoemde theorieën toetsen aan de hand van de reactie van de aandelenkoers. De

combinatie van de logit-analyse en de analyse van de aankondigingseffecten maakt het mogelijk

de intenties van het management te vergelijken met de reactie van de financiële markt. De

resultaten van de logit-analyse bevestigen het model van statische afruil en de signaaltheorie.
Wij vinden geen bevestiging voor het model van Myers en Majluf (1984). Met betrekking tot het

overinvesteringsprobleem concluderen we dat managers zichzelf niet disciplineren door middel

van vreemd vermogen, als een disciplinerende werking gewenst is. Dit resultaat kan worden
geïnterpreteerd als het ontwijken van vreemd vermogen. De bevindingen voor de reactie van de

financiële markt tonen aan dat emissies van eigen vermogen gemiddeld leiden tot een abnormaal

rendement van -1.070~0 (significant bij l00~o betrouwbaarheidsniveau). Aankondigingen van

vreemd vermogen resulteren in een insignificant abnonnaal rendement van O.Sla~o. In de

regressie-analyse wordt bevestiging gevonden voor de signaalwerking van emissies. De statische

afruil en de `adverse selection'-theorie van Myers en Majluf (1984) worden niet bevestigd. De

resultaten tonen aan dat potentieel overinvesteringsgedrag door de financiële markt wordt

herkend. Een vergelijking tussen de motieven van het management met de reactie van de
financiële markt leidt tot interessante inzichten. Ten eerste, wordt de statische afruil bevestigd

doordat managers door middel van emissies van eigen en vreemd vermogen het verschil tussen
de werkelijke schuldratio en de optimale schuldratio verminderen. Echter, het

aankondigingseffect is niet gerelateerd aan de aanpassing van de schuldratio in de richting van

het optimum. Ten tweede wordt de signaaltheorie in de keuze van het management en in de

reactie van de markt waargenomen. De theorie kan alleen worden bevestigd, indien beide

modellen de hypothesen bevestigen. Immers, signaaltheorie vereist dat managers bewust een

signaal afgeven, dat tevens door de markt wordt opgemerkt. Ten derde, het `adverse selection'-
model wordt in geen van de beide empirische modellen bevestigd. Wij verwachten dat dit
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resultaat wordt veroorzaakt door het veelvuldige gebruik van claimemissies en beperkte invloed

van aandeelhouders op managers. Ten vierde, overinvesteringsgedrag is aanwezig in de keuze
tussen eigen en vreemd vermogen door de managers. Managers ontwijken de disciplinerende
werking van vreemd vermogen. De analyse van de aankondigingseffecten toont aan dat dit
gedrag wordt door de financiële markt wordt herkend.

In de empirische studie in Hoofdstuk 5 worden determinanten van de schuldratio en
agency-problemen onderzocht. De hypothesen betreffen de statische afruil tussen
belastingvoordelen en faillissementskosten van vreemd vermogen, product-markt kerunerken

(Titman (1984) en Maksimovic en Titman ( 1991)) en vier agency-problemen. De agency-
problemen tussen aandeelhouders en vreemd vem~ogensverschaffers zijn onderinvestering

(Myers (1977)), directe welvaartsoverdracht (Smith and Warner (1979)) en activa-substitutie
(Jensen and Meckling (1976)). Het overinvesteringsprobleem (Jensen ( 1986) en Zwiebel ( 1996))

speelt tussen aandeelhouders en managers. In Hoofdstuk 5 pleiten we voor het gebruik van da[a
verkregen uit enquêtes, in combinatie met factor analyse en een model met structurele

vergelijkingen. De data uit enquêtes stelt ons in staat interne informatie van het management te

gebruiken. Deze inteme informatie is een essentieel element in de agency-theorie. De invloed

van meetfouten kan door het gebruik van factor analyse worden verminderd. We beschikken
over data op basis van geretourneerde enquêtes van 102 financieel directeuren van Nederlandse

niet-financiële beursondernemingen uit 1997. Het responspercentage is 610~0. De resultaten
geven aan dat de schuldratio met name wordt bepaald door de afruil tussen belasting- en

faillissementseffecten. Directe relaties tussen agency-problemen en de schuldratio worden niet
bevestigd. Voor de relevantie van agency-problemen tussen aandeelhouders en vreemd

vermogensverschaffers wordt geen bewijs gevonden. Wij verwachten dat deze problemen voor
Nederlandse beursondememingen weinig relevant zijn vanwege de sterke positie van banken,

onder andere als verschaffer van vreemd vermogen, en vanwege de beperkte invloed van
aandeelhouders op de managers. Doordat uniekheid en het belang van kwaliteit van de

producten niet gerelateerd is aan de schuldratio, concluderen wij dat agency-problemen als

gevolg van product-markt kenmerken niet worden bevestigd. Tenslotte vinden we dat

overinvesteringsgedrag niet is gerelateerd aan de schuldratio. Deze bevinding kan worden

geïnterpreteerd als het ontwijken van de disciplinerende werking van vreemd vermogen. Het is

belangrijk om op te merken dat overinvesteringsgedrag wel relevant is in de Nederlandse
beursondernemingen. Dit gedrag wordt versterkt door overtollige kasmiddelen, bescherming

tegen onvrijwillige overnames en de aanwezigheid van grootaandeelhouders. Aandelenbezit
door het management leidt tot minder overinvesteringsgedrag. Optieregelingen voor managers,
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beloning naar prestatie en de aanwezigheid van huisbanken beïnvloeden het

overinvesteringsgedrag niet.

Hoewel de drie empirische studies afzonderlijk zijn gepresenteerd, zijn de onderzoeken

onderling sterk gerelateerd. Een aantal theorieën is in meerdere hoofdstukken onderzocht. De

afruil tussen belastingvoordelen en faillissementskosten van vreemd vermogen is onderzocht in

Hoofdstuk 3, 4 en 5. De resultaten voor de determinanten van de schuldratio in Hoofdstuk 3 en 5

bevestigen de hypothese dat faillissementskosten tot een lagere schuldratio leiden. Immers,

bedrijfsrisico en onderpandswaarde van de activa zijn belangrijke determinanten van de

schuldratio. Belastingschilden, anders dan vreemd vermogen (Hoofdstuk 3) tonen resultaten die

tegenstrijdig zijn met de hypothese. In overeenkomst met de hypothese, heeft de marginale

belastingvoet een positieve invloed op de schuldratio. Bij de keuze tussen eigen en vreemd

vermogen voorspelt de theorie dat de schuldratio zich in de richting van het optimum beweegt.

Het optimum wordt bepaald door de bovengenoemde afruil tussen belastingvoordelen en

faillissementskosten. In Hoofdstuk 4 tonen we aan dat de discrepantie tussen de huidige en

optimale schuldratio verklaringskracht heeft in de keuze tussen eigen en vreemd vermogen.

Echter, het verminderen van deze discrepantie komt niet tot uitdrukking in de koersreactie op de

financiële markt. Agency-conflicten tussen verschaffers van eigen en vreemd vermogen worden

onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 3 en 5. In deze hoofdstukken wordt geen bevestiging gevonden voor de

relevantie van deze agency-problemen. Agency-problemen tussen aandeelhouders en managers

zijn onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 3, 4 en 5. In de drie onderzoeken wordt consistent gerapporteerd

dat managers die de mogelijkheid hebben om te overinvesteren niet worden beteugeld door de

disciplinerende werking van vreemd vermogen. Deze bevinding bevestigt de hypothese van

Zwiebel (1996). Echter, de resultaten in Hoofdstuk 3 en 5 tonen dat een hogere schuldratio niet

het overinvesteringsgedrag vermindert. Het is niet duidelijk of dit laatste resultaat wordt

veroorzaakt door de afwezigheid van vreemd vermogen of de afwezigheid van de

disciplinerende werking van vreemd vermogen. De resultaten zijn tegenstrijdig met eerdere

empirische studies voor ondememingen in de Verenigde Staten, met uitzondering van de studies

van Mehran (1995) en Berger, Ofek en Yermack (1997). In ieder hoofdstuk vinden we

bevestiging voor de relevantie van overinvesteringsgedrag in Nederlandse beursondememingen.

In Hoofdstuk 3 en 5 beschrijven we een aantal alternatieve disciplineringsmechanismen die de

ondernemingswaarde beïnvloeden. In hoofdstuk 4 tonen we dat de reactie van de aandelenkoers

potentieel overinvesteringsgedrag openbaart.

Na deze samenvatting van de resultaten kunnen we wederom refereren aan Myers' vraag

uit Hoofdstuk 1 en onszelf afvragen of we dichter bij een antwoord zijn gekomen. Hoewel we
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geen algemeen antwoord kunnen geven, is voor de steekproef van Nederlandse ondememingen

beschreven welke theorieën verklaringskracht hebben en welke theorieën niet relevant zijn. Het

is niet mogelijk deze resultaten te generaliseren naar alternatieve institutionele settings. Doordat

bestaande studies zich met name op de Verenigde Staten richten en onze resultaten verschillen

van deze studies, kan worden gesteld dat de institutionele setting een belangrijk aspect is voor de

relevantie van vermogensstructuurtheorieën. Naast het toetsen van theorieën in de Nederlandse

institutionele setting, hebben we het gebruik van empirische methoden uitgebreid, in

vergelijking met bestaande studies. In Hoofdstuk 3 is een structureel vergelijkingen model

gebruikt om de Q-ratio en de schuldratio als endogene variabelen te modelleren. In Hoofdstuk 4

zijn de vermogensstructuurbeslissing van het management en de reactie van de financiële markt

in onderlinge samenhang bestudeerd en heeft een uitgebreide analyse van de vrijgegeven

informatie bij aankondiging plaatsgevonden. In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt het gebruik van een techniek

gebaseerd op data uit enquêtes gedemonstreerd. Deze techniek is nieuw in empirische

ondernemingsfinanciering en maakt het mogelijk agency-problemen expliciet te modelleren.
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